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Here They

Are!

No. 235
New screen grid tube -designed to reduce
cross modulation and similar distortion.

No. 551

RADIO TUBES
FOR ALL NEW RECEIVERS
EVER ABREAST OF THE

RADIO TIMES

$141113 D has achieved tremendous success
with these NEW tubes. The reason
is obvious-QUALITY

New screen grid tube -designed for same
purpose as type 235. although having
slightly different characteristics.

No. 230
New general purpose tube, operating e
nomically at 2 solts, giving unusual service
though using very little power.

No. 231
New amplifier using 2 volts and extremely
low current consumption in same group as
ts prs 230 and 232.

No. 232

-for

use
tube
frequency amplifier, operating at

New screen grid

as
2

radio
volts.

No. 233
New power amplifier in the Pentode group,
operating on 2 volts with low current ton.

sumption.

No. 236
Ncw screen grid tube used mainly as R.I-.
amplifier or detector in automobile sets.
In same group as type 237 and 238. Also
for use in D.C. sets.

No. 237

-

especially
purpose tube
New general
adapted to automobile use. Can be used
either as a detector or amplifier. Also for
use in D.C. sets.

No. 238
New power amplifier Pentode for use in
automobile receivers designed for it. Gives
unusual volume for small input sign.tl
strength.

No. S 84
Developed expressly for replacement of
Somewhat
type C 484 in Sparton sets.
similar in characteristics to the type 227.

No. S 82 B
Developed expressly for replacement of th:.
the C 183 in Sparton sets, possessing a II
peculiar characteristics necessary for this
purpose.

No. S 83
expressly for replacement of
the C 183 in Sparton sets, possession all
the peculiar characteristics necessary for
this purpose.
Developed

247
New power amplifier Pentode, for
use in the output stage of AC
receivers.
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!liston, Today. Write for Complete Details.

$6

6 D FOTO- LECTRIC TUBES.
Still another addition to a big family.
caesium
on caesium -oxide silver-oxide.
Standard gas -filled type, red sensitive,
Six months guarantee against defects. Write for FOTO -LECTRIC folder.
(CABLE

rw

RADIO TUBE CORPORATION

230 -240 NORTH

941 STREET,

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
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Important and far- reaching developments in Radio
create sudden demand for specially
equipped and specially trained Radio
Service Men.

q is excellent
set analyzer
and trouble
shooter included

MANY skilled Radio Service Men are

needed now to service
all -electric sets. By becoming a certified R. T. A. Service
Man, you can make big money, full time or spare time, and
fit yourself for the big -pay opportunities that Radio offers.
We will quickly. give you the training you need to qualify as a
Radio Service Man . . certify you
furnish you with a marvelous Radio Set Analyzer. This wonder instrument, together with
our training, will enable you to compete successfully with experts
who have been in the radio business for years. With its help you
can quickly diagnose any ailing Radio set. The training we give
you will enable you to make necessary analysis and repairs.
Serving as a "radio doctor" with this Radio Set Analyzer is but one
of the many easy ways by which we help you make money out of
Radio. Wiring rooms for Radio, installing and servicing sets for
dealers, building and installing automobile Radio sets. constructing
and installing short wave receivers
those are a few of the other
ways in which our members are cashing in on Radio.
As a member of the Radio Training Association. you receive personal
instruction from skilled Radio Engineers. Upon completion of the
training, they will advise you personally on any problems which arise
in your work. The Association will help you make money in your
spare time, increase your pay, or start you in business. The easiest.
quickest, best -paying way for you to get into Radio is by joining
the Radio Training Association.

with our course

...

of train in
This amazing Radio Set Analyzer plus the
instructions given you by the Association will
transform you into an expert quickly. with
it. you can locate troubles in all types of sets.
test circuits, measure resistance and condenser
opacities, detect defective tubes.
Knowing
how to make repairs is easy; knowing what
the tenable is requires expert knowledge and
a Radio Set Analyzer.
with this Radio Set
Analyzer, you will be able to give expert service and make big money.
Possessing this
set analyzer and knowing how to use it will
be but one of the benefits that will be yours
memo,,
R. I. A.

...

rt

Write for No -Cost Membership Plan
\Ve have worked out a plan whereby- a membership enrollment need
not cost you a cent. Our thorough training and the valuable Radio
set analyzer can be yours.
\\'rite at once and find out how easily
both of these can he earned.
Now is the time to prepare to he a Radio Service Man. Greater
opportunities are opening up right along. For the sake of extra
money in your spare time. bigger pay. a business of your own, a
position with a future, get in touch with the Radio Training Association of America now.
Send for this No -Cost Membership plan and Free Radio Handbook
that will open your eyes as to what Radio has in store for the ambitions man. nnn'1 t<-ait. i)n it n.nv.

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
4513 Ravenswood Ave.
Dept. RCA -11
Chicago,

Fill Out

and Mail Today

Gentlemen

:

Send

me details of your

No-Cost

\lemlership Enrollment Plan and information

on

how tu learn to make real money in radio quick.

Name
Address

III.

!

RADIO TRAINING ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
Depf. RCA -11 4513 R
wood Ave.. Chicago, W.

City
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In Forthcoming Issues
SOME NOTES ON 'l'IIE DESIGN OF R.P. COILS. An
informative article froni a different angle on a subject which
always is of interest to radio men.

SELLING M('1.TI -R. \VE S1l'ERIIETERODYNES.

How
to increase your income by selling to your customers in its
most convenient form a radio receiver of advanced design.

RADIO- CRAFT Is published monthly, on the fifth of the month preceding that of
date; its subscription pelee Is $2.50 per year. (In Canada and foreign countries,
$3.00 as year
tr: of re; at the Dosto9 Ir
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INSIDE .\ Cl)MMI-:Itl'I.\I.RADIO LABORATORY. Evert
technician has his own idea of ,just what constitutes a "perfeet" labnrati,ry; the t
pitrisiin, therefore, will be of interest.

It.\I)IO) ON IIOItSEI3.\('N. 'l'he

fern King .\rthur ride
to the fray On at horse caparisoned with "radio saddlebag;':
while the rider's lance has become an antenna.
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ELECTRICITY Becomes

I

Tau t
Ainãzin1y Easy
Workori Advanced
by Actual ShopEXPERIENCE

Why work at dull, uninteresting jobs that will never NO
pay you more than $35, $40 or perhaps $50 a week?
Make up your mind NOW and become a master of
previous electrical experielectricity! Train in 12 easy weeks to hold down the You don't need one days' education
to master electricity
or
advanced
ence
kind of a job that pays up to $60 and more
the Coyne way. Some of our most successful gradua week, and which creates a constant deINCLUDED ates never went farther than the 8th grade.
mand for your service nearly any place in the world!
If You Act Now!

Education Necessary

Practical Shop Training
the Great Shops of Coyne,

Electricity, as taught in
is surprisingly easy to grasp. That's because we
use no books. You learn by doing actual, practical
experimenting on big, electrical machinery -finest
outlay in the country. You learn by doing -and you
learn from the ground up. No useless theory!

Not a CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
a.

Experts work right along with you every step of
the way. You get personal attention -you are trained
by actual shop work on actual electrical machinery.
The COYNE WAY gives you real, sound knowledge that fits you to do practical electrical work in
all its branches.

Now in Our

BATTERY
iCourse, including
construction. charg-

ing. etc.,withoutone
centofextracoattoyou.

AVIATION

2

my big new Aviation
Electrical course included at no extra

charge.

RADIO BERVIca
course Included absolutely without any

3 AUTO
course. covering
and tractor
4sEEtruckCOUPON!
extra. charge.

electricity.

Earn While You Learn
departBy special arrangement, our employment

ment helps students locate part-time work, if they
want to earn while they learn. And after graduation we give them the benefit of our FREE EMPLOYMENT Service for Life. Every week we
secure many positions for Coyne men.

Get FREE BOOK

Write today for my big book on Electricity with
over 150 photographs. Learn what great opportunity Coyne Training opens up for you. Also get
full details of my Big 3- Special Offer. No obligation. Mail the coupon now.

NEW HOME -This is our new, fireproof,

FREE BOOK Coupon
--

modern home wherein is installed thousands of dollars'
worth of the newest and most
modern Electrical Equipment o
all kinds. We have now the largest amount of floor space devoted
to the exclusive teaching of practical electricity in the world. Every comfort and convenience has
been arranged to make you happy
and contented during your training.

COYNE
Paulina St., Dept. 81.81

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
H. C. LEWIS, Pres., Est. 1899

SOO S.

Chicago, Ill.

-

I

----

=M---- - - - -

IL C. LEWIS, President

COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 81 -8i
500 S. Paulina Street, Chicago, W.
Please send me your free catalog on Electricity and details
Iof your low tuition offer and extra courses. No obligation
on my part.

I Name
Address

amorrimormanomarronormirliJ

City
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Pilot Achieves Radio's Greatest Sensation !

"c2/64éO/17opi, of

c1

ó

C

PILOT

UJ

I VE RSA 1, 1:11g RECEIVER,

N

Partly

assembled

"Universal"
for the man
who

to

likes

"roll his own ".

With walnut
cabinet, less
tubes and
ay.sk.r.

8500
Pilot's wonderful wave band changing switch.
incorporated in the new Universal Super -Wasp.
revolutionizes the short wave art. No longer
need numerous coils be changed to cover the
various wave bands. No longer need dial settings change each time the same distant stations
are tuned in. You can log permanently all the
stations you can get throughout the world. you
can tune front the short waves to the high ship
waves without removing your hand from the
single control knob.

Highly sensitive and selective circuit . .
Screen Grid TRF amplifier plus Screen Grid
. Two
Detector . . . 227 First Audio Stage
.
Stations
245's in push -pull output stage
can be logged permanently on dial . . . Regen. Proeration control does not alter tuning
vision for Phonograph Pick -up
.
Earphone
Jack on Front Panel
.
Illuminated Dials
. .
.
Handsome Walnut Cabinet . . . Most advanced construction yet used for short wave
In kit form for easy home assembly;
drilling or cutting. all parts fully prepared.

work
no

.

.

.

Universal Features Revolutionizing
the Short Wave Art
Complete coverage all wave bands front 13 to
Complete
650 meters without coil changing.
A.C. operated chassis in cabinet. ( Also available in battery model .
. All Metal Chassis
t

.

NOTICE TO "HAMS":

Pilot will continue building

the original Super-Wasp in kit form for licensed
amateurs and others who want to spread the tuning
on their pet wave bands and add their own audio
fealures. A.C. and battery models.

PILOT RADIO & TI "RE CORP, Lawrence, Mass.
Chicago: 234
O F F

i

C E S

I

N

.tan Francisco:

Neu, York: 523 Broadway

S. Wells St.
P R

I

N C

I

P A L

(: O

1"

N

T

R

1

E 9

O F

T

Street

1278 Nlis
11

E
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0
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BIG PAY JOBS
open

for the Radio
Trained Man

1

//,,,
f

Scores of jobs are open to the Trained Man -jobs as Designer
Inspector and Tester-as Radio Salesman and in Service and
Installation work -as Operator, Mechanic or Manager of aBroadcasting station-as Wireless Operator on a Ship or Air 'Theatres and Manufac - ,.
plane -jobs with Talking Picture T
turers of ound Equipment -with Television Laboratories and Studios
fascinating jobs, offering unlimited opportunities to the Trained Man.

-

TenWeeks of Shop Trainin
The
Come to Coyne in Chicago and prepare for these jobs the QUICK and

BY ACTUAL SHOP WORK ON ACTUAL RADIO
PRACTICAL way
EQUIPMENT. Some students finish the entire course in 8 weeks.
average time is only 10 weeks. But you can stay as long as you

please, at no extracost to you. No previous experience necessary.

TELEVISION and TALKINGsetsPICTURES
-and a complete

In addition to the most modern Radio
equipment, we have installed in our
shops a complete model Broadcasting
Station, with sound -proof Studio and
modern Transmitter with 1,000 watt
tubes -the Jenkins Television Transmitter with dozens of home -type Tele-

vision receiving

Talking Picture installation for both
"sound on film" and "sound on disk."
We have spared no expense in our effort to make your training as COMPLETE and PRACTICAL as possible.

FREE Employment

Service to Students

After you have finished the course, we will do
all we can to help you find the job you want.
We employ three men on a full time basis
whose sole job is to help our students in finding positions. And should you be a little short
of funds, we'll gladly help you in finding parttime work while at school. Some of our students pay a large part of their living expenses
in this way. Mail the coupon below!

COYNE IS

32

YEARS OLD

r

-'u

C. LEWIS,
! H.

President

Radio Division, Coyne Electrical School
Coyne has been located right here in Chicago since i1 S00 S. Paulina St., Dept. st -SH, Chicago, M.
1899. Coyne Training is tested- proven by hunme your Big Free Radio and Television
dreds of successful graduates. You can get all the ¡ Send
Book.
This does not obligate me in any way.
I
facts -FREE. JUST MAIL THE COUPON FORA FREE
COPY OF OUR BIG RADIO AND TELEVISION BOOK,
salaries . . opportunities. This i Name
telling all about jobs
does not obligate you. JUST MAIL THE COUPON ! 1
ELECTRICAL SCHOOL 1 Address
RADIO
DIVISION

...

COYNE

50 S. Paulina St., Dept. 81 -8H, Chicago,

111.1í

City

www.americanradiohistory.com

State
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Supplements are mailed
every 60 days to owners
of thé

1932 Official Radio Service Manual
FREE Questions and Answers Service
Schematic Diagrams of All Latest Midget Receivers
Expert servicing or installation of radio receivers requires that the dealer, service man or radiotrician be thoroughly experienced
in handling sets of any manufacture. Needless to mention how important are modern methods of servicing, and how easy it
is to complete any service job when the OFFICI.II. Rump SERVICE MANUAL is on hand. The NEW 1932 M.1.VU.11. contains a
Full Radio Service Guide and a most Complete Directory of all 1931 -1932 Radio Receivers as well as models of older design.
Everyone employed in the Radio Industry should have a copy available for his own use.

Partial Contents of the Manual

$5.00

A step-by-step analysis in servicing a receiver
which embodies in its design every possible combination of modern radio practice; it is fully
illustrated and thoroughly explained. It is the
greatest contribution to the radio service field.

The Copy

Chart showing the operation of all types of vacuum
tubes, whether new, old or obsolete. An exclusive
resumé of the uses of the Pentode and Variable
Mu Tubes and their characteristics.

HUGO GERNSBACK,
Editor

Complete discussion of the superheterodyne and
its inherent peculiarities. Also a special chapter
on tools used on superheterodyne circuits.

C. E. Denton

Schematic diagrams
color codings.

Managing Editor

circuits complete with

and

Important chapters on commercial aircraft radio
equipment; new data on commercial short wave

Clyde Fitch,
Managing Editor

receivers and converters.

Servicing and installation of public address systems and talking machine equipment.

Standardised color codings for resistors.
Operation of old and new testing equipment; tube
voltmeters, output meters, oscillators and aligning
tools.

A full section on Midget radios -their design, circuits and types.
How to service them most
economically.
Hundreds of schematic diagrams of older radio
receivers which have never been published.
Blank pages for recording notes. diagrams and
sketches; these pages are transferable to any part
of the hook.

Clip Coupon NOW !

OVER

1,000

PAGES

Over 2,000 Diagrams,
Charts and Illustrations

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc..
96.98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.

Complete Directory
of All 1931 .1932
Radio Receivers

I

enclo+e herewith remittance of

n
me
e he
Ole
,

Full Radio Service Guide

uatrrlal

Service Men,
Dealers, Jobbers, Manufacturers and Set

$5.1111.

.111

be

will

included

be maned

in

the

FREE r

r

)lannal
tIa

td.lre..

Builders
l'ily

t.

ehe,k

oor

cater preferred. fur wh1ch net are to . t.!
NE:w 19:11 PFn'I5. I, It. ',I1111 `SE1Rt
SERVICE
t understand Thal all the New

supplements

For Radio

Flexible Loose Leaf Binder
9 x 12 Inches

10'.I1

Rial,..

a11.1

.E,,.
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I Will ShowYon Too
How to Start a Spare Time or Full Time

Radio Business of Your Own
Here are a few examples
of the kind of money Without Capital
boo" to make
I train "my boq
Started with SS Now has
Own Business

"I started in Radio with $5.
purchased a few necessary
tools. circulated the business
cards you gave me and business picked up to the point
where my spare time earnings were my largest income.
Now I am in business for
myself. I have made a very
profitable living in work
that is play. "--- Iloward Houston, 512 So.
Sixth Street, Laramie, Wyo.

"Ise in f Months spare Time

to S25 a week extra while learning

Many of the ten million sets now in me are
euly 2"
to -10', efficient, The day you
enroll ri
show you how to do 28 jobs
C01111111111 In most every neighborhood for extra
money in your spare time. 1 will show you
the plans and ideas that are making as high
as $200 to $1,000 for others while taking
my course. G. W. Page. 133 Pine St.. McKenzie. Tenn., writes: "I made $935 in my
spare time while taking your course."

Iwill

Elati St., Denver, Colo.

$731ê

who got into the automobile, motion picture
and other industries when they were young
had the first chance at the key jobs -and
it re now the $5.00(1, $10.000 and $15.00(1 a
year teen. Radio offers you the snore chance
that made men rich in those businesses. Its
growth is opening hundreds of fine jobs every
year, aIso opportunities almost everywhere
for a profitable spare time or full time Radio
business. "Rich Rewards in Radio" gives detailed information on these opportunities.
It's FREE.

business in brit Months
"I have opened an exclu-

sive Radio sales and repair shop. My receipts
for September were $2,332.16, for October $2,887.7 7 and for the first
half of November. $2,176.32. My gross receipts
for the two and one -half
months I have been in
business have been $7,396.25. If I can net
about 20', this will mean a profit of about
$1,500 to me."-John F. Kirk. Kirk Sales
and Service, Union Block, Spencer, Iowa.

Free book gives you many more
N. R. I. men who are making good in spare time or full time
businesses of their own
My

/titers of

Many $50, S60 and $75 a week jobs
opening in Radio every year
Broadcasting stations use engineers. operators, btatioti managers, and pay $1.200 to
$5,000 n year.
Radio manufacturers use
testers. inspectors. foremen, engineers. service
men and buyers for jobs paying up to $7,500
a year. Shipping companies use hundreds of
operators, give them world -wide travel and
pay $S5 to $150 a month, plus free board.
Radio dealers and jobbers are continually on
the lookout for good service Wren, salesmen,
buyers, managers, and pay $30 to $100 a
week. Talking Movies pay as much as $75
to $200 u week to the right men with Radio
training. My book tells you of other opportunities in Television, Aircraft Radio and
other fields.

will get Extensive Practical
Radio Experience with my
Home Experimental Outfits

The man ello has directed the
I lime -et ndv
Training of mure
men for ihé Radio industry than
any other man in America.

I will train you at home
in your spare time

T11E

So many opportunities many make $IO

"Although I have had little

time to devote to Radio my
spare time earnings for five
months after graduation
were approximately $700 on
Radio, sales, service and repairs. I owe this extra money
to your help during the time
I studied and since graduation."-Charles W. Linsey,
537

world -wide use of receiving sets
home entertainment, and the lack of well tntiucd Wren to sell, install nod service
them have opened many splendid ehaoves for
spare time and full time businesses. You have
already seen how the men and young men

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute

fold

your job until you are ready for another. Give me only part of your spare time.
You don't have to be a high school or college
graduate. Hundreds have won bigger success.
J. A. Vaughn jumped from $35 to $100 a
week. E. E. W'in borne seldom makes under
$ioll a week now. 'lh' National Radio Institute is the Pioneer and W'orld's Largest organization devoted exclusively to training men
and young men, by correspoudeuce for good
jobs in the Radio industry.

You Must Be Satisfied
give you an agreement to refund every
penny of your mune3' if you are not satisfied
with my Lessons and Instruction Service
when you complete my course. And I'll not
only gi vc you I horough training in Radio
principles, practical experience in building
and servicing sets, but also Advanced Train fug in any one of five leading branches of
Radio opportunities.

I

wi11

My 44-Page Book Cives the Facts
('lip and nail the coupon now for "Rich Re-

wards in Radio." It points out the moneyopportunimaking
ties the growth of
Radio has made for
you. It tells of the
opportunities for a
spare time or full
time Radio business
of your own, the
special training I
give you that has
made hundreds o f
of
other nun success-

(id

my new book

ful ; and also explains the many fine
obs for which my

It points out
what Radio
Offers You

course trains you.
Send the coupon to
me today. You won't
be obligated in the
least.

You

Rear view of 7
Tube Screen Grid

Tuned

-

Radio

Frequency set
only one of the
circuits
many
you can build
with my outfits.

My course Is not all theory. Ton use the
S Outfits I'll give you. in working out
the principles, diagrams and circuits
used in modern sets and taught in my
lesson books. This 50.50 method of home
training makes learning easy, fascinating.
Interesting. You get as much practical
set servicing experience in a few months
as the average fellow who hasn't had
this training gets In two to four
years in the field. Ton can build over
100 circuits with these outfits. You experiment with and build the fundamental
circuits used in such sets as Crosley,
Atwater - Kent, Eveready, Majestie,
Zenith, and many others sold today. You
learn how these circuits work. why they
work. how they should work, bow to
make them work when they are out
of order.

J. E. SMITR, President
Dept. 1 MXA
National Radio Institute
Washington, D. C.

THIS COUPON IS GOOD
FORONEFREE COPY OF

MY NEW BOO

J. E. Smrrn, President,

National Radio Institute, Dept.
Washington, D. C.

Ierai.ce to all graduates

www.americanradiohistory.com
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DEAR MR. SmI'rtt: -Send me your book. i
want to see what Radio offers. I understand
this request does not obligate me and that no

agent will call.
Name
Address

9e1t1<lpfart.t on my Cfetunefinploymeat

1

City

State
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Better TUBE
KEEPS

A Customer
LONGER

Satisfied
HEN you speak about the replacement

-you

should talk PERRYMAN.* You

to your customers must be backed by
tube of outstanding quality. PERRYMAN tubes

as counsel
a

meet the most exacting requirements and will
build permanent good will and an ever increasing

volume of sales for you.
PERRYMAN

Tube

production

has

increased

steadily during the past few months to keep pace
with the demand for new tubes. The new low list

-

prices have been carefully adjusted to enable
dealers and servicemen to make

a

fair profit

PERRYMAN Replacement Policy assures recom-

mendation by others for new tubes.
Your stock should
include a varied
supply of PERRY-

MAN Tubes. Write
Dept. RC for the
name

of

nearest

distributor; also our special
proposition for serwholesale

vice men.

FERRYMAN

PERRYMAN ELECTRIC CO.
INCORPORATED

NORTH BERGEN

::

::

NEW JERSEY

RADIO TUBES

1931.
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Wm he satisfied wilk less thwt

'Round the World

Reception ?
There is a new thrill in Radio -the
thrill of actually tuning in the other
side of the world Japan, IndoChina, France, England, Australia,
Germany and South America. Not
code, but voice, music and song, loud
and clear -often so perfect that its
quality matches the finest nearby
domestic stations. Such is the daily
service being given by Scott All Wave Receivers located in all parts
of the country and operating under
all sorts of conditions. And the tone
of the Scott All -Wave is naturalness
itself. Think of it! England and
Japan, thousands of miles away from
each other, yet only a quarter inch
apart on the dial of the Scott All Wave. Afractional turn of the tuning
control and either is yours to listen
to with an abundance of loud speaker
volume. Unbelievable? Read the letters reproduced below. They are but
a few of the hundreds received!
The truly amazing performance of
which the Scott All -Wave is capable is the
natural result of combining advanced design
and precision engineering. The system of
amplification employed in this receiver is far in
advance of any other -and the Scott All -Wave
is built in the laboratory, by laboratory experts
to laboratory standards so that its advanced
design is taken fullest advantage of. Each
receiver is tested, before shipment, on reception from either 12R0, Rome, 5SGW, Chelmsford, England, or VK3ME, Melbourne, Australia.
Why be satisfied with less than a Scott
All -Wave can give you? The price of this
receiver is remarkably low. Mail the coupon
for full particulars.

-

Read What Scott All -Wave Owners Say About This Great Receiver
England on an indoor aerial...
"London, England,comes in with

great volume on an indoor aerial,
which I have to use on account
of static. Can get all the volume
I want with the volume control

turned up most of the time only

one -quarter."
-W. J. MeD., Intervals, N. H.

Tound the world ..
"I lave heard 'Big

.

Ben' strike
midnight in London: Grand
Opera from Rome; the 'Marseillaise' played in France and a
8:30 a. m; have heard the laughing Jack -ass from VK2ME at
Sydney, Australia."
-C. L. B., Chicago, Illinois

China, too ..
"Static conditions have been
extremely bad this Summer.
E.

However, we have been getting
regular reception on G5SW at
Chelmsford, England, 12R0 at
Rome. I t :,l v, F3ICD, Indo- China.

and VK3ME at Melbourne.
Australia. "-S. F. S., Lock, Utah.

'Paris for 3 hour

..

.
"Yesterday I tuned in station
FYA at Paris and received them
for three hours with considerably more volume than Rome;
El Prado. Ecuador. eonus in very
clear and loud every Thursday
evening."
-S. O. K., Tuskegee, Alabama
R,ecords Australia
.
'Last Saturday night I received
V K2NI E, Syd ney, Australia, loud
enough to make a recording on
my home recorder. R certainly

..

gave

e a

great

thrill

ro hear the

announcer say,'The tinte ¡snow

20 minutes

to 4, Sunday afternoon' when it was 20 minutes
to 12 Saturday night here."

-J. R. C., Highland,

Germany to

Mass.

Australia...

"I hear England, France, Italy,

daily while Ecuador, Colombia,
Honduras and Germany and
Manila come in quite often.
VK2ME at Sydney, Australia,
comes in very well."
-J. M. R., Wicrcon, West Virginia

cdustria .
"I have tuned in VK3ME at

Melbourne with enough volume
to be heard across the street.
listened last evening to France,
Italy. Anst ria, as sedll as G5SW
in England and several other
European stations. The SCOTT
is all you claim and then some."
-R. N. I3., Fullerton, Penna.

H. SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES, INC., 4430 Ravenswood Ave., Dept. C -3l Chicago

'ClipE.

SCOT
ALL -WAVE

The
15

-550 METER SUPERHETERODYNE
www.americanradiohistory.com
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SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES. INC.

t rm.rüt :vote rra,- ,.rmer
4430 Ravenswood Ave., Dept.C.11 Chicago,

Scud me full particulars of the Scott

\'am.
'ar,a
Fou n

116

All -Wave.

Stare.
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Manufacturers, Distributors,
Jobbers and Dealers
If in need of Service Men wire or write us and we will send you the name and
address of Service Men in your city or vicinity.

THIS SERVICE IS FREE TO THE RADIO TRADE.
OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION, Inc.
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Radio Service Men
FVER since the appearance of the commercial radio broadcast receiver as a
household necessity, the Radio Service
Man has been an essential factor in the radio
trade; and, as the complexity of electrical
and mechanical design in receivers increases,
an ever -higher standard of qualifications in
the Service Man becomes necessary.

The necessity, also. of

a

strong association

of the technically- qualified radio Service Men
of the country is forcing itself upon all who
are familiar with radio trade problems; and
their repeated urging that such an
association must be formed has led
us to undertake the work of its
organization.
This is the fundamental purpose
of the OFFICIAi. RADiO SER-

ViCE MEN'S ASSOCIATION.

which is not a money- making institution, or organized for private
profit; to unite. as a group with strong
common interests, all well qualified Radio
Service Men; to make it readily possible for
them in keeping up with the demands of their
profession; and. above all, to give them a
recognized standing in that profession. and
acknowledged as such by radio manufacturers, distributors and dealers.

To give Service Men such

standing.
it is obviously necessary that they must
prove themselves entitled to it; any Service
a

Join the ORSMA

Man who can pass the examination necessary
to demonstrate his qualifications will be
elected as a member and a card will he issued
to him under the seal of this Association,
which will attest his ability and prove his
identity.
The terms of the examination have been
drawn up in co- operation with a group of
the best -known radio manufacturers. as well
as the foremost radio educational institutions.
We shall not attempt to grade the members into different classes.
A
candidate will he adjudged as
either passing or not passing. If
the school examining the papers
passes the prospective member as
satisfactcrv, we shall issue to him
an identification card with his
photograph.

If

the candidate does not pass
this examination the first time, he may apply

for another examination three or six months
later.
There is absolutely no cost attached to
any service rendered by the Association to
its members, no dues, no contributions.

If

The following firms have cooperated with
formulating the examination papers.

us in

The Crowley Radin Corporation, Clonons'

The schools woo have consented to act as
an examination board are:
imematlonal
Mr.

D.

you wish to become a member, just

to become

a member.

Correspondence
Schools.
l'arpenter, (loan.

E.

Scranton,

IU'A institut,. Inc., New York, N. Y.
East Ray Radio Institute. Oakland. Calif.
Tonnehilt. Director.
Training .t wlat inn

Ra7hn

tir.

nt

America.

Penna.

Mr.

iii.

A. G. Mobaupr, President.
of Engineering of Milwaukee MI loaukee.
W. \Cern at h. President.
Radio College of Canada. Toron) o, Canada. Mr.

wls.

M r.

Wilson, President.
Radio Division. Coyne Electrical
Mr. H. C. Lewis. /'reddent.

r

MAIL COUPON

Schad.

ASSOCIATION. Ire.
98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
wl <h

I

to

I.111

blanks.

Leanne
niee

Chicago.

111.

Iit'II

a member of your Association.
the examination papers und appn-

Name
Address

Town

C.

.1.

TODAY!

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S

(Ica.,

T.

T.

Chicago.

school

Ion

fill out the coupon below and mail it to us.
We will send you all the papers necessary

/

O.
Mr. D. 3.
Butler. Sell lee Mgr.
Grigsby- Grummw company (Majestic /. Chicago, III.
Mr.
L. G. Wilkinson. Sen Ice Mgr.
Stmmberg- Carlsml Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester. N. Y.
Mr. E. S. Browning, sers ice Mgr.
Colin R. Kennedy. Corp.. South /tend. Ind. Mr. B. F.
McNamee. Prod. Mgr.
RC.t- vi,tor Company. Inc., Camden. N. 7. Mr. B. e.
Grubb, Vlee- PresldeilL
Stewart -Warner Corporation, Chicago. ill.
Mr. T. N.
Gotten. Service, Mgr.

State
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AMAZING World Wide
Aero_Short Wd ,Receiver
Listen in
Direct to
LONDON
PARIS
BERLIN
BUENOS
AIRES

Aero Short - Wave
Converter

NEW AERO MIDGET
Using the Latest -7 vpe PENTODE
and MULTI-11U Tubes
Price. $16.50. here is a n :,et radio that everyone
call afford, that has per forulauce, distance and tone
qualities like the larger and much more expensive
sets. Wonder
toue quality and selectivity. Full
dynamic speaker. Full vision dial. Phonograph pickup plug. Beautiful walnut finish cabinet. This is a
5 -tube set and sells for $16.50.
Price of complete
m.

ASTOUNDING

..

AUTO RADIO BARGAIN
This is the latest model ( -Tube .Nero l 'ent.wle Auto
Radio. Due to the use of the latest Pentode tulles.
equal, in performance. to many S -tube
this et
receiving sets. The circuit used is one which will
Irc eml.nlied in most of the expensive 19.12 model

i

auto radios. The complete set cam be clamped on
the steering post of cour car. or can be operated by
Price of set
remote control from the dashboard.
only $20.00. The set complete with tubes, lotteries,
.I
:unie speaker. antenna equipment :nul noise suppressors, ;39.50.

n

for Latest Catalog of
/'arts and Equipment

A new radio thrill for you.
Span the world \vith this set.

Enjoy unique foreign programs
from strange lands. Hear broadcasting stations from all over the world,
via short waves. Your ordinary receiver
cannot tune in these low -wave stations.
World -wide receiver gets 14 to _:;50meter stations with surprising clarity.
Price of set, including 6 coils, $6.4
price in foreign countries, $7.75, postpaid.
;

CHAS. HOODWIN CO.,
4240 Lincoln Avenue,

Dept. L -150

Chicago, III.
Von may send me the items I am fillinit in in the
space nluw. Enclosed is m remittance to cover. It
is understood that you gutu-:uitre vnur nurchautdi -,
to lie m first -class cued it inn when delivered. (Ii
cash is sent with order sou may deduct 5,', from the
amount of your purchase. SI
Id uu order l'.1 I. I.
a deposit of $1.110 is required on the short w.,
recei wer or short ware converter. .\ detssit of
is required on the \cr, \lidget ur .\ttn
I

.

Items

\\ -anted

Send

CHAS. HOOD WIN CO.
4240

Lincoln Avenue

Dept. L -150

Chicago, III.
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The Receiver That Is

Build Your

NOISE FREE

CUSTOMERS

on SHORT WAVES
or BROADCAST

Revolutionary

se

A STENODE demonstration will create

more new custom set
prospects than any radio receiver ever did before. People
listen in amazement when they hear stations free of background noises and absolute silence between stations. When
you tune out heterodynes and whistles and stations STAY IN
strong and crystal clear, owners of all other sets gasp in astonishment. The former chief of wireless research of the British
Royal Air Force, Dr. James Robinson has given an entirely
new principal to radio in STENODE.
By the STENODE principal the highest selectivity ever attained
as well as unprecedented tonal range is now made possible.
All engineers agree that it is impossible with ordinary super -

STENODE
STENODE selectivity
curve makes 10KC selecso- called, look like
broad tuning.

tivity,

STENODE selectivity is
compared, at left, to that
of ordinary receivers. All
background noise is contained in outer curve.
Stenode's curve, shaded,
contains but 1.10 the
total noise.

heterodynes.

STENODE amplifies signals most and static least. That's why
YOU want to build an 11 tube STENODE to work with a
SHORT WAVE adapter when it is not used to log and listen
with enjoyment to more broadcasters than can be heard on
any other type of radio. STENODE selectivity is 5 to 1 greater
than that of so called 10KC Supers. The noise does not get in
along with the high audio frequencies, and the STENODE reproduces perfectly higher frequencies than ever heard on any

STENOTUBE. Only one
required in each Stenode.
This heart of the Stenode
circuit consists of a quartz
crystal ground to 1 75KC
frequency and mounted in
tube form for easy handling. Standard UX socket
base. Price $15.

other receiver giving

500%

BETTER

SELECTIVITY

1000% MORE FREEDOM FROM NOISE
INFINITELY BETTER QUALITY

Mode in England

\

krnu inr

without the
i n i.,, tors sii

Jh

nature.

9

DIRECTION

jV's*DF`.

STEE

ODE

Blue Prints - Data Book - Direction Book Now $5
Increased demand for Stenode Data Book, Instruction Book and Blue Prints permits our cutting former price in half. Those who have
already sent in full price will receive our check for $5. We are not interested in making profit from our engineering service. Our profits
come solely from Royalties paid us by our licensees.

The STENODE opens up new fields for short -wave and television work, as well as broadcasting. Full details of all sorts
of applications are given in the STENODE Data Book. Nine

STENODE CORP. OF AMERICA

Hempstead Gardens,

L.

I., N. Y.

full -sized diagrams show where to place every part. How to
make every connection is clearly told in STENODE Book of
Directions. Your finished STENODE will put you into a new
field of radio. Fill in and mail the coupon with your money
order for the biggest value ever offered custom set builders.

Money Order,
Check, for
Enclosed find
$
.
Please forward me
STENOTUBE,
BLUE PRINTS, DATA BOOK and DIRECTION BOOK for building STENODE.
Name

S T

Street

F

E

CORP.

O

F

A M

CkEkLY AMERICAN kADIOSTAT

State
I

N O D

E

R I C

A

HEMPSTEAD GARDENS, L. I., N. Y.

City
I

E

T

I

S

N '

T

A

S T E

N O D

E

I

T

ISN'T

A
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HUGO GERNSBACK
Editor

RADIOTRICIAN

"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio "
Editorial Offices, 96.98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.

Extra Money For Service Men
By HUGO GERNSBACK
.arc some Service .fen -and their number is
imere sing rnpidlly -who seem to feel that there is very
little money left in the radio servicing game.

THLIO:

Nothing could be wore erroneous; and it may be safely
said that the Service Men who voice these sentiments are not
only still in the minority, but certainly, they do not use
rap -to -date and aggressive service methods mixed with a goodly
:uuount of gray matter.
Radio dollars do not tend to grow on trees. You have to
go and look for them, exactly as for any other kind of dollars.
When times are difficult, like the present, and people do not
spend Os freely as of yore, a certain auuunt of ingenuity is
needed in order to get extra sales. For that reason, the
up -to-date Service Man these days does not content I' self
with ,just servicing sets, which is his trade. Of course, if
there are enough sets to 1w serviced, it is certain that the
Servies \Lin will find no cause for complaint. If, on the other
hand, In h os a limited clientele, whose sets do not happen
to require .rrviring, there is still a good deal of money to
be tirade from extra efforts which have nothing to do with

servicing itself, strictly speaking.
When things are dull, the radio Service \four can easily
Ircconre a radio salesman and supply his customers with ail
sorts of radio merchandise; and, if you oilier have an entree
to the customer, it is usually an easy matter to "sell" your

prospect.
Most of the sets made prior to 19:11 contained no Pentodes.
It should nut be difficult to convince a set owner of the
better quality, greater vultinne. etc., that can be had through
the use of the new Pentodes. It is no trick at all, with most
sets, to change them over from the old -type tubes to Pentodes
a decent profit to the Service Man. ¡lost set owners, these
d;s, cannot afford to get new sets: but tiny welcome (raving
their sets brought up to Ante, if it can be dune.
.

t

Ir this issue there is described a new "Tom...\- Lite," also
Lnuwn nnl
the trade name nf "Flashograph." Phis new
t
de, , i. an elongated neon tube, which is already built
r I.
19:r2 sets. The main idea is that the neon hulk
into
tLt.be. to tint highest point when the set is in resonance with
cert.i in station. This is a brand new device that k sure
to interest the average set owner. During the next few months,
it will be possible to Iuuy a complete Tune -.\ -Lite suction that
e:m hr ;ottrched to the outside of the radio set, and it will also
be possible, with a little cabinet work, to tit one unto n
present -day set. A demonstration of such a light is sure tu
!Hike a sale.
i

.W

s

n

have spoken before of short -wave adapters. Now -a -days,
people wish to tune in foreign countries direct. and get the
thrill of hearing the European and other world broadcasts that
I

.\ large amount of such adapters are already to
be had, listing from low prices up to the more expensive
models. If the Service flan carries one of these adapters
with him, and shows the owner hone coaupitratively simple it is
to time in a foreign program, the sale can easily be made.
fill the air.

Electric (.\.C.) clocks are becoming the rage all over the
country. They are not only cheap, but they keep time most
:accurately. 'l'he consuui ution of current is almost nil. .\n
ideal position for such it clock is on top of a radio) set; and
many Service .den are making slight structural changes in
existing cabinets, to tit electric clocks into the standard
receivers. .\ sample Of the clock, carried around and demonstrated, will frequently result in a sale.
Then, of course, tone controls, of which many can he had,
and at reasonable prices, are still good sellers. They take but
a few minutes to install; and a simple demonstration to your
prospect nearly always results in a sale. There seems to be
a certain reluctance, in most people, when it conies to listening
to lectures and talks over the radio. In most sets not equipped
with tone controls, the talk is usually sharp and "brilliant."
This the tone control can "mellow dawn,' and thus make the
talk far more agreeable to the individual taste. One Service
.Man reports that four out of five demonstrations result in
sales.

The itch for distance seems to be on the increase, even on
the long -wave hroadeast set. For a time, most people wished
only to get local programs; now it seems they are hunting for
distant stations again. if the merry letters that we receive are
a true indication of this. As a ale, successful "1)S" (longdistance) reception pre-supposes a good aerial. A large pro porrtiun of present aerials were instilled in a hurry, and are
not good in the electrical sense. Set owners who use indoor
aerials, and light -socket conneet,ir aerials, should be stud on
the idea that their set will give them far greater volume if a
(rood hundred -foot outdoor aerial -providing there is sufficient
room -is installed.

Then, there is, of course, a tremendous market for line noise filters. Itadin set owners who live in apartment houses,
if they have a sensitive set, know that they will get a dirk
every time a light is switched on in the house. Then there
are disturbances from refrigerators, vacuum cleaners and a
hoist of other appliances. 'l'irere are now on the market a
number of efficient noise filters, and ;nn rap -to -date Service
'Man should always carry n few with hint. (tree the prnspeet
understands what it is all about. Inc will not hesitate to spend a
few dollars if he knows that his reception will be relieved of
a great deal of man-made static.
I have oral sketched a few of the more obvious ways in
which the Service \Inn can pick up dollars right and left, if
he only gams after them. There are, of course, many other
methods which he will find if he uses his head.
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Television Aids The Blind
How an ultra- modern use
of television components,

principally the "PE" cell
and scanning disc, enables
the blind "see',
figuratively to

WRITERS of scientific fiction for
some years, discussed the possiility Of creating a robot which
would look ni the printed page,
and read it :loud. \Pith our present art of
writing, and haphar:tnI method of pronunciation, we may consider this to be practically impossible. With an ahsolutel' phonetic language, certain characters would
convey certain sounds; but the pitch and
,tress of the voice are not indicated in
printing, and even with a phonetic alphabet
the voice of the robot would be unendurably monotonous.
Ilowcver, there are those who are unable
to read printing of the ordinary- kind, no
matter how good their ('location -the blind.
For their benefit, books have been translated or transcribed into "Braille." This
indicates a method Of embossing letters from
beneath into the paper, so that the delicate
fingers of the sightless can determine their
form, and thus translate them into sensory
impulses.
Since the demand for hooks for the blind
is small, most works of this nature are produced one at a time, by hand, as the old
manuscripts were copied, except that a
punching machine comparable to a typewriter is used. There are in the New York
Public library about five thousand volumes,
in various types of raised printing for the
blind. These, however, being necessarily
bulky, because of the thickness of the impresed sheets, and the fact that the letters
must be large enough to be felt quickly with
the finger tips, contain a comparatively
small amount of text as compared with
1

printed books.
LAMP
DISC WITH
6 ROWS
OF H LES

AMPLIFIER

PHOTOELECTRIC
CELL

6 TUNED

6 RELAY

CIRCUITS

TUBES

6 MAGNETS
ON THE PRINTER

Fig. 2
The letter (l') is .scanned by the disc. The
reflected rays striking the "PE" cell are amplified and actuate a stylus which embosses
the letter in aluminum foil.

Fig. A
titi the apps ratvis with one Gand,
The printing iisogroph in art ion. 7Ge operator Li raa n if,.
while the other is "reading" a manuscript.

The idea of applying the principles of
television to produce a. reading machine,
or rather an automatic transcribing machine,
for the blind occurred to an inventor,
Hobert E. Naumburg, and resulted in the
production of the remarkably- ingenious device, the Visagraph, which is illustrated
here in Fig. A.
While the method might be applied very
easily to the production of sounds, their
meaning must be very conventional, in view
of the irregular spelling of words in all
languages- unless perhaps Esperanto. It
would be impossible to relate them to spoken
English, French, etc.
'l'he Visagraph attains its end by perforating it matmified image of the letters
over which it passes its electric eye, in a
sheet of paper, cardboard or thin aluminum.
A sample of the work is reproduced in insert, Fig. A, in which, however. the raised
letters have been blackened so that they may
be visible. The sheet, however, is itself
plain in color, as it is meant to he read by
touch, not sight.
From the specimen of Braille letters, Fig.
1, it will be observed that their shape is conventional. The Visagraph, however, preserves the outline of the letters which it
copies from the printed page.
For many purposes, a copying tuathine
is used which transfers a pattern mechanically from one surface to :mother, either
enlarged, fac- simile or reduced.
However, ordinary printing leaves practically no impression upon the surface of
the paper; it is therefore necessary to "feel"
for the characters with a photoelectric cell.
Since it is necessary to produce the letter
bit by bit-the photoelectric cell recognizes

area of illumination, but not shape, a scan
ring disc is used, somewhat similar in principle to that used in television, only smaller
in size. This has six rows of holes which,
it will be noted, correspond to the six rows
of long and short impressions which make
up the letters of the insert, Fig. A.
Full details of the machine are not released by its inventor, but from the diagram
(Fig. 2) and the result obtained, the general method can be determined. When a
black area passes between the light- source
(lamp) and the photoelectric cell, it intercepts the light, and the impulse (passed
through the amplifier) is applied to the
tuned circuit which corresponds to the particular row of holes in which the scanning
ray is intercepted. This operates the relay,
and a stylus, resetuhling that used in Braille
writing is forced front beneath against the
paper or meta, on whirl the record is being).

234567890

aLbcdef

ghij kl

rlOpqrsi
.ln

Fig.

m

uVWXyZ
1

example of "American Braille." The arrangement of the dots constitutes the letter.

copied. This forces up the upper surface,
nul produces the impression. Five lines,
it will he observed, form a letter 1/3 -inch
high; while a sixth is, presumably, reserved
for the "descenders" or parts of letters
(Continued on page 301)
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"I I alf -Wave Mast Antenna"
A 665 -ft.

Steel Structure Which Constitutes a New Departure
pccially designed for the purpose). 'There
am taw guy wires (broken up by strain
insulators, of which there are 28-seven to
each guy' wire); one end
Hastened to the mast at a

of each being
point 250 feet

above the ground, and the other anchored
315 feet from the base of the mast.
Eight feet from the ground the mast

terminates in

a

large porcelain "socket;'

feet aeross, that fits over the 8-foot ball shaped top of a big porcelain base, which
is imbedded in a concrete foundation-thus
it is seen that a soekct -anti -ball mounting
permits the mast during high winds to
"give" in any direction, without straining
the base mounting, Fig. 1.
Current leakage to ground during wet
weather is kept to a low value due to the
shape of the porcelain base, which is designed to have a long leakage path, anti
to the fact that the potential between the
base of the antenna and ground is very
low, thus greatly reducing the tendency
toward leakage.
Since this tower compares in height with
the \Cunlworthi Building, it may have oc12

Fig. A
The

mast anteanro

and the fransmill er house.

I ,ONG one bank of the I'equannocicc
itiver, in Wayne 'Township. at a
point near Paterson, N. J., rises a
nutjestic structure toward which the
eyes of the engineering world are turning.
in general appearance, it differs but little
from most previous forms of radio "masts."
Its novelty, however, lies in the fact that
this semi -self- supporting, 665 -ft. structure
is the antenna of the transmitter; which
technically is called a "half -wave mastantenna," Fig. A.
This "mast- antenna" (a new terni in
radio) is part of the new 50,000 -watt trans uaitter %chichi is designed to supplant, except
for emergency use, the old one of station
\l'.\BC; and is a new type of broadcast
aerial construetiun which breaks away from
tradition, and estaldishes a precedent.
The bank of the river is about 1,0(H) feet
from the development, but its bed extends
inland at this point, so that the river flows
underneath the station, six feet below the
surface of the ground (in spots this is ynicksand, and male construction extremely

difficult).

An investigation of the rise of the Pegwnnnuck River for the past 50 years showed
uat the maximum level attained during this
period was about six feet. In view of this.
re "transmitter building' was constructed
on a huge mat of steel and concrete, the
first six feet of the building above ground
being watterpronfe h. If the level of the
river ever should rise to the six -foot nutrk,
the building could be approached only by
nae,nis of a row -boat, although the station
would function as usual.
The single mast, shown in the illustration,
is the antenna proper, and is tuned to one halt' the wavelength of the station, which
operates on a wavelength of 3.1.8.0 meters,
or 81ì0 kc.
The mast is constructed of specially
treated steel, the ,joints being fastened by
means of galvanized nuts and kilts (es-

input"

lines terminate at the "speech

moan, where the program is monitored, and

then fed to the modulator tithes.
From the "transmission house;' (In feet
high), the 50,11011 watt output is carried
by a two -wire transmission line, on 15 -foot
pules, to the little 12-fuut "coupling Iiinise,"
which is only five feet from the mast; in
Fig.'a, it is shown nestling close to the base
of the mast- antenna. .\ single, heavy lead
runs from the "coupling house" to the base
end of the mast-antenna.
As is w'el1 known, every antenna radiates
both a "sky" wave and o "ground" wane.
l'he sky wave travels upward at an angle
until it reaches an ionized layer called the
"Ileaviside layer," when the sky wane is
reflected and refracted, returning to earth
at some distant point; it is this wave that
accounts for the hung distance transmission
of unee stations. The ground wave, on the
other hand, travels close to the ground, and
it is this weave that supplies the energy far
local ruts :lotion. 'Therefore, the more energy
we can get into the ground weave, the more
stable will be laWA reception.
The novel \V,'thI(' mast- antenna solves this
problem Inv concentrating most of the energy
in the ground wave, thus minimizing the possibility of fading within the most desirable,
or 'service" area, Fig. 2.
Still another feature of this type of radiator lies in its directional qualities. The
usual "I:' antenna radiates more energy in
one direction than in another, while the
energy distribution by the mast- antenna is
approximately the s:uue iu all directions.

Fig. 2
The

uvea" obtained when
bra a
hoummto! antenna. .1; and a vertical antenna, R.

h

curred to the technician that the structure
presents a hazard to 'plane iodization. Ilottever, this passibility was one of the first
factors to be considered in the design, the
result being that the mast -antenna, the buildings, and the entire surrounding acreage, are
(lu au h- lighted.
Going bade now to the remote studio, we
find that lung-lines connections carry the
program over wires run above-ground to
within 1,O00 feet of the "transmission house,"
the intervening distance being traversed
through underground cable; a precautionary
shielding measure which prevents pick -up
of the powerful electrostatic and electromagnetic fields surrounding the mastantenna when it is in operation. The tel

www.americanradiohistory.com

Fig. I
the base of the mast. One .ra.val
leakage is the long path from the

'tt

graund

for

s

If

base -to-

length.

The new \C:1BC installation is expected
to he in operation in a short time, with a
21.-hour watch.
Technicians are awaiting
With great interest the reports of reception
from the new WAIT(' "tower aerial."
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Dynamic Microphone
An interesting description of a new Western Electric unit
By LOUIS

MARTIN

MANY experimenters have, in the
past, conceived the idea of using
dm loud speaker, of either the
magnetic (
ing iron) or dynamic. (moving toil) type, as it telephone
transmitter or "microphone." Even .\Jexander Graham IlelI after developing the
telephone receiver (the forerunner of our
present -clay magnetic loudspeaker), in 1877,
experimented with it as a transmitter, or

the aim of almost every acoustical engineering laboratory; and the outgrowth of a long
series of experiments, the purpose of which
was to design a microphone that would retain all of the excellent features of the contime remove its
denser hype, and at the s.
littiitatinns, is the new Western Electric
'l', pe 61S -.\ "moving coil" microphone shown
in the photograph.

magnetic mieropl
.
Reviewing the successive steps in their
development we lind that the loudspeaker
has outstripped the mieropl
in general
efficiency, due mainly to the use of the "dynamic" urinciple of operation, in that a
".moving coil" actuated by voice frequencies
is arranged to float in a magnetic field
(which, if produced by a field -coil designates the device as an electro-dynamic loudspeaker; or, where iwruianent nmagilets are
used instead, a magneto- dynamic
loudspeaker).
Although we have known all these wars
of the reversibility of the moving iro t
mechanisms, and the many advantages of a
ing crud type of construction, it remained

The Magneto-Dynamic "Mike"
Essentially it is composed of a diaphragm
A supporting a voice -coil \'C of fine aluminum ribbon, wound edgetc'i.ce in the field
of a pernument magnet 31, as shown in the
cross -.act inn vices, Fig. I. When sound
waves impinge on the diaphragm, the toil
(to which it is rigidly attached) vibrates
with a plunger -like motion, cutting the lines
of force, and thus generating across two
terntinats a potential which is substantially
constant from about 35 to 10,000 cycles. The
use of the permanent magnet obviates the
necessity of utilizing any exciting batteries;
and since the impel :nee of the voice coil
is onis' 25 ohms, that of the line load aIso
is low. 'These factors combine to el'
ate
the batteries and the local amplifier.
The diaphragm A, is oracle of duralumin
.00I1 -in. thick, and has a dome-shaped center
portion which extends to the inner edge of
the moving coil. This type of construction
stiffens the center so that the diaphragm has
a plunger action throughout the entire audio frequency range.

íau
unmn
llli1t u1
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kgao
"mow

11IIIII=1IBII
00.
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Fig.
Curves

3

of response versus angles of incidence
of sound.

for the Bell 'Telephone Laboratories to design

a high -efficiency magneto -dynamic instrument, manufactured by the Western
Electric Company, that adds a new word
to radio to
logy, namely, the "Moving
(a it Microphone," Fig. A.

Fig.

1

Cross- section of the Dynamic Microphone, in
which the letters havre the following meaning:
R, clamping ring; T, Ares ure- cquaii_ inn tube;
1), diaphragm: S, air gap; l'C, voice -coil; G,
protective grille; M. permanent magnet; C,
Cavities.

Fig. A
The Dynamic Microphone mounted
mnca, ace."-type stand.

is the "au-

Types of Microphones
The microphone has advanced to its highest state of perfect'
in its "carbon" type,
since it is capable of relatively high energy
output (--:36 1)11), and is fairly sensitive
and rugged; and yet, this instrument possesses the following disadvantages: First,
its frequency response is not sufficiently good
at the higher frequencies to warrant its use
for real high quality broadcast transmission;
second, the use of an energizing battery is
n,c,ssau) to secure reasonable sensitivity,
and; third, the carbon granules weld or
"lack," making the operation of the ndicrophone extremely erratic..
'l'he announcement of the "condenser" micropl
, (consisting of two parallel plates,
one of which is movable with respect to the
other), with its excellent frequency response
ch ;tractcristit', was a boon to high quality
reproduction. Still, ;although undoubtedly
one of the best that cam he secured, it has
several physical disadvantages which materially limit its use. In the first place, its
high impedance necessitates the use of a
high voltage exciting hatters', connected to
it through a resistor of high value. 'l'he
battery in itself is not only an inconvenience, hat its associated microphone unit and
resistor form a high -impedance line which
absolutely requires that an amplifier be located within
few inches of the assembly;
of course, this amplifier
t have its quota
of batteries and cables.
To eliminate the above-mentioned difficulties (')r at least minimize them) has been
as

Fig. 2
Circa il for Type 615 -.4 microphone and remote
pre- amplifier (
aI-'ay.r needed). Tl ansforater
T matches the

"mike,

and tube

The moving emit \'C consists of about 65
turns of aluminum ribbon, .001-in. thick and
.11118 in wide, edgewise w
I; the turns arc
insadlted with phenol varnish which serves
also as a binder for holding together the
adjacent tarns. The coil is fastened to the
diaphragms with spar varnish which is baked
at a temperature sufficiently high to drive
off any of the volatile matter that may Inc
present. ')'his insures a rigid bond between
the adjoining surfaces.
Clamping of the diaphragm to the periphery of the housing is effected by the use

(Continued on page 301)
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"PERMEABILITY

TUNING"
200 to 550 Meters Without the Use of

Variable Condensers

An amazing method of tuning without recourse to
variable condensers. Wide -awake Service Men,
set builders, and experimenters will acquaint themselves with the fundamental facts concerning this
new development in radio receiver design.
By R. D. WASHBURNE
B.F. coil; for instance, by winding and
unwinding wire on a tube--one of the first
"tuners" consisted of two tubes, one an in-

Fig. A
The Permeability Tuner.

THE radio public have, in the past,
been deluged with propaganda
tending to create the impression that
this or that idea is one of the outstanding achievements of modern science.
As a result, the public has become
pessimistic regarding the practical outlook of such speculative advances
and justly so. In presenting this discussion on "permeability tuning,"
RADIO -CRAFT does not imply that it is
radically new, but rather that it represents a very decided advancement in
the design of modern radio receivers.
The use of condensers as a means of
tuning has been utilized for such a
long period of time, that it becomes
difficult to think of tuning without the
use of them.
Should this method of tuning ever
become universally adopted, we may
expect increased efficiency in ganging
tuning controls, increased compactness,
higher gain, band- selection tuning and
the elimination of that very troublesome device -the variable condenser.

-

-'

D

PERMEABILITY

f

idea

in most of us is the
idea that varioI le c'oIiclPlisll'R; or,

at least, a v
'ter construction,
is absolutely necessary (but for a
few well -known exceptions) in order to tun,
a radio receiver. Therefore, it e
s somewhat as a shock to find that we must revamp all our old ideas, and look forward
to the appearance of radio sets which, without benefit of variable condensers or interleaving coils, tune over the 200- to 550 meter hand by changing the inductance of
a coil through variation of its "permeability." The tollquletcd instrument, illustrated
in Fig. A, is the "Permeability Tuner" which
crowns the laboratory work of Mr. W. ,1.
l'ulydoroff of Chicago.
Of course, the fundamental system for
changing the resonant frequency of a tuning
circuit (in simple words, "tuning-in ") was
to vary the n ber of active turns in an

TUNERS

sulator and the other a conductor, the unused portion of the tuner wire (which was
bare) being shorted out of action by winding it onto the conductive tube, as shown
at A, Fig. 1; also, by tapping the coil (using
for this purpose it tap -switch or a slider),
as shown at B in the same figure (an expedient in controlling the tuning range is
to shunt across the inductance a fixed condenser Cl).
By reversing, as shown at C, the operation illustrated at B -that is, replacing the
variable inductance and fixed capacity, by
a fixed inductance and variable capacity, 1.2
and C2, respectively, we a rrive at the manufacturers' idea of good receiver design.
Among the many intermediate stages of
development, we must not forget the old
Electro Importing Company's collapsible
helix construction, shown at D, in Fig. I:
(Continued au page '299)

Fig. C
perfected labarate,

GROOVES

Cross-.reef io

Fig.
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i farinas methods of "tu ing" a radio receiver. "Permeability tuning" is obtained if a
magnetic material is allia seed WWI respect to the Coil of :un. an ,sample of the principle is J.
Fle..
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The NEWEST and MOST INThe latest radio equipment is described here for
neon resonance indicator
flashograph (neon V.I.) pentode radio
improved screen -grid automotive set
superheterodyne -type condenser gang
new radio service tools
caesium -type photoelectric cells

the principle of operation of this type of
volume indicator will not be suuiss.

Automatic Volume Control
These tubes are especially adapted to receivers employing .5t.1.'.í'.. that is, automatic
volume control; although they may be used

TUNE-A-LITE ANODE ,TO A``L R.F.ORI.F.ANO
P01AiER OUTPUT TUBES.

battery- powered superheterodyne
pentode - receiver power transformer
combination line- and volume -control

Fig. A
l'he nenn statiun indieator.

headlight socket; it measures :is': in. high
and I:: in. in diameter. Internally, the tube
has twos elements; a long ralhode :i 3 /1t; in.
in length, and a short moro, s:,-in. in length.
The space is tilled with neon gas.
Resonance in Height of Neon
the voltage across any gas tube is
iovreased from zero, a particular calme of
.

\s

the increasing complexity of
radio receivers, various methods
have been used by set manufacturers to facilitate the tuning -in of

TUNEA-UTE
CATHODE

iileaxilp of illumination.
The "Tune- .\- 1.11e,' described herein, incorporates all of the ads :outages of the gastilled tube and lit the same time indicates
changes in volume by the varying height of
coliumn of red neon light.
As shown its the illustration, Fig. A, this
new tube nmunts in an ordinary automobile
51

250

V. TO POWER OUTPUT

-B-

'AS

'S

100V.TO CONTROLLED R.F.
OR I.F AND TUNE-A-LITE
ANODE

\

5,00010.000 OHMS
TUNE A -LITE

TO UNCONTROLLED CATHODE

R.TORI.FANp
AUDIO
TO SCREEN-

GRID
TO OSC.

USUAU.Y

DET,ETC.

BO O

OHMS

Fig.

7

('sing the neon tube to indicate distortion in
amplifiers.

at

-It .4. Me anode connection;
B. the eathnde.
.
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EWEN
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160
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1
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140
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Fig.

1
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6

Electrical characteristics of "Tune -.d- Liles."

voltage will he reached where the tube will
,just Leggin to glow. 'l'Iris voltage is called
the "ignition' voltage.
If the potential
across the tube be further increased, the
intensity of the glow increases, hut in this
particular tube it is spread out so that the
Irnpfh of the glow increases.
This is the important feature of the tube.
The chart of Fig. I shows how the rise of
the glow discharge caries as the current
through the tube is increased.
'l'os determine the ignition voltage, and the
potential sut which the tube will "go out"
(called the "estinction' voltage -they are
different in the majority of gas tubes) the
circuit of Fig. 2 is used. 'l'he value of It
is inereased from zero until the tube juxt
gLr,Cx. The value indicated by V is the
ignition voltage. If the resistance R is
decreased, from a high value, until the tube
:mat dora out, the value of the potential as
read by V will be the extinction voltage.
The circuit of Fig. 3 may be used to determine the approximate length of time that
these tubes may he used at their rated current of 8 nia.
nusx
.\ brief review of the theory underlying

www.americanradiohistory.com

A.V.C.

5.000 - 10,000 OHMS

Co+rne,Yion

TUBE

Fig. 8
require,l for recelvers ern ploy im.,
,e pan+h

W1'1'Ií

broadcast stations. Diillianmeters connected
in the plate circuits of the detector or amplifying tubes, and gas-tilled bulbs connected
across the loud speaker ter ' als, have been
successfully used in the past A new device, known as the "Pone- A- IAte," Fig. A,
has recently been announced, whose principle of operation and method of connection
have aroused considerable interest of late.
Meters connected in the plate circuit of
tubes, for the purpose of indicating when
a stat
has been tuned to resonance, possess a few undesirable features. Gas lamps
connected across the loud speaker terminals,
while instantaneous in responding to changes
in signal strength, indicate by varying their

CONTROLLED TUBES

SO

.

I.1

.t.

tube.

with manually operated V.C. receivers. When
a signal is applied to the grid of an amplifier tulle, the plate current of course alternately increases and decreases with the signal, the overage plate current remaining.
the sanie. The signal voltage passes to the
V.C. tube %%islets, as a consequence of its
action, incrl',Ises the grid bias of the amplifier. unis lowering the overage plate current.
The actual plate voltage therefore rises due
to the decreased voltage drop in the (date
circuit of the tube. The Tune -A -Lite gales
advantage of this situation ;nid Lases it for
it. operating principle.
From the theory of operation outlined
above, it is obvious that the tube should be
connected between those points in the eir-

TO POWER 'TUBES

TO R.F. OR I.F. AND

-DETECTOR TUBES

HIGHEST%

AND TUNEASITE

TOLERABLE
RESISTANCE

ANODE

TO CONTROLLED
SCREEN GRID

`

BLEEDERLEAONOTOVER SALA.
TO

TUNEA-UTE CATHODE

A.V.C. TUBE

CONNECTIONS

Fig. 6

(' ,aa

l:MIS

for

,

et,

118iva

re,istarnie

tilt,', an.

cuit, whose voltage will increase and decrease with the signal. Suppose the amplifying tithes that the . \.V.C. controls all
-" leads connected together
have their
at a common point before entering the power
unit, anal a high resistance he placets between this S'Oliiii II il) connection and the power
unit as shown in Fig. -t. Now if the Tune -

"Iii

A-I.i te

be

connected between the common

point :und the bleeder resistance in the power
milt, it will function for the following.
rya Si ll.

((`ltih. trd

osa

per ¡lr
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TERESTING RADIO DEVICES
the trade, Service Man, and home- constructor.
installing one of these receivers; and should
'r, who may be
appeal also to the cons
called upon from time to time, to replace
a tube or two. As shown in Fig. B, the metal
cabinet (which acts also as it shield) is divided into two sections; one of which bolts

SCREEN -GRID AUTOMOTIVE

RECEIVER
sensitive

selective

and
exceptionally
A automotive
receiver employing standard
"Advance" Auto-

".\.C." -type tubes

J

Fig. A
1

hr

Fmk

"Flashonraph-

"48'

models

and

THE FADA MODELS "48 AND "49"
the coining of Fall, uuamtfae-

VVITII

is the

motive Radio Set illustrated in Figs. B and
C. This chassis has teen tested by IltuoCa.tr-r Laboratories and merits special attention.
On a cross -country trip of considerable
length, this receiver easily met all expectations, bringing in not only the programs of
nearby stations, but also those originating
at considerable distances. Of considerable
interest was the manner in which stations
could be heard in so- culled "dead spots";
and it was only when passing big power
plants or going under hi.ge metnllit' stmt. tures (bridges, etc.), that any change in
results was noticed. In the former instance
a certain amount of static was picked up;
and in the latter, the signal volume was
temporarily reduced.

tterers have been advertising their hat test contributions to the radio field. The
Fada models "48" and '4y" aire alike elrctioally; the model "IS" is a Lowboy and
i'II ced,
the "49" a IIighboy) recently announced,
possess some rather unique features \O dell

Ito the dashboard, while the other is hinged.
and drops to the position shown, for convenience in installation and service. Thus,
the "Advance" set Haar be serviced in less
time than almost auto other automotive
chassis. 'l'he aligning condensers are readily
ace

Figure C illustrates the convenience of
the control -unit placement.
A single box
comprises the tuning knob, tuning dial, volume-control knob, and a key -lock switch.
The control cable from this, leads underneath the instrument -board, as shown in
Fig. C; and continues on through to the
opposite side of the dash- board, as shown
in Fig. B.

warrant attention.
The chassis of these receivers, Fig. . \, is
of the superheterodyne type, employing four
type '35 variabletubes in the single
It.F., Jirxt del eel or and two intermediate
stages; three type '27 tubes for the oscillator, second detector. and first A.F.; two
'47 pentodes in push -pull for the final audio
stage, and an '811 -type rectifier. The use
of variable -mu tubes reduces to a considerable extent bun, hiss, cross -talk and other
background noises.
'l'o avoid the effect of internal vibrations
(tnicrophonits, etc., which sometimes are
encountered because of vibrating tuning
condenser plates), the entire variable Condenser assembly is shock -mounted.

Fig. C

The tuning shaft A must be disengaged
the gear system controlling the tuning
e
leasers, when the cabinet is open; in
the closed position, it locks into a receptacle,
B.
'l'he "Advance" chassis, which is manufactured by the Advance Radio Co., incorporates cathode- or heater -type tubes, thus
eliminating the noise pickup in the tubes
preceding the output power tube; four
'24's, and a '71A power output tube being

f

first A.F'. tube, while the D.C. component
is used to change the grid bias on the 11F.
and I.F. tubes for automatic control of

used.

volume.
Instead of using the conventional tuning
meter for visual indication of station resonance, these receivers employ the new neon
"Fhtshograph" which is described in this
issue.
"Fada" products are manufactured
ufactured
h
F. A. I). Andrea, Inc.
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design features which overcome the
difficulties incident to operating a radio
set in a moving car.
ates

AI
I

:\ particularly convenient and efficient
installation, showing the position of the
dynamic
mic reproducer is illustrated in Fig. C.
This unit, Dlt in the figure, is of the
"automotive" type, and therefore incorpor-

The structural eonvenienees built into this
chassis should appeal to every Service \Inn

'
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l'irai

r'27

'33

aible.

Control unit (on frerinp post) and dynamic
reproducer. DR.

The A.F. soli
.nt Of the output of the
second -detector, Fig. 1, is passed on to the
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1

Diagram of the Fada models "4R" and "49" rrreivns. This chassis is of the superheterodyne type employing a diode detector,
indicating maximum response: and is equipped with an automatic volume control and push-pall pentodes.
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ANEC line of gang tuning condensers,
the recently announced models "31111 -A"
(the former illustrated in Fig.
A), has several features that are worthy
of mention.
The entire assembly is completely shielded,
and each condenser in turn, is shielded from
the one adjacent to it. This unit is particularly adapted to superheterodyne receivers. When the H.P. tuning condensers
are connected to a coil of 232.7 microhenries
and the oscillator condenser to a coil of
187.7 microhenries, the receiver will tune
from 550 to 1500 kc.
"1110 -A"

ance on the market. One is a putaxsitint
cell shown at left, Fig. 11; mal the others
are of the eaexiuut type.
The potassium type has a sensitivity of
5 microamperes per lumen. It has an ;mink
of nickel ribbon, the bottom of which is

Fig. 2
Diagram of connections for the

Fig. A
The type "300.1" superheterodyne-type
condenser.

3 -gang

'l'he most important feature of this "superheterodyne- type" variable condenser
gang, which is manufactured by Precise

"!'E'

cells.

screened to prevent any leakage between the
anode ;and cathode.
The caesimn arii has a much higher sensitivity, ur 28 micro :amperes per lumen. The
photo -sensitive surface is coated with a very
thin layer of caesium-hence the name.
Figure 2 illu.tates the manner in which
a light -sensitive or Photoelectric "PEC" may
be connected so as to operate a relay, which
in turn may actuate any electrical circuit
desired. When a potassium cell is used the
value of It should he about 111 niegoluis.

Products ('o., Irte., is that it eliminates the
"padding" condensers prc'iously required in
order to maintain correct ganging over the
entire tuning band.
A "DOG" FOR SERVICE WORK
ARECENT development in the field of
radio service instruments is the intro ductiun of a "dug" or clamp for the purpose of tightly holding a condenser, dial, or
tolmnc control shaft while adjustments are
bring made on the receiver; this unit is the
'.Ici it catch" illustrated in Fig. 1.
The "shaft catch," is designed to fit all
<Liodaird radio sets; and may be attached
or removed in a moment. A felt pad on
une face of at "U "- shaped piece prevents
marring the panel.
The "dog" itself is only 3n' ins. long and

wide, and consequently shunhl
find at place in the Service Man's kit.
This tool is distributed by han the Radio
Man, Inc.

about

to obtain 1200 hours of operation.
This chassis brings to those who are lo-

cated in "O.C," districts, or where there is
no power supply at all, the numerous desirable features of its big brother, the "electric" set.
High power output is obtained through
the use of two type '30 tubes in push -pull;
their output is fed to at magneto -nadi ve
(or perinauenit magnet) type of dynamic reproducer; built into it is at special freqncnct'- compensating circuit.

PENTODE -TYPE POWER
TRANSFORMER
ANEW power supply transformer espeeially designed tu accumulate three
tu live tenter -type t
n pentode, and
an '80 rectifier, has been offered to monte
f ueturers of "snttaall- space" receivers.

Fig.
l.efl

puh,s.siuHI

Cell.

II

Ri.,bt,

and

e,veer

rne.ruf m cella.

and the "It" approximately l:is volts. 1f
a raesium cell is used then It should he
ahurit 3 mt_uhms, and the "It" potential
volts.
These cells are manufactured by the Arco
'lithe Company.
811

,4

Fig. C
RC.1- I'ieto,' Nadiola Console h-43.

A

I:. -in.
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THE NEW PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
PHOTOEI.EC'l'Itl(' CIa.1.S have been
aused in the past fur a variety of purposes, :nul to further pupulailire their utility, two new cells have macle their appear-

SUPERHETERODYNE -TYPE
CONDENSER GANG
and

November,

This new unit, illustrated in Fig. D, is
built with a single shield for "through chas sis' mounting, and is equipped with cunroiently located soldering lugs, :arranged
for an efficient circuit Iaoat.
There are four windings: at primary, a
high -voltage (1.80 colts un either side of the
venter-tap) sec luitaary, an '80 filament winding, and a heater winding.
Figure :3 is at schematic illustration of
the instrument, which is manufactured by
the 'fhord:nsuu Electric NTfg. Co.

CONDENSER
g1/I

A BATTERY- OPERATED

11F-

-T

lll:

SUPERHETERODYNE

nets li('. \- \ "ictur

\lulel 1i -1.3 Haulm
1 L'eecitrr illustrated in Fig. C is "self 1...,errd." It is an 8 -tuba battery-operated
.n penccterudyne reeciyer employing the
{vercamly ". \ireell" type of ". \" battery,

I

I

TONING
CONDENSER

I

SHAFT

Fig.

1

When the thumb screws are turned, "frozen"
.hafts are easily removed.

and four heavy -duty "l3" batteries. There
are lice type ':30 "general purpose' tubes,
and three screen -grid ' :12's in this receiver.
Since the :litai'I't are rated at 601) amperehours, and since the current drain of the
receiver is only 0.18-amp., it is possible

3.

left.

¡Piani os of the "pentode" P.7'.
.qnsoplr of Nre transformer.

rial,. Phot
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A SIMPLE TEST PROBE
TEST probe, that may

Barried in
ASIMPLE

he

the vest pocket, and used
for a variety of purposes, has been offered
to the radio service field. The general construction of the device is illustrated in Fig.
E; a. small flashlight lamp, housed in a partially concealed socket is the indicator. Some
of the purposes for which this probe may
be used are: Locating condenser Opens or

2;5

"Haywire Antennas"
vs. the

Antenaplex System
(Part II)
By E.

JAY QUINBY°'

TIIE advantages to be gained by the
installation of the "Antenaplex System" of radio reception in a typical
.apartment house or
Iti- family
dwelling are obvious to those of us who
have already been initiated, but for the
benefit of those who have not had the experience of struggling along under the handicap of the usual topsy-turvy tangle of
Fig. E
The test probe and battery leads.

shorts, burned -out resistors and wiring.
checking the presence of filament or hater
voltages, testing the continuity of all lowresistance circuits, checking the correctness
of tuning coil polarity, aligning tuning condensers, and for testing high voltage and
low current with a neon tube. It is also a
very (randy trouble lamp.
This simple and convenient device is produced by the Electrical Manufacturing
Corp., Boston, Mass.

Fig. F
combination volume control and line
switch.
.4 ne;B

A COMBINATION LINE AND VOLUME

-

antenna wires and crossed -up lead -in lines,
the outstanding points are listed herewith:
Elimination of the disorderly and unsightly ,jungle of wires and their makeshift
supports, which clutter up the roof and
make for inconvenience and hazard to the
persons desiring to use this valuable openair space for other purposes.
2
intination of the unsightly lead -in
wires usually run down through court yards
and along side of building walls, which prcscnt an encumbrance to awnings, flower
boxes, and balconies, and which often Haar
the otherwise pleasant vistas from the window's of the various apartments.
Elintinat'
of the noisy and intermittent reception and interference so often
caused by various antenna wires and leadins swinging together.
I.- Elimination of extended interruptions
to programs caused by a carelessly erected
antenna tailing across several others, and
creating short circuits and grounds.
Elimination Of the interaction, caused
by re- radiating receivers connected to antenna wares run in close pros' 'ty to other
antennas.
8-Elimination of the fire hazard caused
by improperly installed antennas with unauthorized types of lightning arrestors, or
without benefit of aany lightning arrestors.

I-

-El

3-

5-

and volume control
switches have been in use for some time,
but should be especially adaptable in present day midget, antonaetive and aeroplane
receivers; in fact, in any location where
space is at at pre uiiunr. One of several new
combinations recently announced, is indicated in Fig. F.
They are products of the Clarostat Manufacturing Company.

as

often picked up by long lead -in wires,
from such sources as X -ray or violet -ray
devices, electric refrigerators, oil burners,
elevator motors and controls, signmuI sysso

tems,

telephone

systems

(particularly the

dial type) rarumn cleainers, timer :tart regulators (in electric irons, heating pacts, light
flashers, tc.), flashing electric signs, neon
lights, and a host of others too numerous
to mention.
9-Elimination of the wear and tear on
the premises, caused by the continual construction and reconstruction work on antennas, as old tenants leave and new tenants
arrive --unit as permanent tenants change
their ideas on the subject of antenna
coast ruction.
10-Elimination of the handicap endured
by tenants on the lower floors, who never
get as gonad results as those situated closer
to the roof-and the antenna.
a

These are some of the reasons why the

Tlic pi',Bess of installing the system in
new' con :aruotion work and in existing structures is very simple First, we will describe

procedure in a new construction jots,
beginning with the original layout work, or
"survey."
time

Survey and Layout
the building construction has advanced
sufficiently far, it is advisable to make an
actual test at the top of the structure to
determine the hest location for, and direction in which to run the antenna, rnploying
a portable battery type receiver for this
purpose. If, however, the building is still
"on paper," it will be necessary, of course,
to defer this operation until a later time.
The "intensifier," Fig. A, or group of "antensifiers,' as the ease may he, should be
located in a pent house, as near as possible
to the proposed antenna lead -in.
(Continued on page 302)

If

Fig. F
An oversized outlet bo.r is used for the convenience of the installers. The antenna lead is

has had occasion to replace resistors in a receiver, but was at
loss to
know the exact size or type required. While
service manuals are the ideal solution to
the problem, they are necessarily bulky, with
the result that many men do not cam then:
(Continued on page 308) -

aul

house.

CONIBINATION line

AT

radio outlet, line receptacle
line switch.

Antenaplex system adds to the a fort and
enjoyment of the dweller in a uadti- faouily

CONTROL SWITCH

RESISTOR REPLACEMENT GUIDE
some finie or another, every Service

Fig. G
Combination

shown at 1, the rapier, 2. Around lead, 3, and
rubber tape, 4.

7-Elimination

Of the broad- tuning effect
often mused by excessively long lead-in
wires, which are necessary to reach the rooftop antennas of tall buildings.
Elimination of the local interference
so

8-

National Sales Engineer,
RCA factor Co., Inc.

Centralized

Radio,

www.americanradiohistory.com
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REMOTE
CONTROL
of

Public Address
Sound Amplifiers
(PART IV)
Continuing the discussion of highpower amplifier systems as engineered for the hest operation in large
institutions.
Fig. C
.1

13)

-

photograph of the control panel of the Hotel New Yorker, showing
the distribution jacks; and, .l, volume -level indicator.

IN

this article, the fourth in

a

series (the

third article descrilting this installa-

tion, and entitled, "Remote Control of
Radio Reception," appeared in the
August, 1931 issue. -Teel. led.), we continue
uith a description of the remote controlled
Public Address System in the Hotel New

Yorker.
One of the notable features is the method
of remotely connecting the speakers. On
the remote control box are six buttons.
Five of these buttons are arranged to operate speaker relays, which plaice various
speakers into operation by connecting the
voice coils to the line. The sixth, or the
button labeled "Reset,' when pushed, disconnects all the voice coils from the line.
Thus it is possible to go into any of the
public rooms, plug the reroute control box
into an outlet, tune in a broadcast station
and then by merely pushing the speaker
buttons, transfer the signal to any or all

of the other public rooms.
The schematic circuit of the relays (Note
for this purpose is shown in simand a photograph is
plified form in Fig.
shown in Fig. A. The wires A, 13, C, I),
E and "Reset" go directly to the remote
control box outlets. When the remote control box is placed into operation, these wires
1) used

1

are connected to the buttons on the box.
As a button is pressed, the relay corresponding to that button operates and pulls
down an iron lever or relay arm which
throws the voice coil of that speaker into
the output circuit of the I'. A. The lever
arm continues to remain in this position
until the use of the speaker is no longer
desired. When the "reset" button is pushed,
all the speakers are simultaneously discon-

ELI

'meted from the output circuit of the system.
In addition to the live remotely controlled
dynamic speakers there are portable speaker
outlets placed throughout the building.
Therefore, any number of speakers may be
connected, but only the live main speakers
A "Lectern' or
are operated renwtily.
speech re-enforcement speaker is also used.
This speaker consist s of a "cluster," or
group, of three dynamic speaker units operating together, and is used almost entirely
for speech

re- inforcement

in

the

center

of

the Grand Ball Room.
Phasing of Reproducers
The dynamic speakers used in the New
Yorker have an impedance of 15 ohms. The
fields each require 1111 volts at .75- ampere;
this is supplied by the D.C. lighting system
of the hotel. Each speaker or group of
speakers has an impedance-matching transformer mounted directl at the speaker. It
matches the impedance of the speaker to
the transmission line, which has an impedance of 500 ohms.
A very important test that must be made
when a group of speakers are operated together is that of correctly "phasing" theca.
To be correctly pleased, the voice coils of
all the speakers must "push and pull" together. If a speaker unit is "out of phase,"
then its voice coil will be "drawn in," while
the voice coils of the other speakers are
"pushing out." Under such conflit' s the
sound emitted by the "out -of- phase' speaker
will actually represent the back wave of
speaker operating with
the ordinary dent
If the baffle board of a dya baffle hoorah
namic speaker is removed, then the low
notes inunetliateiv disappear. This phenomenon is due to the back wave, generated by

N1.

I.URIE, B.E.E.

the back of the cone, meeting and neutralizing the front wave front the front of the
cone.
To phase the speakers it is only necessary
to apply the field voltage to the speakers,
and then connect a dry cell to the voice
coils and notice the direction of motion of
each coil when the dry cell voltage is applied. The polarity of the dry cell should
13y touching
be the same on all voice coils.
the cone on each speaker its direction can
readily be determined. When the phasing
is correct, all of the voice coils should push

out, and draw in, together. Reversing the
connections of any individual voice coil will
change its direction of motion. By using
this method it is it simple natter to phase
tarry number of speakers that are operating
together.
In the New Yorker, only direct current is
available. 'l'he ltadio I)ivisiun of the hotel
therefore utilizes several motor -generator

Fig. A
Speaker oß-an relays Nos. I and 2; and. ertreme right, channel .I. C. input relay.

-
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sets in order to obtain alternating current.
In Fig. 2 is shown the relay system for

REMOTE CONTPOL
OLTLEI 41 w FLOOR

starting the public address system. As
mentioned previously, the entire 1'. A. Sys -
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STROMBERG CARLSON

vOL INDICATOR

DISTRIBUTION

REMOTE CPnRO.a
OE TECTCR UNIT

tent is remotely controlled and, therefore,
when placing the system in operation it is
imperative that starting devices be used in
order to eliminate any possibility of the
apparatus being overloaded.
On opening the remote control box, a
button inside it is released, which automatically doses the circuit through relay
NO. 1, (Note 2) Fig. 2, and starts up a
2 horsepower Motor.
At the sane instant,
unie speaker field vi ltagr is applied
the (I
to all speaker fields by the closing of relay
No. 2, and the A.C. generator field voltage
is applied by relay No. 3. The inottir, therefore, begins to turn over. The automatic
starter regulates the :armature current and
'gradually brings up the motor speed. As
it increases, the A.C. generator also increases
its speed and begins to protium voltage.
As soon as the generator voltage is high
enough, the A.C. relays (Note 2) 4, 5 and
ti operate, throwing the public address system across the generator line. The generator, therefore, dues not start up under
loam conditions.
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Fig. 5
block diaaraln of the catire installation of the Ilote! .\'rc Yorker. .Note the use of the volume
indicator for the guidance of the control operator in the Radio Room.
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Time Delay Relays
The plate voltage on the power tubes is
not applied until the lime delay relays, a
photograph of which is shown in Fig. II,
and a diagram hl Fig. 3, operating in the
plate circuit, have allowed the filaments to
heat np, and then, after a period of about
a
minute, these relays close and the entire
public address system is in operation.
l'he relay is actually a thermostatic relay
¡Note 2) operating in conjunction with a
second, or main relay. On starting, the therinostatic relay is comleeted directly across
the A.C. line. The thermostat heats up and
the unit expands until it closes the gap at
point X.
\s soon as this Connection is
closets, the line voltage is connected directly
to the ulniil relay Coil. The coil umgu etires
the upper lever ana and pulls it down closing the line circuit to the plate transformer.
The instant the main relay coil pulls the
upper lever arm down, the thermostatic
relay is disconnected front the circuit and
the main relay coil continues to obtain voltage front the line.
However, when the
system is shut down, the generator stops
.

PROGRAM SERVICE APPARATUS.

BEUDNORIt -TARS

G

Tp "PHA: ROOM

4^' FLOORS

FOR CHANNEL 2
UDWORTN SYSTEM.

NO P.

A" ROOM 4D1 FLOOR'

FOR AUTOMATIC

ELECTRIC

PHONOGRAPH

Fig. 2

Left. The relay system for remote control of speaker operation. 117ien the "reset" button is pressed
all speakers are disconnected. Right. Relay system for toutrol of motors and transformers.

www.americanradiohistory.com

speakers in the guest rooms were not of
the concealed, flushed wall type. The answer is very" simple. The use of enclosed
wall speakers presented several difficulties
that possibly coutil be eliminated if the
installation were anywhere except in a hotel.
most people that stay at a hotel expect to
be able to sleep at any time that they are
Si) inclined.
Naturally, therefore, the first
asset of any good hostelry is not to have
disturbing elements which will tend to antagonize a guest. If an enclosed speaker is
set into a wall. the air col
in that wall
will he set into vibration when the speaker
is in operation, resulting in vibration of
adjacent walls; thus the people in all the
surrounding rooms will be disturbed by the
sound.
If, on the other hand, the loudspeaker be
mounted externally, as in the New Yorker,
then the wall in the room itself will be the
only vibrating factor. Now, if the walls are
made of sturdy umterial, and the speaker
is mounted on rubber lugs so that the vibrations of the cone are not transmitted
to any great estent to the wall itself, then
there is littl, possibility of exciting the
inner air (bomber. If the chamber is excited, the vibrations will not come from
the speaker, but front the entire taint itself,
which in
t eases is not enough to Canse
serious disturbance in adjoining rooms.
Measurements made by both StronbergCarlson Company aid the Radio Division
of the New Yorker indicate that the correct level is approxiutatel%. 10 decibels.

Decibels
The question of "decibels" or "Dit" is
one which has caused considerable confusion.
Most technical writers refer to this measurement as a "ratio between certain powers,"
but fail to give to the layman workable
(Continuo() on pape 304)
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Much material has been presented in past
procedures in adapting meters to the requirefirst of a series, Mr. Clifford E. Denton, (who is
on meters), discusses the factors which

CLIFFORD

By

A

moderu

pu

7

abr

f

'at met rr (front

IN

the last few years the use of electric
meters tir quick and accurate testing
of radio and sound equipment has increased by leaps and 19 llllll Is.
Looking at commercial meters today, we
can [larch visualize the path of heartbreaking development that has extended through
hundreds of years; groping for the fundamental principles, wailing through false beliefs and hypotheses, all of which finally
led to the development of the first jo,vrxnring instrument -the "gal Nil nomctet."
Magnetic and static electricity was known
as early as 6011 II.C., but even then, and
until 161)0 A.D., no one realized the distinction between the two.
Inter, a relation between electricity and
magnetism was established, and from Ampere's idea of a simple needle suspended
above a wire carrying current, came the
findings of l'uuillet, in 1837, wlíere the
degree of deflerlinn of the needle frtim its
original position indicated the intensity of
the current filming in the circuit.
It was realized early in the development
system of convenient
of the art that
Consestandards vvoulc be necessary.
quently, a system of practical units was
as

wI ich were derived from the
C.O.S. (centmcter, grains, second) System.
This sy.,tenl of units led to the devcluptnent of vari nas cu iplicateut but interesting
devices for the accurate determination of
electrical values. (A detailed discussion of
this sysi :ui and its uses will be found in S.
Gernshatck's "Rodin Encyclopedia," Second

adopted,

now legally defined by International agreement in terms of the amount of silver deposited by it, as stated above. Figure 1.\
is a rough outline of how the measurements
were made.
In 1898, Professors Ayrton and V. Jones
designed a device called an "ampere balance." This instrument is illustrated in

Edition.--Tech. Ed. )

'Pile

"Absolute" Measurements
first method was shown by Faraday.

MOVABLE
PLATE

-

-

Ile

placed a pair of clean copper plates in
solution of sulphate of copper (blue vitriol) and passed an electric current through
the solution. The current dissolved some
of the ripper from one of the plates and
deposited an equal weight of copper on the
other plat:. Faraday .showed that there is
an exact relation between the strength of
the minim' and the amount of metal reuuved or deposited.
Lord Rayleigh employed silver plates and
Ile fuund that
a solution of silver nitrate.
there is deposited in one second, .m1)1118
gran of silver, or 4.025 grams per hour. 'l'he
amount of current causing this deposit is
called an "Ampere." One ampere will deposit 1.177 grants of copper per hour.
The "International Standard \ampere" is

WEIGHT

a

.

'

-END VIEW-

Fig. 4, above

ft,:, ol

Tho magnetic liner of forer at right anales to the direction of
Current ill a :rire.

Fig. 5, right
Specimens. A and R. of the magnetic field around a Nit,.
"noie o' thumb" is indicated: at C, for a wire; and D,

I5,

for

a

,d I!.
coil.

VDU
Me

-PLATING TANK

-

A

f.\ri
A-

MOVABLE
COIL

wWEIGHT--,4,

`Ly

FI %ED
COIL

rim

.It .I

Fig.

1

illustrated the rleeh'a-deposition method
of measuring current; at R, dynamic method.
is
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Meters
i
issues of RADIO- C:RXFT, describing the various
ments of radio service work. In this article, the
well -known as a radio writer, and who lectures
enter into the design and use of meters.
E. DENTON

ligure Iß,
1

and consisted of a very delicately
(danced pair of scales, on one scale of

which were placed Heights of mown value,
and from the other was suspe ((led a large
muvalrle coil. The hatter then was placed
:hove a fixed coil rigidly mounted on a Iaase.
scale was adjusted to balance by
'l'he
adding weights to counteract the weight Of
the suspended (roil. Upon passing current
through the coils, the moving coil was pulled
down by the uaagnetic lines of force. The
additional weights necessary to bring the
.rode hack to balance gave an accurate indication of the :,vi,t!l or forte of the electric current. Thus it was determined that
the addition of ,' cry "gram of weight"
represented 980 ^dgnrx of force"
l'Ire difficulty of applying this system was
the spur which caused Professor Fleming to
der ise, in 1883, a much easier scheme for
measuring voltages or currents. Ile made
use of a then -existing instrument called a
"I otentiometer," Fig. 2, devised by I'oggendorfl' in 1811, and modified he Fleming.
It' a resistance "slide -wire" l' -Q is
stretched over a scale, and a steady (battery) current is passed through it. a drop
'

.It

.1,

Fig. 2
nl,otc, the I'oaaemlor F "potentiometer,
and: It, a eornmerc,al adaptation.

Fla. 3, ahoc e, ()er.nrd's
deilectioa
d e »to n
ah-ator; Fia, n, Lft,
Jelr:eeioaer's
°rru,l}i-

plier."

,JL

,

..

I

,ltnr,teg rear

in voltage across this wire will result.
Connected to the positive end of this wire
are two other wires I and 2. with sliding
contnets ran the free ends, and in series
with then. wires are placed two galvanometers G. It will be seen that current flowing
through t' -Q will he partially deviated
through wires I and 2 and the galvaninneters connected in series.
In the circuit of wires 1 and 2 are inserted two different scurces of electricity,
Al, A2. so placed that their
(electro- nudive- forces) or "voltages (the
term honors ..11e,v'nncho Foltu, an Italiaun
physicist) tend to oppose the voltage drop
produce:) in the wire 1' -Q by the current
source A:3. If the sliding contacts be moved
until the voltage drop from the sliders to
the negative end of the main wire 1' -Q ,lust
balances the F.M.F. of the inserted cells,
. \1, . \2, the galvanometer will indicate zero.
That is, the ?.>Lh. in each circuit being
1

opposite in polarity and equal in strength,
no current can flow through the galvanometer. 'the l'.1I.F. of the two cells is then
proportional to the E.M.F. drop across l' -a
or l' -b (depending upon which ureter is being read). The slide-wire nary he calibrated
by the substitution of known values of

F.M.F.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The simple slide -wire type of potentiomuseful for comparing
"voltages," and is coumtercialh available
today: being rated as of low- potential or
high-potential type, depending on the resistance of the slide -wire. See Fig. 2. (See
also, "A Home -made Slide -wire Bridge" in
the Feb., 1931 issue. -Tech. Ed.)
The principle of operation of the commercial slide -wire potentiometer is the saine

eter thus proves

HOT -WIRE

AMMETER

N

A

angles to the length of the wire; and the
north-seeking pole of the needle deviated
to one side when the wire was above the
needle; and to the opposite side when the
wire was laid below the needle, Fig. 3. He
correctly concluded that this was due to the
current creating it magnetic field of force
around the wire, the direction of these lines
of force being in circles, which lie in planes
perpendicular to the direction of the wire.
as shown in Fig. 4.
There is a definite relation between the
direction of current flow and the direction
taken by these lines of force, as shown in
A and B, Fig. 5, a fact which enables its
definitely to determine the polaritft of an)
"elect romagnet.

'Ice

.\ useful reference

B
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AA444
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M

D
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Fig.
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.1,
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Fig.
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ehe,natie eirc'it of the meter illustrated

Rule O' Thumb

T

THERMAL
AMMETER

November,

called the "rule of
the thumb,"C, Fig. 5. Simply grasp the wire
in the rieht hand with the thumb extended
along the wire in the direction of the curThe curved linger
rent flow, " +" to
tips will then indicate the direction of the
magnetic field.
In the instance of a coil, grasp the solenoid with the right hand so that the fingers
point along the wires in the direction of
the cum nl flow. The thumb then points
to the north pole -that is, the thumb points
in the direction of the magnetic flux passing
inside the coil, I), Fig. 5.
A man named Sehweigger, about Is 21,
modified Oersted's original idea, and wound
many turns of silk -covered copper wire over
and under a pivoted magnetic compass
needle, in the manner illustrated in Fig.
This was called a "multiplier" because it
is

"thermocouple" instrument.

as above described, and the scale is ruIibrated in the proportion of the total resi,tance of the wire, or in volts. In Fig. 311
the standard voltage is shown at E, and
the voltage to be measured at X.

in

Fig. .4. Resistor R1 compensates toil constants.

increased the effect of the current on the
needle. This apparatus was the first "galvanometer" ( "galvano -" after Luigi Golrani, an Italian physicist).
Since the invention of the galvanometer,
measuring instruments have been developed for measuring electricity in all :ts
ramifications.
'/'here are meters for measuring the qua ntily of electricity flowing in D.C. and A.C.
circuits; for measuring the force at which
the electricity circulates through the cirunit; and for measuring the power developed by the combination of this quantity
and force.
Galvanometers sometimes were called
"nceometers," from the Greek rheo, meaning "to flow," and metros, meaning "measure." The "rheostat" (- stat," Greek stators.
"standing") is the only survival of this
terminology; meaning a resistance which
can be varied to regulate the flow of current.
Meters may be classified into two major
types: (A) Those operating on magnetic
principles, and; (B), Those known as "hot
wire" instruments which operate by virtue
of the expansion of a resistance wire when

First Principles
The fact that a current from a battery
when passed along a length of wire world
create a "magnetic field," was first noticed
by H. C. Oersted, of Copenhagen, in 18311.

IIe found that

a suspended magnetic commpass needle always set itself when near a
current -carrying wire, so as to lie at right

The

Fig. 8
"ta 'meut galranomete

Fig. A
meter

of

.1

commercial

Ume

"D'.-irsonral type. The

moving coil turns between
the tips of an inverted

"I"'

permanent magnet.
connections and polarity are .Joram in Fig. 9.
Actually. the direction of

Its

current flow is a matter of
definition; although it is
generally assumed that
current enters a meter at
the terminal marked "posi-

tive," and leaves at the
"negative."

Fig. 10
D'.Irsontnl principle of operation.
heated by an electric current. Figure 711,
The

shows a
lification of the magnetic principle where an alternating current heats
two dissimilar metals; C and I) make contact with the hot wire A -B. '/'Ire heat produced at the junction or "thcrnao- couple,"
1 :, generates a voltage which is carried to
the D.C. meter, M, which indicates in proportion to the amount of current flowing
in its circuit. ('l'he theory for this odd effect
is still in doubt.) These. methods are used
to measure "high frequency" currents.
The hot wire ammeter leper is for its action upon the expansion of a metal wire
(ConLinaed on page 306)
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The Service Man's Forum
Where His Findings May Benefit Other Radio Technicians

the aluminum core and tightened the screw.

"VIII.'

acid

cspeciall.

a1

RECTIFIER REPAIRS
it

netussuir' to service an
old ILnuutarloud- Itubcrts set, which was
equipped with a l'Inile° "11" power unit: the
"l'hitcutrun" jans were in bad shape, and
nn replacements were available in the vicinity. Nevertheless. the ,et oust he in order
that evtning, since some relative of the
owner was marking her dehnt at at broadcast studio. Well, Service is our motto!
Prying off the tops of the four jars, I
pulled out their element and, with a back
saw, cut through the insulation of each
aluminum (cathode) rod, lu di an inch from
the bottom. as illustrated it A in Fig. I.
i had in tat kit suns f1, aluminum roll.
from which I cut four pieces, ea.h ' -inch
%Ail,

Rut there ought to be
few compensations for anyone who has to
take a I5- minute rule in the New York

a

subway.-Editor.)

CONVERTING A STORAGE BATTERY
Editor. lt .%nut -l' R.%E-r :

,r

\Lech w...:

a.::s.b

Call 5070

,n

If there , something w eng
with your rann please tut us
kann. We specialize to the re
pair of all n akes. No job 1s her
,mall or roe big for us.

Cuiuun_I.un Tube.
x'.ue.nal tube,

E.eready l'ubeu
R. C. A. 1 uh.+

Male..ar TuM,

nur work nIst

Red Neal Tube.

Arrvon Tube.
be

:nh sfartry

with you or no charge will bt
maul,. All work gnarantend,me
rear
No Charge for Mileage Up to lit
Miles -lit Ceers Per Mile Thvcidt -r.
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Hutchinson Radio Laboratory
t7 No. Walnut

,

661,

aa u

Hutchinson. Kan.

PHONE tolo

0101112111418
1

1

,.,,.N,u..
,
or r.rv
Tm

,bt

a_,11111

in.ade Pages.
.r

it Eer.

PHONE , n-,

ouTe .a
Union

!:n

y*.r

ev^rv g, days

L ,:i .13

...

We carry short wave and
amateur(' Transmitting

t good tramp'e of a snappy folder.
Fun pane,
ille.rpensize pin, York. Left, rb, jr,an und hark:

Mint arcunit, check nn

eln .houad

nasi

Complete Laboratory Equipmenu.
Parts of all kinds for
all makes of Radios

Cell 6070 fer

a

.

ar.L,..
Yore

n.,.,

Hutchinson Radio Laboratory

Burgess and Euereadu
A.B.0 Batteries

I
have been in the servicing business fur
the past right years; but lirnd the same slack
in the summer time: so I fill in on construct
By the way, I do not know how
I would get clung without the It.tmo SERVICE
NI'.I. and its Slpl'CE:ME :NTS.
I hope to see in the near future an artiste dealing with the construction of a
real superhet. with the new '311 1).C. tubes.
(('ontinuetl on prate 34)8)

have been a subscriber since the first
itnblirati..n of 1tAOUt- Cliv'r, and I am
pleased to say that I assn quite sure no other
puhlieation ran equal it for information and
the kind of material it contains for the
Sera ice \bnl and for those who delight in
experimenting and rolling their own.
I cannot help thinking that many of the
old-timers have fallen I y the wayside and

Believe It Or Not
We Never Fail
To Fix It

I:.n..

allowed to drop.

I

¿

1

tidies which are published in certain nut gar
zines -nut It.tuttrCR.vrr -just for the purpose of tilling up their pages.
I cannot
help feeling that such articles must do a
magazine considerable harm; whereas a real
good constructional une will increase the
circulation to a great extent, and help to
build up the interest which should not by

was built around it.

long; I drilled a hole half an inch deep
tu lit the cxp. set core, threaded for 6/3.2

Hutchinson Radio Laboratory

Fig.

Rtjiu ze,,a(bgr n /'hile. 'H" power unit. l'art
of the aluminum cathode of titis "ß" jar is
replaced.

(Nothing sects quitt s.. aggravating to
readers outside the metropilis as the casual
air with which a city ('raftsnlan writes: "I
picked up this pant for :111 cents on Curt landt St reel;' when explaining how a set

Editor. It .uns- l'Item:

Ittctntly

wonderful circuits and constructional ar-

vent corrosion at this point. 'l'lien I gut
a pint of distilled ranter and a small box
of borax, 111111 matte a saturated solution.
\flee that had settled and CIrarcd, the ,jars
were cleaned and lilted to the tower line:
and ten cents worth of castor oil was added
to prevent evaporation.
'l'he tugs of the
,jars are fastened with No. 14, wire around
the groove. heisted tight.
If the Service Muuti runs across one of
these power units and is fusty -five minutes
from ('ortlanut Street ('7¡n;/it lion." in
New Fork f'ity) he can sane three or four
dollars and give real service, or build a
power unit with these ,junk parts.
S. 31. SMITH.
1.5 /Franklin I'laee,
iI'oorlwtre. I,. I., New Fork.

They report Cuba and Mesh..., as well as
coast tu coast in the United Slates; except
for the northeastern failed States and eastern Canada. which still remains
"dead
spot," even for research engineers. The
point is on the west coast of Hudson Bay.
SIRI toiles from am' radio station.
With
It.umt- ('Renee's advice, wonderful ue.t,s has
been cn,jui cd.
VIRGINIA I:. \WAI.r.3,
12 East I)iri.siutr Nt., C'hieatio.

build their own as they used to

do.
I think the reason is that they have
been stung so slam' times by trying the

'I'hr joint between the insulation and the
aluminum end insulation was covered with
three appiteumtiut,s of tire cement, to pre-

to contain exactly the points in circuits and
experiments that have been missing links
in 111V study of the hest lt. C. A. mortel,.
I am not a professional. but only niai: ing gift, tu people in remote districts of
Canada, aller I Ilan. exbusted :111 infutuuilion possible to urdfr lo keep them advised
on hues lo operate ,uccessfull for Itatliuht

"2ti''

no longer

aluminum ,new at the tap on the side;
then slipped the extension on the end of

RECEPTION UP NORTH
Editor, It.tuto-('R.trr:
I received the issues and wish to thank
you for the prompt mailing; tlu v happen

Your Radio is like your Automobile in one respect. Suppos
ing a sparkplug in your car
should miss you would have it
changed or fired because if you
did not. it would only ruin your
other spnrkplugs and possibly
y. u r car as well, your Radio and
tubes act on the same principle.
Pave them checked at least
every 90 days. Replace good
tubes for had tubes to prolong
th-' life of your Radio.

.

Si miser advertising should prote
rra.. ni_atio,l f.

a

boot to other serf ice
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Favorite Testing
Described In Detail By
Laboratorians, Service Men, technicians in all branches of radio, each have their "pet"
improved performance. This month we describe how to "multi- range" an A.C. -type
meter; and a very complete service bench.
A 1000-OHMS-PER-VOLT MULTI RANGE A.C. VOLTMETER
By R. D. Leonard, Design Engineer'
N F, of the important prof lcuas in the
communication and radio field is the
measurement of small A.C. voltages from
low power sources at commercial and audio

O

The new rectifier type A.C.
milliaumleters, such as the Weston Model
301, or the General Electric Type DO 14X,
are ideally adapted for this purpose.
It is now possible to construct a multirange, high-resistance A .C. voltnnter that
will provide accurate A.C. measurements.
The circuit diagram. Fig. I. shows the
most convenient method of cinnecting suitable wire -wound resistors to prey ide a
volt
0-10-50-100-250-500-101N)
(multi -range
À.C. voltmeter. It is extremely important
that these specified resistors be used, in
order to obtain an accuracy within the lhnits required for radio servicing.
The correct value of the resistors to het
employed may be determined by the use
of Ohm's Law.
E (volts)
R (ohms) egttals
frequencies.

0 -1

I (amperes)

In this simple formula, I equals amperes
necessary to obtain full scale deflection of
the meter, and (in this ease) E equals the
full scale reading, 0-10 volts.
For example: Using a 0 -1. scale maillimumeter, that you desire to use as voltmeter
which will have a full scale reading of 10
as

I"It.s
10

volts

It equals

equals 10,000 ohms.
.001 ampere

Sh llcross Mfg. Company.

In the case of the 0-1. D.C. naillianuueter,
10,000 ohms would be used for the 10 volts
step, but in the case of the rectifier type
0 -1. A.C. uailliannnaeter (the rectifier unit
of which has an internal resistance of approximately

I.1 N))) ohms) the proper resist only 9.1511) clans.
For small scale readings above 10 colts
it is not m ressany to make allowances for
the 1,410 lms internal resistance of this
meter caused by the rectifier. However, if
a value lower than 10 volts is to be read,
very careful consideration must be given
to the actual internal resistant of this instrument, otherwise, an appreciable error
might creep in. Usually, 10 volts is low
enough for most A.C. measurements.

:InPa' is

Not long ago the writer was gainfully
employed at a1 particular labor which demanded the use of tubes of known characteristics. Not only were the operating
voltages of each tube checked by means of
an analyzer as a matter of daily routine;
but each week evert' tube was carefully
checked on a Genera Radio mutual -conductance direct -reading meter.
After several weeks of regularly trotting my tubes to the whereabouts of a.
meter, I decided to make the proverbial
mountain come to Mahomet.
For various reasons, a simplified meter
"RECTIFIER" TYRE
METER

R

10,000 OHMS

R

40,000 OHMS,

\

10

MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE METER
By C. H. W. Nilson

laTUBE may appear perfectly good as
far as the normal conditions of test
are concerned and yet fail to come up to
the standard of its type. The three factors
which really determine the effectiveness of
a tube as an amplifier are: the amplification factor (mua); the plate impedance

(Rp); and the mutual conductance (Gen).
The first two factors are difficult of measurement with ordinary equipment; then,
too, either alone fails to give a factor of
merit which indicates the desirability of
the tube under test as compared with
others of its type. The conventional method
of measuring the mutual conductance (by
checking the change in plate current attending a given change in grid voltage) is
clumsy and inaccurate; and it is not a
definite indication of the tube under operating conditions.

so

0-1 MA

R 50.0000HM5
100
250

R ISO,000OHMS

250.00000

500
R

1000

S

R.

SUPER AKRAOHM TYPE 6M

500000 OHMS

WIRE WOUND
RESISTORS

VOLTS

Fig.

1

A "series" -type connection of multipliers.

of the type shown in Fig. 2 cannot he
used for extremely accurate tests.
The
errors present :are, however, the same for
each type of tube to he tested and, in con-

little or no effect upon
the comparative test desired.
As will he seen from the diagram (Fig.
2 at A), the filament supply has two positive leafs for use with tubes of low or
high current: the low -current rheostat is
1 50-olmu unit, for use with tubes having
a current rutting of up to O.5.unpere; and
the other rheostat, for use with tubes drawing up to 1.75 amperes, has a resistance
of 4.5 ohms. A. changeover switch, re
quired where the meter is employed with
screen -grid tubes, is shown schematically in
sequence, they have

the sketch.
It should be remembered that the mutual

(.4)

.4

Fig. 2
"null" method of measuring "Gnu." (B) Resistor Rl is adjusted for minimum response.

conductance reading indicates, not what is
wrong with a tube, but the fact that aroaaeIlaing is wrong; whether it be gas, incorrect
sparing of elements, low emission or "what
have you.' Except to admit that a simple
bridge structure is the theoretical basis
of operation of the device, no discussion
of the "why" of its operation seems in
order.
The mutual conductance of the tube un-
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Equipment
Radio Servicemen
circuit or parts arrangement resulting in
meter; a direct- reading tube conductanceLet us hear about yours.
der test is rend directly from the scale
of the variable resistor RI; this is a 1.50
olun rheostat and it utaV be calibrated with

TABLE I
Tale

Volts
Fil.

Type

fair accuracy- (ertainly within the links
the simple prowhich the indicator traverses into twenty -live equal por'l'he constants of the bridge are
tions.
such that each division on the scale (each
ten ohms of resistance) will correspond
to a mutual conductance of 100, and the
scale should be tints calibrated from zero
to 250) (as shown at B).

'12

The voltmeter has a range of from zero
to 10 Volts and may he any fairly accurate
D.C. meter.

47
30

The method of operation is as follows:
with the buzzer in operation and the tube
in the socket, adjust the filament voltage
to the correct amount by means of the
Now vary the calibrated rheorheostat.
stat until the minimum sound is heard,
and read off the mutual conductance.
The tubes most likely to he tested are
listed below together with their operating
characteristics.

35

°dl

5

99

3.3

01 -.\
10

90
90
425

3

7.3

22
24
26

S.G.

Gm

45

2.3
7.3

50

32

2.5
6.3
6.3

36
37
38

6.3

4600

40.5
4.5
4.5

1500
420
740

35

1.5
1.5
9.
4.5

180
430
250

34.5
84

1600
350

45
75

1050
1100
900

1800
1800
2500
700
760

250

16.5
4.5
22.5

90
135
135
180
135
135
133

31

425

9

135
180
135
90

1.5

67.5

3

1.5
1.5

503
1100
1100
900
900

75
75

9

13.5

135

The values of the parts shown are:
Bz -(hue high -frequency buzzer;
'l'-Transformer. about 1/1 ratio, such as
used from single '71A output tube into
a tutuigu et¡e speaker;
M -0 -10 voltmeter;
111-250-ohm rheostat;

O-

GGA.

CENSER

y1á

Grid

Minims

4.5

135
180

3

CON -

MC CONTROLS
VOLTMETER

Volts

90

1.1

12-.\
7I -.\

225 V.-13- BLOCK
AUTO

Fig. A

Volts

'11 and

-by

set by other factors
cess of dividing the arc

TRANSFORMER

Volts
Plate
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METER

110V.,A.C. UNE
140 V.,A.C. LINE -

OSCILLATOR

TEST

-13+-43v
BATTERY

BATTERY
TEST

- --DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

0 -500
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I

TEST

I

V

TEST

PHONO.

AMP

FOR CONE
COIL ONLY\

IBATTERYI

/

50
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METER
ONrROL
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CIRCUIT
TESTER

CONTROL

PHONO.

564600

AC 47
HICKOK
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ANALYZER IUBETESTER

O
REmoTE
TROL(VOWME
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S

S

O

0

7

J

MOTOR
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TRÖL
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FOR
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0 0

1

POWER
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PRENEATER

U

AND FIELD
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O
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O
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b
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A Mock diagram of 11r. Screen's
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O O
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3

s r: i.r <tati,IP arrannemrnt.
of the apps rnNs.

A wattmeter iS
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An efficient arrangement of

a

radio test -table.

R2-100-ohm resistor, to carry relatively
high current;
R3 -1000 ohms;
No great care is necessary in the construction of the bridge; since, even with
screen -grief tubes, the effective gain through
the tube under test is not large enough
to cause any appreciable feedback effect.
'l'hc greatest amount of care will be required in the operation of the device: be
certain that the switch is not in the "Screen(:rid" position when a three -electrode tube
is being tested, and that the low -current
rheostat is not employed with a tube drawing a high eurrent.
No provision is stade fur checking the
tubes tu Ite tested fur internal short circuits; su that a short- circuited tube introduced into the bridge circuit will result
in the destruction of the 100-uhut rheostat,
through which the short- circuited plate
current will flow.

A PRACTICAL SERVICE BENCH
By Harry F. Sewell
T1IE complete and efficient service bench
illustrated in Fig. A and shown in block
form in Fig. :3 was constructed by the 'l'utfel
Electric ('o. of Louisville, Kv. It was designed and Intilt by the writer, over a period
of two ; cm's.
The reach is of the ordinary type, tieing
built of 2 x 12 in. wood, .npportcd by x 4
in. racks, and measures 1:t ft. long. The
panel-board tat the rear of the bunch is eonshirty(' of stripped I: -in. white pine, glued
together, forming a sturdy unit on which to
mount apparatus.

Vatel mounting of all test equipttrent is
preferred by the author. The equipment
located on this panel is of the latest type,
consisting of one General Radin type :3Ol) -.
test oscillator; two ohmmeters, Mie having
a range from 0 -.5o0 ohms and the second
from 0- 101,000 ohms (Ihese, along with the
:300 watt meter .shown in the center of the
panel, were built tu the specifications of the
writer by the Westinghouse Electric & 31 fg.
Co.); one type SG-4000 Hiokok set analyzer,
and; one type ..0 -47 Hickok nnttual COB-

' ductanee tube tester.
testing equipment was

The balunc'e of the
built by the writer.
In the center of the bench at the top of

the panel board is located a condenser test
set, consisting of une neon lamp, one t'X -874

(Continued on pape 309)
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Radio Service Data Sheet

RCA VICTOR "MODEL R -43" CONSOLE
Also General Electric Model "G. E. S.42B" Battery Console
Although numerous ".\ircell" -type radio receivers have appeared on the market (See the

April,

subsequent issues of RADIO Mode) R -43 receiver is the first
r offered by RCA- Victor. As he schematic
circuit indicates, a superheterodyne circuit is
and

1931,
CR:vFT), the

employed.
In this chassis aie used three
screen-grid, 2 -volt type '32 tubes, and live
general- purlwse, 2-volt type '30 tubes.
The following values are used for the resistors and condensers used in this receiver:
Resistor RI (volume -control potentiometer),
50,0110 ohms; R2, R4, 6.000 ohms; 123, 15
,ohms; R5, 29,000 ohms; 1(6, 4,000 ohms; R7,
11,000 ohms; R8, R14, 1811,000 ohms; 129,
2711.000 ohms; RIO, 1(11, 350,1100 ohms; R12,
1(13, 1. meg.; RI5, 50,000 ohms (variable);
I:16. 1.300 ohms; 1217, 650 ohms; R18, 8 ohms.
Condensers CI, C2, C3 (tuning units). 18
L, 325 mild.; C1. \. C2.\, C3.\ (tuning trimmers). 4 to 50 mmf.; C4, 745 mmf.; C4.\
(C3 trimmer), 15 to 75 mmf.; C (I.F.T. trim.o,rs). 15 tu 75 mmf.; C10 (l.F.T. trimmers),
110 to 220 mitt.; C5. 745 mmf.; C6, C7, C11,
C9, C12, C14, C13,
25 -mf.; C8, 0.5 -mf.;
LI -mf.; (13. 1. mf.; C15, C16, .0012 -mt.;
t 17,
.11025 -mf.; C19, .0024 -mf.
Operating potentials are as follows:
All filaments, 2. volts. The remaining figs
are to be read with the volume control
-oa at minimum; voltages are read with reControl -grid potential,
-:wet to the filament.
\ 1. V4, 22 volts; V3, 0.5 -volt; \'5, 5 volts;
Screen -grid
\ 6. 2 volts; V7, V8, 15 volts.
potential \'1, V5. 55 volts; V3, 65 volts. Plate
VI. V5. 155 volts; V2. 50 volts;
I utential,
V.I. V6. V7. \'8.
volts; V5, 90 volts.
Plate current, Vl. \V4,
4, V5, zero; V2. 3 nia.;
V.I. V7. V8, 0.5 -ma.; V6. 2.5 ma.
With the cohtme control set at maximum,
.

.lrrmrorn:rnt of parts (rear Vietct in the

r..r

Rad :Ida battery -Operated 8-ta he saper-

310.11T.

following new readings will he noted: Coatrul -grid potential, \'I, V4, 1.5 volts. Screen grid potential. VI. V4, 55 volts; V3, 60 volts.
Plate potential, VI, V4, 155 volts. Plate current, V1, V4, 2.5 ma.
The total high -voltage- battery drain of this
receiver is only 8 to 15 ma. The "A" drain
is only 0.48 -amp.; or a battery life of 1200
operating hours.
the

The precautions, mentioned in the issue of
RAntn -CRAFT referred to above, concerning the
correct tue of the
Aired" type of "-\" supply
mast be ob.ttrr'ed. Note particularly that this
type of battery must not be operated at tcnnper:ttu res below 40 deg. F.; consequently, if
it is essential to install une of these sets where
operation necessarily might be required at this
term a:ratore. it will Iir necessary to substitute
instance.
a different type of "A" supply.
a 2 -volt storage -cell.
This cell will not require
frequent charging, due to the low filament drain
of the receiver.
The tubes of the push -pull power output
stage are biased tu substantially plate current
The arrangement is such that the
cut -off.
four
0111put stage nuay deliver substantially
times the output that would be obtained with
the sanie tutus operated in the usual circuit.
This system is very economical, due to there
being but a small amount of residual plate
current flowing in the output stage. Current
is drawn only when a modulated signal is
received.
The purpose of the extra secondary (shunted
by condenser Cl9) on output transformer T2,
is to provide a fixed high -frequency cut -off for
the audio amplifier.
The tone control consists of a 0.1 -mf. fixed
condenser (18 and 50.000 ohm variable resistor RI5. in series. connected across one
side of the input grid circuit of the push pull stage.
Due to the fact that the aired! must slot be
overloaded (as, for instance, by shorting. or
testing with a low- resistance test instrument),
there has been no attempt to obtain reproducer
field current from the "A" circuit; instead,
this field is obtained from a powerful per mancut magnet. Many previous 2 -volt -tube set
models incorporated "inductor- dynamic" reproducers: but the Model 43 instrument uses a
"magneto- dynamic" loudspeaker.
For more detailed information concerning the
balancing of the oscillator. the R.F., and the
I.F. circuits, reference may he made to the
service information concerning a chassis which
in these respects is similar -Radiola "SuperOw" 310,1e1 R7 (Data Sheet No. 47; August.

-for

1931

RADIO-CRAFT).

Erratic operation may be due to low "It"
batteries; replace these units when their output
potential has dropped 25% when under normal
load.
A peculiarity which at first may not lu clear
will be observed in the diagram. This is the
positive 22,.; volts connection.
This is the
22I.í volt lap nearest the "It" minus tap un the

ammo.

aram of tbc o,., "self -co ttaiued" Radiola model.
rompo newts appear in the test.
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In addition to the
t cal arro nyernenf of the
Cu llnh r et rei ir.
,ant of the Radiola 3lodel R -43 rere':
which incorporates an
padding -condenser connection, there is a cen er-tap lead to a coil inductively coupled to the grid coil of the first -detector, affording input
11

n

t

I? the oscillator grid circuit, through CS.
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Operating Notes
By and for the Practical Radio Service Man
SERVICING SPARTONS. BRUNSWICKS,
AND N1AJESTICS
By Bertran M. Freed
Al o.,I SION complaint on many Spar-

ton model '(iOO," "610," "620" and
"737" (the sasse chassis is used in
all these types) and 710" receivers
(since the "595" output tube is the saine as
the "'50" tube) receivers is lack of control
of vol
. 'These models are similar to all
late Spartun's except for an additional tuned
11.F. stage located in the band pass tuner
assembly as shown in Fig. 1.
At the base of the socket for this tube,
(beneath the shield, will be found a 0.2-tuf.
condenser, which is used to bypass the
cati ale trios resistor network of which the
volume control, resistor It I, is a part. When
this condenser unit becomes shunted, the set
uperats at full volume because the bias
resistor is shorted. This same unit is often
the cause of intermittent or fading reception, where it opens or short circuits.
In order to enable the installer or repairman easy access to the sets, the different
ted
units comprising the chassis are
un a board which slides back from the cabitel On a
control is
net. The vol
metal panel which is fastened to this sane
board. When the board is pushed back
into place, the panel is forced back about
t.-in., often shorting the volume control
lugs to the R.F. amplifier assembly.
'l'he maannfaacturrs of Spartan receivers
lei "737" rehave been turning out two
ceivers. The only visual differences between
the two lie in the chassis cotor, and the
power transformer and push -pull input
lei is
audio transformer (design. One
sprayed in gold while the other is colored
black.
'Ole "black" model employs a power transformer originally designed for their old
":101" model, musing two '8I rectifiers. and
two '50 power tubes. i'he filament voltage
has been cat down to five volts to heat the
single '80 and the pair of l8a (rower tubes
by means of resistors in each filament leg.
The high voltage output has been decreased
by the addition of a large 1200-ohm resistor
which is located alongside the '80 rectifier.
The camuse of many inoperative "black"
receivers will be found in an open resistor
labslcl "1200 ohms." For some reason mur
other, this "3(11" transformer, designed for
heavier use does not stand the gaff. Perhaps a hundred of these units have had to
be replaced because of shorted primary or
high -voltage -secondary windings. When "nu
filament" is obtained on the '80 or 183 tubes,
look to open step -down resistors.
The audio transformer in the "black" job
is a Pacent, and is so closely nnounted to
the 183 tute next to it that the tube cannot

fit securely into its socket, being forced to
one side.
Another hole should be drilled
in the mortal chassis so that the transformer
can be shifted to one side a hit.
In the Spartun 400 midget chassis series,
stun annoying condition is often
found that
K n ', at first difficult to trace.
Recently one
of these receivers was returned to a repair
shop with an R.F. plate- to- ehau'sis short.
The several bypass condensers acre checked
but found perfect; as well as the common
"11 +" terminal located beneath the chassis,
which is insulated from the chassis by Means
of two insulating washers that sometimes
shift. All leads (in the It.F. circuits) were
tested by unsoldering them from their respective lugs and trminals. It was not
until this had been done that the short was
located.
This set used red. shielded bads hr connect the plates of the type '21 tubes to the
It. F. roils. 'l'he insulation on these leads is
poor and breaks down within the shield,
causing the wire to short to the grounded
shield.
heavy insulated, unshielded Ivan
was installed to replace the defective shielded
wire. 'These leads are indicated by X1 and
X2, Fig. 2.
Noisy reception in these receivers has
ftrn been traced to dust and small foreign
'articles between the condenser -gang itltes,
t hielt are very close. together -thus Making

.

ANT

ANT COMP.
COND.

1T

condition such as this quite common.
deis "14 ;' 21" and
The Brunswick
I" receivers employ a tuning -drive -cable
aarrauagemunt that is far superior to many
other systems-in which forcing the tuningknob beyond either end of the scale may
snap the drive cable. This is impossible
in the Brunswick receivers clue to the use
of a small frittimn gear over which the cord
passes; turning the tuning knob beyond
the tuning range only causing the gear to
slip around. However, cases may be found
where the knob can be turned without the
consequent actuation of the condenser gang.
.\ maust invariably, titis is caused by a louse
cord, which may be taken up by increasing
the tension of the spring located on the
The spring is attached
side of the dial.
to the free end of the drive cord on one
end, and fastens to a screw on the other.
This screw is in a slotted hole, permitting
it to be shifted so as to increase or decrease
a

3

the spring tension. After the unnecessary
slack has been taken up, the screw may be

tightened.
Noisy and intermittent reception on these
models has often been caused l/y a defective
local-distance switch, time blades of which
become loose after some use. The react
is usually found in replacement; though.
tightening the screws holding the blades
has sometimes cleared up the difficulty.
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Fig. 2
.Seh,naatie diagram of the X partou '400' receiver. Shielded plate leads .CI and .V? were ry placed
with hracdy insulated. a usir iell'd leads to prevent short -r free its to tlround.
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"410" nad "737" receivers. .I common complaint, lack of volume control, may

A large number of Bosch "28" and "29"
receivers, lately, have showed up -with the
common complaint of "Inisy reception."
Several of these were taken to the repair
shop to determine the cams, of the trouble.
The type '26 tubes were cadi, in turn, pulled
out of the circuit starting with the 1st R.F.
stage, but, with the exception of two sets,
the noise continued. When the '27 detector
.ed, about 7.5%, of the noise
tube was re
disappeared in all except one case.
After a new and perfect first A.F. transformer had been installed in place of the
one in the set, the noise Cleaned up in all
except three sets. One had a very noisy
carbon volume control that made a racket
even though the control was not touched!
When a new volume control was put in, that
set was in perfect shape. The remaining
two receivers caused quite a bit of trouble.
The grid -Isaak and grid- condenser were
changed with no change in results. Finally,
the detector plate 50,000 ohm "glastor' resistor was replaced, and the noisy condition
Some sets needed both the
cleared up.
transformer and the resistor replacements,
before the complaint was settled.
For sharp tuning in the first R.F. stage,
models use a vatriouaeter that
these sa
is often the source of varying volume, or
"fading." Reception will 1w normal for a
time and then drop in volume, necessitating
a re- adjustment of the volume control. After
several minutes, reception will become "noration, a black
mal" once more. Upon exa
lead will be disclosed, connected to one
side of the stator of the variometer. This
lead passes through a bole in the chassis
and continues on to the other side. Vibration causes the metal chassis to bite through

the insulation of the lead at the hole, for
the lead is drawn quite taut, and causes
the annoying condition of fading. A 'wavily
insulated lead, acllIitionahly protected where
it passes through the hole, should be used
to replace the old lead.
A great deal has been spoken about the
.laa,jestic "60" series superheterodynes. The
first batch of these sets that were placed
upon the market were wired with some
highly absorbent cotton covered leads. 'l'he
slightest bit of Moisture was enough to
throw the set out of balance. Several resistors used were affected in the same way.
In MIMIC sets the tuning meter would ecoute
inoperative; in others, very erratic. 'l'he
main trouble however was a very weak, or
even inoperative, receiver. These sets can
be rewired according to the extensive, detailed data supplied by Grigsby- Grunow; or
sent to the nearest distributor of 3lajestic
receivers, who should make the necessary
changes without charge.
h

I\

THE RADIO FIREMAN

the little Dutch village of Jutphaas,
near Utrecht, a system of wired radio has
been installed in order to transmit calls to
members of the local fire brigade. Special
radio receivers are linked up with the lire
alarms; they are so designed that when the
latter are pulled automatic morse signals
consisting of five letters are simultaneously
transmitted to the home of every fire -fighter.
'l'hese letter -calls vary according to the district in which the outbreak has taken place.

-Amateur ]l'irelexx.

www.americanradiohistory.com

be due to a

shorted 0.2 -mf.

UNUSUAL INTERFERENCE SOURCES
By William Murrills
A small Western city several interesting

INcases

of radio interference have been
discovered. In one instance a set owner
complained that at certain times of the
day it was impossible to use the radio
because of the interference. The power
company then traced the interference to
the point where the noise was loudest; this
Teel
them to a cable entering the local
telephone company's office. At the time of
the test, none of the electrical machinry
of the plant was in operation and the
main switch was open so that aáll lines were
dead. It was almost certain, therefore, that
the source of interference was .not in the
building. To make sure, however, a test
was made. When the test equipment was
placed on top of the generator, only a faint
noise was heard; while on the floor right
next to the machine no noise whatever was
audible. Upon further investigation, it was
fount] that the particular cable in question
contained a wire leading to a switch in the
office, fr
which a police light on the
main street was operated as a courtesy
to the city. When this switch was opened,
the noise completely died out. It was evident, then, that some high -frequency current
was being picked up and carried along the
wire to a point near the aerial leading to
the receiving set of the complaining set
owner.
The city, upon being told that the police
light was causing interference in nearby
radios, decided to discontinue the operation
of the light rather than go to the trouble
and cost of locating the interference source.
(('o,,fiaaaed on page 303)
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Recording Amplifiers
The subject of instantaneous sound recording
consequently, our readers
By GEORGE
THE advisability of wing

that is, the person or persons being recorded
Iran' be located at a greater distance front
the microphone than ordinarily, and still
obtain a good recording. Secondly, high
gain makes it unnecessary that the microphone, in order to increase its sensitivity,
be operated at the high current value, which
results in strong background noise.

high gain

audio amplifiers to in.nre the pro duction of good home records has
been repeatedly pointed out in these

It is now my purpose to discuss
detail the different types of amplifiers
that can be used.
'l'he recording level required for instanarticles.
in

taneous or "home" recording is much higher
than that required for commercial wax recording; the cutting stylus in the latter
ease having very little mechanical work to
do against the wax disc and, consequently,
the required level is only about -f-31)B. In
making instantaneous records, !however, the
cutting .stylus, besides modulating the track,
must congress the material of which the
record is made. This compression must he
effected by weighting the cutting head with
a fairly heavy weight, and naturally the
nindtdating action of the stylus is retaedcd
considerably. As a result, the gain of the
amplifier feeding the cutting stylus has to
be quite high if a loud record is desired.
Aluminum records are made at a level
of between +1.5 ti) +201)13, and since the
output level of a carbon mtierophone is about
-316 I)B, the gain of the recording amplifier must he at least +511)13. L'ngrooceti
celluloid records, due to their greater hardness, require a higher recording volume
level than aluminum records, or about +25
to +301)11. It is obvious, therefore, that
the amplifier gain should be at least +fil
1)11.
The recording level for pre -grooved
celluloid or aluminum records is the saute.
It is desirable for two reasons that the
: mplifuer
have more gain than is really
needed.
First, high gain affords extreme
freedom of position about the microphone:
Tl
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resistance-you pled amplifier. luring a flat
characteristic, schich is suitable for recording.

The disadvantage is that the gain with
respect to the microphone is comparatively
low. There is very little mobility allowed
around the microphone, and since the latter
thus has to be operated :at full current value,
to increase its sensitivity, the chances of
microphone noise are increased.
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'l'he "direct -coupled" amplifier is considered one of the most faithful from the point
of view of frequency response, and it makes
an excellent amplifier for use with pre grooved celluloid or aluminum records.
(Diagrams of direct -coupled amplifiers have
appeared in past issues of It.tnto- Cs.lrr.)

T2MF
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2MF.

25,000
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Fig. 2

The final amplifier selected by the author for recording purposes. The very thorough
makes for extreme stability of operation.
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Fig. 3
versus amplification characteristics
of Doce types of :I.F. amplifiers.

Frequency

An amplifier using resistance coupling
reiativcly flatter characteristic than
either impedance or transformer coupling,
but the gain in this type of amplifier is
low, due to the fact that the only rluplilication is that derived from the "uni' of
the tube; at best, only about 73% of the
"nui" being obtained.
The circuit of such an amplifier is shown
in Fig. 1. It should he noticed that separate "B" and "C" batteries are used in
each stage. This is done to minimize inter has a

stage coupling, reduce external noise, reduce pickup, etc. It must Ile realized that
all extraneous noises will be superimposed
on the record. Any precautions that would
tend to reduce .these extraneous signals
should be taken.

A.F. Amplifiers

The pri,)cipal

advantages of resistance
characteristic up tu moderately high frequencies;
(13), absence of all resonance peaks; (C),
lightness and compactness of units, and;
(I)), low cost of units.
The most important disadvantage of this
type Of coupling is the high "It" voltage
required due to the large voltage drop in
the plate resistor.
do called "impedance coupled" amplifieras
use an inductance instead of a resistance
in the plate circuit. The gain is approxinr:rtcl- the saure as in resistance coupling,
but less "13" voltage
required, due to the
limer D.C. resistance of the rhnke.
The coin can he increased by the use of
higher -plu tubes, but more care in design is
required to avoid such difficulties :IS the following: (A), loss in amplification nt low
frequencies due to the u.. of too low our
impedance choke coil, and: (I1); resonant
points ,nul excessive amplification, or even
circuit oscillation, at frequencies between
loo :nul :311.1 cycles, a condition which may
be brought about through the combined
:action of the high effective tube input iapacity and the inductive reactance of the
coupling impedance.
The "transformer -coupled" amplifier is,
in the opinion of the writer, the best type
for recording. In the first place, it gives

coupling are:

(A), flat frequency

i
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Level Indicators

has created a great deal of interest;
will welcome this discussion.

J. SALIBA, S.B.

i

the most amplification for a given investsing three transformer-coupled
ment.
stages, Fig. 2. the gain is approximately 70
1)11, which is more than e
gh for good
recording.
In this type of amplifier the "B" voltage
may be comparatively low; and high -mu
tubes are not necessary. 'l'he signal voltage
besides being amplified in the tube is also
stepped up in the transformer. The amplifier is very stable with hardly any chance
of oscilla lion. The frequency characteristic
(closely approximated in Fig. 3) is not as
flat as that of the resistance - or impedance-

voltmeter the tube is worked on the curved
"heel" of the characteristic (I
t a, Fig. 5)
so as to obtain the distorted output shown
in the figure.
hile circuit of a commerci;;h lev cl indicator is shown in Fig. 4. An A.C. flowing
through the primary of the input transformer will cause an alternating voltage
(Imp across it; and by induct' , an increased voltage drop will appear on the
secondary side. :1 portion of this secondary voltage is applied between the grid
and filament of the tube. This voltage alternately adds to, and subtracts from, the
D.C. grid bias.
Since the tube is operated on the curved
heel of its characteristic the plate- eurrentchange that corresponds to the grid- rolfagechange will be distorted, and the average
plate current drawn by the tube thus will
he higher when an A.C. potential is applied
to the grid, than if the grid had only the

trol over this voltage,-since it is very important that the filament and the plate voltages remain constant. From time to time
the battery voltages should be checked.
The level that is necessary for good records of each type of record is best determined by test (of course, this figure was
only roughly approximated in the values
(Continued au. ¡age 314)
A PORTABLE RADIO PROGRAM

RECORDER
O\C\ERS and operators of broadcast
stations, who in the past have been

violating tumor rules and regulations of the
Federal Radio Commission, and have been
evading the long arm of the law, are now
watching station operation very carefully,
especially since the installation of n new
radio program recorder, Fig. A.

D.C. bias.

Fig.
A diagram

of

a

4

commercial volume indicator.

coupled amplifier, but it can be improved
considerably by connecting a variable resistor of 160,(10.0 ohms, maximum resistance,
across the secondary of each transformer,
and adjusting them for best results.
The writer has had considerable success
with the amplifier shown in Fig. 2, its quality and stability recommending it for police
recording in crime detection (described in
the Jul', 1931, issue of It.euto- CR.ir-r). Using
"Sangamo" transformers the gain was such
that recording was possible with the subject 15 to 20 feet fr
the microphone.

Level Indicators

Strange as it naiv seem, the "level indiemtor," which is very essential for Brod recording, is in very little use. It is not hand
to Imilcl; :.rad. even if purchased, the slight
cost is nooe than offset he the insueance of
good records at all times.
IIiretofore, it has been the custom to test
the level at the cutting stylus by means of
a "monitor" speaker; or, if the microphone
happened to he in the same rasai with the
machine, by means of feeling the stylus with
the linger! At best, either of these net hods

In order to smooth out the fluctuations
of current in the meter circuit, but still permit the meter to register most of the current peaks, a condenser C and an inductance
I, are connected in the circuit as shown
in Fig. 4. Damping for the meter is pro vided by the resistance 111 shunted across
it. It is evident, therefore, that the combined damping action of the tube and the
plate circuit filter causes the needle of the
meter to deflect for group, of plate current
fluctuations. If the needle was permitted
to follow each individual plate current fluctuation it would be extremely difficult to
follow the rapid, erratic movements of the
needle.

Figure (i shows the circuit of a level indicator that can be easily built at home, and
while not as elaborate as the commercial
type it is quite accurate e
gh for hone
recording. 'lite meter used is an ordinary
P.C. milliamaueter with a (1 -5 scale; damping is provided by the condenser C shunted
across the meter. Since the battery will
drop in voltage due to use, the 10,000 ohm
potentiometer P2 is provided to afford con-

is it guess.

A level indicator, in reality, is nothing
more thym an ordinary vacuum -tube or
" V.T." voltmeter, which operates on the
principle of the vacuum tube detector. In
an amplifier. the vacuum tube oust he
worked on the "straight" portion of its
characteristic (point b. Fig. 5) so as to
maintain the linear ratio of input voltage
to output power, which is required for undistorted power output; while in the

.1

valu me

Fig. 6
indicator circuit
,nastn,etor.

for

the

home-

Fig. A

The Federal Radio (n m mission's "eridea cc"
of broadcast infractions. (Illustration, courtesy
RCA- Photophoae, Inc.)

The apparatus. recently demonstrated before oflicials of the F'cderaal Radio Commission, was designed by RCA- Photophone,
Inc.; and consists of it recorder containing two motor-driven turntables, a recording amplifier, a microphone, radio receiver
and a loudspeaker. lyre- grooved blank disc
records are placed clan each of the twin
turntables and when in operation, with sound
being recorded as it emanates from the loudspeaker, these records operate continuously,
a afo aaaf irallg changing from one to another.
IIcretofore, the commission has been
forced to depend almost entirely on stenographic records, which have in the past
proved unsatisfactory. With this new device it is possible to have an absolutely perfect record. which. if needs he, can he introduced before the Cot uuission s examiners.
The portability of the apparatus, makes it
possible to carry it to remote places.
as
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THE "TROPIC
SHORT -WAVE "SUPER
Many short -wave superheterodynes have made their appearance in the radio field, but
Tropics. The receiver described by the author has been designed with a view toward
and dampness.
o

B

L

me a radio set for use in the
Tropics." These few words sounded

creases the signal -to- static ratio), and a
tone control (this latter refinement is necessary, since static is essentially of a high
frequency} nature, and the cut -off effect of
a low -frequency -pass tone control further
reduces the interference).
One very great obstacle is the damp, tropical atmosphere (near the coast it is heavily
laden with salt) that effects the operation
of power transformers available in the
United States. Very few of them would
operate for more than six months, clue not
only to the condition of the air, but also to
the heat generated in operation at 25 cycles
(the almost universal commercial frequency
in South America), and the fact that sometimes they are subjected to an external
temperature of 115 degrees Fahrenheit.
This temperature is equally disastrous to
other components; condensers impregnated
with pitch or wax, carbon resistors (unless
specially treated), the fine windings of I.F.
transformers, and all aluminum parts, fall
a victims to this heat and the prevailing
dampness. It may he stated in passing that
aluminum of 1/12 -gauge will crumble to a
gray-white powder in three months or less.
As mentioned before, long-wave reception
our broadcast band of 2110 to 550 meters,
for instance) is out of the question during
the greater part of the year, so that .shortwave transmission from stations many miles
away oust be relied upon. 'Those of ms who
are fa 'liar with short waves will appreciate
the fact that reception from a near, local
station is time exception rather than the rude,
due to the skip -distance effect; and even

innocuous enough some months ago
when a representative of the U. S.
Consular Service in New York addressed
them to the writer. Not realizing, however,
that this would eventually prove to be an
outstanding example of the folly of wisdom,
I blithely accepted the job.
After about ten minutes of friendly grilling, I was almost convinced that I had
picked it "lemon," but being blessed (: )
with a generous portion of Welsh stubbornness it wasn't very long before I began to
funmulate a plan of attack pointing toward
a successful solution of the problem.
However, before we consider the design of
the receiver finally used, it will be well to
picture radio reception conditions which
exist in the torrid belt between the Tropics
of Cancer and Capricorn.
If the set constructor will bear with us
during this short interview, we promise to
divulge some interesting information, the
possess'
of which may indicate to nmmre
than one technician just why some one of
his radio installations, though in as more mild
climate, is not working "according to I-Ioyle."

Tropical Limitations
During the summer months static

is a

leash, and sometimes all day affair so that
for a radio receiver to be really useful,
reeeplina below 50 meters is essential. Another thing, -the set must possess a reasonable degree of ;electivity (which greatly in-

Schematic circuit of the "Tropic 10" Slhvrt - :.

Fig.
,

,

By GEORGE
the best of the (listant stations are received
none too regularly.
People in the tropics, although they depend upon short waves for their entertainment, are not short -wave fans, and object to
plug -in coils and the critical controls comImm to the regenerative set. As for headphone reception, well, that's out. The obvious solution to this problem is a superheterodyne; the set and circuit eventually evolved
as the best one is shown in Figs. A and I.
Circuit Design
There is really nothing outstanding in the
design. Complications were avoided as fan
as possible, although considerable care was
taken in the design of the power supply, the
output of which is well filtered to smooth
out the fluctuations of the notoriously bad
power lines "down there."
A stage of resistance- coupled audio was
used after the second -detector. This, together with push -pull pentodes, assures of
loudsjimaker reception.
A hoard R.F. stage ahead of the detector
would have been better, increasing the sensitivity a little hit, but it would have introduced objectionable switching complications;
so it was decided to leave this circuit untuned, and to couple it very loosely to the
detector.
'l'he set was assembled on a chassis which
in its completed foram measured 22' x 11 ,
in. wide.
Jionelmetal, an alloy of copper
and nickel, is ideal for the purpose, sine

1

Superheterodyne designed t'y Mr. Brooks. The first -detector and oscillator tap switches arc (mounted
on the same shaft.

I
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lo,,
-HET"
very few are suitable for use in the
reducing static and withstanding the heat

BROOKS
it i, both non- corrosive and
shielding medium.

an

efficient

Construction Details
.\ sheet of this metal measuring 28 x 11
in. is required for the chassis. It is bent
3 in. on the front amui hack; then 3,, in.
at the ends, and turned out ?-. -in. to form a
"foot," as shown in Fig. 2.
While the writer has all the tools necessary to the trade, including a circle cutter
for the 1;a -in. and 1% -in. holes, it was-de-

Fig. A
la" S.W.

Ihr "T fie

"Sa perhet."

rier waves

on this set.
On the contrary, there was considerable
static, yet when a carrier was tuned in "on
the nose," the static mysteriously disappeared, and the station comae in clearly (or

with

a

minimum of interference).

1
1

3

Lafayette (ill II. filter choke, 1.3;
Pilot double drum dial;
Amsco "4511 tic." I.F. transformers, 72,
'l'3, '1'4;

2

.\auto

.1)11015 -ut f.

S.L.F. variable condens-

Cl, l'2;
Lleetratl 1.5,000 ohm,

ers,

50 watt voltage divider, It II;
1 25 -cycle Lafayette power transformer, l''l';
1
Best doable -pole rotary switch, SI, S2;
2 Carter 0.5 -nteg. variable resistors, ltd, H12;
10 .01 -ni f. I)uiiilier fixed condensers, ('9, l' I0,
('11, ('12, C13, ('t4, ('15, ('Iii, CIi, l'Is,
I

C19;

Fig. 2
Locatine and sicaS of the
holes in the n
¡metal
chassis.

ti

lln1

nuitf. Ilauuuarlund variable condens-

ers, C3, C4, C5, ('li, ('7, C8;
2 60 -mhy.

R.F. chokes;
Lytle!' resistor, R9;
"metallized" 811,000 ohm resistor, IHS;
20,(II0 ohm carbon resistor, RIO;
ti 250 ohm Ward Leonard resistors, 111, 112,
113, Ito, Ifs, 117;
1

(I.5-meg.

1
1

ided to use common, ordinary tools as often
possible.
First, the
-ita. holes were
drilled and then reamed out to the required
size. Three experimental (basses were made
this way, each with 13 bolus of this size.
Since the writer still is in good health it
will be realized that moneltuetal is not diffomIt to "work."
Particular care was taken to prevent pickup of long-wave signals through the I.F.
transformers. For this reason the leads
from these units to the respective tubes were
uun(te less than 1 in. in length; shielding of
these leads eliminating the last possibility
of pickup, and at the same time, helping
greatly to reduce inter-stage feed -back.
No provision was made for the reception
of C.W. (continuous wave) signals. The
set is primarily a broadcast receiver, although code stations can be heard if carrier modulation happens to he present on
the same wave as the C.N. signal.
Contrary to the experience of others who
have operated short -wave superheterodynes,
there was no uncanny silence between caras

01

order to Core the ranges from 25 to
ureters, the detector tuning coil 1.1 and
the oscillator coil 1.2 were cauih wound with
103 turns of No. 26 duuuI'Ic- silk -covered
enameled wire on a bakelite tube 1 7!,, in. in
in. long, tapped at 3, 8,
diameter and
18, 60, and 10:3 taros, as shown in A and
I

111(1

'

B, Fig. 3.
The tickler coil for the oscillator was
wound with :30 turns of No. 20 D.S.C. enameled wire as shown in the figure.
Coupling between the oscillator and detector tuning coils was accomplished by
merely- spacing them 5 inches on centers
as shown in Fig. 3. Roth the oscillator and
the detector tuning tarp switches are ganged
together, the type used being given in the
parts list below.
In order to secure gond spacing of the
stations over the condenser dials it was
found imperative to use S.L.F. (straight line
frequency) condensers.
List of Parts
3 Mershon copper -rase electrolytic condensers, 8 mf. each, C21, C22, C23;

GRID

GRID

TERMINAI

TERMINAL

,11íI11111111

3

a

III1EFF
a

11111111FIF'

le

18

60
103

30

60

1.)RNS

103

-A-

I--14---1
Fig. 3

64/s

1.I and 1.2. wound in the same

are separated

5

direction,

in.

grid leak;
.m025-lot. grid condenser, C2.1;
Push -pull input audio transformer, T1;
l'Y sockets;
socket;
.002 -ntf. Ihubilier condenser, C20;
200 ohm \Fa rd Leonard resistor, 1113.
2 -meg.
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RADIO CRAFT KINKS
CONNECTIONS FOR

110 V., D.C.
By Oscar Block
1 those districts where the "Han' is
accursed with D.C. mains and at the
same time uses '01A tubes (or other .25amp. types) either one of two methods of
connecting the filaments may be used, as
shown in A and B, Fig. 1.

I`

.2SAMR,2.5V
PILOT

R.F1

DET

PUSH-PULI

O1A

'01A

'71A
BRANCH

LIGHT

OD

k

ow

011) ODI
GRID RETURN

- 111.Á.F

1

f1

350

20

OHMS

OHMS

,

RE-

411) 4110

TURN

ÁF.2
RF1
RF.2

(1111)

15?.A.F. PUSH -PULL

'01A A.F2'71A 6V,5-AMP

p

I' ilia! eonneetio,, of

Fig.

1.

Resistors

r

110 V., D.C.

LINE

DYNAMIC
SPEAKER

FIELD

Fig. 2
the series -parallel circuit C.
350 ohms; R3. 20 ohms.

Rl,

power unit of a D.C. is depicted m
Fig. 2. This layout is designed for .25-amp.
tubes and is intended for those of '7IA
type. The pilot light should consume .25ampere at 2.5 V.
If tubes are used with characteristics
other than those assumed, then the -mues
of R1, 113, and the grid returns of the
various tubes, nuist be changed. The variable 20 ohm resistor R3 is placed in the
circuit to compensate for line voltage irregularities. It is to be adjusted until the
voltage across the tubes is at its rated value.
It would he interesting to determine just
how the various values of resistances used
in this connection are determined.
First, it is known that the line voltage is
110, ;Ind, second, that the terminal voltage
of cadi tithe is 5.0. 'l'he pilot lamp requires
2.5 volts for operation. Each branch of the
circuit lets three tubes in series, and since
each tube requires 5.0 volts, the three tubes
[oust have 15 volts. ')'his voltage, when
added to the 2.5 volts of the Pilot lamp,
gives a total of 17.5 volts, which, when subtracted from the 110 volts of the supply line,
leaves a remainder of 132.5 volts scras (tuait
t

Ill

Circuit A has the advantage of low current consumption, but has the disadvantage
that the "B" battery potential on each tube
will be low. It is also not adaptable to
push -pull circuits since this type of hookup requires a parallel connection of the
filaments in order to use conventional pushpull transformers.
Circuit B illustrates a series -parallel connection of filaments. This mode of connection has none of the disadvantages inherent
in the connections of Fig. IA, although the
current drain is greater. It has the distinct
disadvantage that if one of the tubes are
removed, the increase of current through
the tube with which it is in parallel is apt
to burn it out. Figure 1C shows a circuit
that eliminates this latter difficulty and at
the same time retains all of the ad vuintages
offered by the connections of Fig. 111.
In this (case, since each branch of the
filament circuit and its regulating resistance
is independant of the other branch, any
fluctuation in one will not manifest itself
in the other. A suggested layout for the

and

00

.....

113.

-p'-

01)

; .,

110V.,D.0 LINE

.

R

e

06
-110 V.

or

Sae.

D.C. LINE

1

"ll"

Now the current through either branch 1
2 is the filament current of the tubes,

-

which in this case is .25-ampere. 'l'he resistance of both RI and 1t3 is then cont-

-

SPRING1j'

THIN
BRASS

Fig. 3
The desired paper scale us pasted over a re/110;,1b .
from -ma nnetic
p /at (. I ).

,aenter or Service Stan wants to know
the exact ripple voltage from a high voltage
power system or motor- generator.
A simple method which has been used by
the author for this purpose employs a rectitier -type A.C. voltmeter, which will measure
the average (0.636) value of the :1.C. or
"ripple" voltage. See Fig. 4.

Fig. 4
Measuring "ripple." . -1.C. I ,dtmeter it, D.C. insulated by C, indicates potential when switch

arrangement.

(A'

A SIMPLE METHOD FOR MEASURING
A.C. RIPPLE IN FILTERS
By Clifford E. Denton
THERE are many times when the experi-

Rh

connections.
Circuit A
consumes little filament current. but
potential is tette; that of R. results in high ".1"
potential,
current and "13"
mad; C, a safer

BRASS
PLATE

instrument itself.

ÑE

"DC" -type filament

SCALE

TI1E trend in service equipment, for the
wan who "rolls his own," is to use one
instrument for at multiplicity of purposes.
If a single meter is to be used as it Voltmeter, ammeter, milliannneter, ohmmeter, capacity meter, etc., the numerous scales that
are necessary complicate the resoling of the
meter to such an extent as to make the instr
nt impractical. If separate scales are
to be used, then we are faced with the problem of removing the glass from the meter
every time a change in the scale is to he
effected. The novel scheme illustrated in
Fig. 3 overcomes this difficulty.
'T'he zero and top mark lines of the meter
scale are drawn on the second scale to facilitate lining it up when it is placed on the
instrment. 'l'he meter is then calibrated
and the markings placed on the new scale.
With this arrangement it is possible to
use as many extra scales as is desired, without, at the same time, opening the actual

R

Fig.

PAPER

ADDITIONAL METER SCALES
By J. Christine

putcd froid the formula R

=

370 ohms.

=

-_
I
E

92.5
2.5

In order to provide

of adjusting the filament

a means
voltage, 350 of the

ohms are manic fixed and the remaining
20 ohms variable. 'l'he computation is ex:37(3

actly the

sa

for either branch.

is depressed.

l'o isolate the meter \I frota the D.C.,
but allow the A.C. to pass through it, condenser C is used; at 4 -inf. high -voltage type
tuait will be .satisfactory.
It is important that the "working" voltage
of the cundensr he equal to, or greater than,
the power supply's "peak" voltage: which is
equal to the "It. \LS." value of the voltage
applied to the plate of the rectifier tube,
multiplied by 1.-41.
The switch Sw. should he of the closed circuit type, which remains closed except
when pressed; this to prevent the initial
charging current drawn by the condenser ('
from passing through the meter. Tho meter
should he connected into the circuit only
after the receiver is in operation. This
places Nie actual working load on the filter
(Continued on pape 302)

TO 55o METERS
WITHOUT
PLUG -IN COILS

SMio

726SW All -Wave Superhet
In the 726SW there is available for the first time a combination
of the very latest and most modern superheterodyne broadcast
and short-wave designs on one chassis. Logically, it is the product
of McMurdo Silver and the Silver-Marshall laboratories--fore
most superheterodyne designers in America.

Nine -Tube Vario -Mu Broadcast Super
In the 200 to 550 meter band, the 726SW is a nine -tube vario.mu
pentode superhet employing nine tuned circuits. One precedes
the '51 r.f. stage, a second is before the '24 first detector, and
another with the '27 oscillator. The two tuned circuits ahead of
the first detector, coupled with the '51 vario-mu tube, absolutely
eliminate all cross -talk or image frequency interference. The
two-stage i.f. amplifier, using '51 tubes, has a total of six tuned
circuits (three Siamese, or dual tuned transformers) which definitely assures uniform and absolute 10 kc. selectivity at short
or long waves.

intermediate frequencies. Yet it
has but one dial -plus a non -critical
trimmer! For short-waves, a '24 first
detector and '27 oscillator ganged together are added by a turn of a switch,
which selects between short-wave and
broadcast band reception. A second
selector switch chooses between four
ranges (from 10 to 200 meters) at willand all without a single plug-in coil.
tN o,

Pentode Tubes in Push -Pull
A *27 second linear power detector feeds a compensated pushpull '47 pentode audio stage delivering from 5 to 7 watts undistorted power output, and in turn feeds a specially compensated
electrodynamic speaker unit.

Thousands of Miles
of S -W Range

-

The sensiti vity, selectivity on shortwaves
are exactly equal to the broadcast band
giving thousands of miles of range.

60 to 100 Broadcast Programs
The broadcast sensitivity ranges from less than one -half to seven.
tenths of one microvolt per meter-so great that every station
above the noise level can be tuned in easily. The selectivity is
absolute 10 kc., and in any large city distant stations on channels
adjacent to locals can be readily tuned in. From 60 to 100 different
stations can be logged almost any night in any fair location.

2-

3-

á-

Tubes required:
'24's,
'27's,
'51's,
'47's, 1 -'80.
726SW All -Wave Superheterodyne,
complete as described above, wired,
tested, licensed, including S -M 855
electrodynamic speaker unit. Size 201/2'
long, 12' deep, 81/2' high. To be used on
110 -120 volt, 50-60 cycle AC power
Price $139.50 LIST.

2-

Eleven -Tube Short -Wave Super
The short-wave end of the 726SW is the dream of old- -a true
eleven-tube superhet using "double- supingn on not one, but

Write for New General Parts Catalog
The new Catalog gives detailed data on a complete new
line of chassis, kits, amplifiers, replacement parts, etc. Everything from a short-wave converter without plug -in coils, to a

riSILVER
-MARSHALL, Inc.
6419
65th Street, Chicago, U.

SILVER- MARSHALL, Inc.

I

new line of transformers.

6419 West 65th Street

o

Chicago, U. S. A.

Canadian Division: SILVER- MARSHALL of CANADA, Ltd.
75 Sherbourne Street, Toronto

1

W.
S. A.
Please send me full details on the S-M 726 SW (en.
closed you will find 2c).
Please send me FREE your new General Parts
Catalog.

I
1

1

ram

Address

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Radio Craftsman's Page
The Bulletin Board for Our Experimental Readers
THE STENODE RADIOSTAT
engineering circles, interest in the
"Stenode Italiostat" has been at top pitch
since the first public announcement that
there was in the process of refinement a
system of reception which made :mailable
a receiver of hitherto unheard of selectivity,
combined with exceptionally good tone -quality and a very high signal -to- static ratio.
What is believed to have been the first
really extensive analysis of all literature
then available on this subject, and its presentation in more readily understandable
terms, was tin' article, "The 'Stenode Radio stat' System," by Clyde J. Fitch, which appeared on page 211) of the October, 19311
issue of RAI:m- Cir.trr.
It was this article which prompted Mr.
Arthur Lynch, then vice -president of the
Stenode Corporation of America, to prevail
upon Dr. Robinson to prepare for the readers of It trio -CR. rr a me
andum concerning certain phases of the original story.
This Inc
andum, dated Judy Ili, 1931,
and written in the light of later knowledge,
we take pleasure in presenting below. It
is preceded by the letter of Mr. Lynch; and
is followed by the interesting remarks of

I

Mr. Fitch.-Editor.

EUROPEAN DATA ERRONEOUS
Editor, RADlo- CRAFT:
Some time ago an article by Clyde J. Fitch
appeared in ItAI)to- CRAFT, which was intended to be an outline of the fundamental
principles on which the Stenode works.
While the article was extremely interesting, there are a number of peints about it
which are not entirely correct, and I feel
sure that some of Mr. Fitch's deductions
were the result of published reports on the
Stenode made by some of the European investigators who were not sufficiently familiar
with Dr. Robinson's work to have all the
facts, and who, therefore, drew some erroneous conclusions.
Before Dr. Robinson returned to London
last month, I asked him to analyze Mr.
Fitch's article and prepare a memorandum
for me dealing with the subject. I am inclosing a copy of this nie
andum and,
since the Stenode is bound to become a matter of increasing importance with your readers, it seems to me that the re- publication
of Mr. Fitch's article along with Dr. Robin son's discussion of it would be helpful.
Cordially yours,
ARTIfUR H. I.yxcu, lire- President,
The Stenode Corp. of .America,
Hempstead Gardens,
Long Island, N. F.

(A recent Stenode release states that
the Iempstead laboratories of the c petty
have suspended operations, only its executive offices being retained to take care of the
details which concern manufacturing licenses, certain development work for government service, and negotiations concerning use of the system in telegraphic and

cable systems. Laboratory work will be continued, however, at the home office in England.-Tech. Ed.)

ANNOUNCEMENT
WITH this issue of

RADIO- CRAFT,

Mr. Louis Martin, formerly an
instructor of RCA Institutes, Inc., assumes the position of Associate Editor,
succeeding Mr. C. P. Mason, who,
after exhibiting exceptional ability, and
diversity of knowledge, has been invited to take the position of Associate
Editor of Mr. Hugo Gernsback's newest publication, EVERYDAT SCIENCE AND
MECHANICS.

Mr. Martin brings to

RADIO -CRAFT

a wealth of laboratory, theoretical, and

practical knowledge; and, through his
position as instructor, an appreciation
of the troubles and viewpoints of technicians at every stage of advancement,
which will be of inestimable value. It
will be part of the duties of Mr.
Martin to pass upon all the technical
queries that are received; and thus it
is that every reader will have an opportunity to benefit.

DOCTOR ROBINSON REPLIES
Editor, RADIO- CRAFT:
Mr. Fitch undoubtedly devoted a considerable amount of thought to the new problems in radio which were introduced by the
Stenode. The first thing which struck
was that the sideband theory made it absolutely impossible to receive modulated waves
on ff. highly selective receiver such as that
provided by the Piezo -electric effect of a

l'

quartz crystal.
He does not deny that we receive modulations by such a device, and in fact he gives
us the credit for being honest and reporting
correctly what we had observed. He thinks
that our reasoning was incorrect insofar as
the sideband theory appeared to him to prevent our receiving modulations from pure
amplitude -modulated waves. He draws the
conclusion that every station that we receive
must be doubly modulated, i. e., both amplitude- and frequency- modulated. In fact, he
concludes quite definitely that it is the frequency modulation effects which account for
the reception of the modulations on such a
highly selective receiver as the Stenode.
Mr. Fitch must know that n strict watch
is kept on all transmitting stations. In any
case, this is the condition in Europe. (The
new Frequency Monitoring Station at Grand
Island, Nebraska, was built solely for this
service; although the large number of stations in America necessarily increases the
difficulties many fold. -Tech. Idyl.) Records
of the European stations are kept to show
the carrier frequency varies over long periods of time, and it is interesting to know
that some of the bigger stations in Europe
do not deviate from their carrier frequency

more than one or two cycles. This does
not show that carrier frequency does not
vary at a high speed -within audio range, in
the course of a few hours! Other records
are also kept, these being the auuuunt -of
frequency- modulation which occurs at the
u.rrions stations, and again it is interesting
to note that in some of the best stations the
frequency modulation, even for the loudest
signals, is well under one e¡tele (quite sufficient to operate Stenode receivers).
On the other hand, there are some stations
\hose frequency varies considerably from
hour to hour, rund farther than this, which
have very pronounced frequency-modulation.
One such station in Europe is Toulouse, anti
Mr. Fitch will be interested to know that
with this station, very poor results are obtained with the Stenode as regards quality.
'l'his fact has been witnessed by some of the
best known radio engineers of today, and
has had a profound influence wherever engineers may have had the opinion that frequency- modulation contributed to the results.
Perhaps Mr. Fitch has now bad an opportunity of studying the theory of the Stenode
which I gave in my last paper before the
Radio Club of America last November. It
was made very obvious there that we can
receive modulations from pure amplitude modulated transmitters, and a formula was
given which is now called the "Stenode Formula," to show precisely how modulated
waves are received by very highly selective
receivers. This formula shows that a very
selective receive: cuts down the "percentage
modulation" of incoming waves, and the
various factors which control this are included in the formula.
It will be noted from the preceding that
I am aware of other scientists than Mr.
Fitch, who in the middle of 1930 had the
sane opinions as are expressed in this RADioCRAFT article.
Mr. Fitch was, therefore,
not alone in his reasoning, but in fact
shared these opinions with some other scientists. I feel sure that when he has studied
my paper, which was referred to above,
and when he has had experience with actual
Stenode receivers, he will be convinced that
the effects of the Stenode are obtained quite
independently of any frequency modulation.
There is one other feature of the article
which is illuminating, and this is that nn'
original publication of the results of the
Stenode led certain engineers to conclude
that sidebands did not exist. Mr. Fitch
avoids any definite statements attributing
these views to myself.
I have never said
there are no sidebands, but I have always
looked on the sideband theory in what I
consider to be its correct form, which is
that any modulated wave can be treated
mathematically so that the same result will
her of continube obtained if we had a n
ous waves of correct frequency amplitude
and phase. Starting out front this point,
I showed that the results of the Stenode
can be explained by completing the sideband
by

(Continued on page 314)
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HERE'S Your Buy
in Auto Radios!
RE MOT

CON IROL

RECEIVER
SPEAKER

Installed, Complete

BATTERY BOX

AERIAL

Advance Auto Radio
Newest, Superpower 6 Tube Screen -Grid Set
Remote Control

DON'T pay more than $69.00 for
Remote Tuning Control
an Auto Radio installed comclamps on steering column
as illustrated above. Pro- plete-you will be throwing money
vides positive control with- away
out back -lash. A volume
control and lock type "off
At that low price you can get the
and on" switch, complete
finest Screen-Grid Receiver
newest,
the assembly.
on the market, guaranteed to be equal
to electric set in distance, volume and
tone quality. The ADVANCE Auto
Radio is compact -out of sight -completely shielded. Has positive Remote
Control without backlash. Rugged
fool -proof construction. Perfect reception at ANY speed-and the most
wonderful full, rich tone you have
ever heard!
Dynamic Speaker
Absolutely nothing to buy! Price
A special speaker is prowith tubes
vided of a type designed to includes receiver complete
reproduce faithfully when (4 Screen -Grid, a 227 and a 112 tube),
installed in the car. Mounts
powerful dynamic loud- speaker, 2 B
to dash board. Stunning
finish
actually adds to batteries, C battery, Battery Box, car
!

-

frame aerial, aerial plate, Ignition Kit
for noise elimination, etc.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
Each and every ADVANCE Auto
Radio Receiver has been tested at
the factory -both mechanically and
by experienced radio
electrically
engineers. Set is built and backed by
radio manufacturer of twelve years'
experience, nationally known. Your
satisfaction is guaranteed. Set should
outlast your car. Quickly and simply
installed -does not deface the car.

-

Do not buy any Auto Radio at any
price until you hear the ADVANCE.
Write us for full facts and name of

your nearest ADVANCE dealer. Mail
coupon today-as special price offer
has time limit. Do it, NOW!

appearance of car.

ADVANCE RADIO CORPORATION
DEALERS!
SERVICE MEN!
Write at once for details about
special proposition and liberal
discounts. A real opportunity
for live wires in the fastest
growing branch of radio business. Write.

Dept. 831 -P
2007 So. Michigan Blvd.
MAIL THE COUPON

Chicago, Ill.

Dept. 831 -P
CORPORATION
ADVANCE RA
2007 So. Michiga_ Blvd.
Chicago, Ill.
Please send me, without obligation, full facts about ADVANCE AUTO RADIO at
special low price of $69.00. Also give name of my nearest dealer.
NAME

ADDRESS
...
STATE
CITY
I am interested in your Special Proposition to Dealers and Service me

J
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Radio- Craft's Information Bureau
SPECIAL NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS:

Ask as many questions as you like, but

please observe these rules:

Furnish sufficient information, and draw o careful diagram when needed, to explain your meaning; use
only one side of the paper. List each question.
"'hose questions which are found to represent the greatest general interest will be published
here, to the
extent that space permits. :It least live weeks must elapse between the receipt of a question and the
appearance of its answer here.
Krplies, magacines, etc., cannot be sent C. O. D.
Inquiries can be answered by mail only when accompanied by 25 cents (stamps) for each separate question.
Other inquiries should be marked "For Publication," to avoid misunderstanding.

PENTODE PORTABLE
Mr. R. W. Miller, Edina. Mo.
(Q.) I have built the ''Pentode Portable" de-

(136)

scribed in the August issue of RADIO -CRAFT. It
sure is a knockout.
When using a good aerial,
at night L can bring in stations up to about a
thousand miles, with plenty of volume for loud
speaker:
have some trouble making the set regenerate.
Sometimes it works fine; and the next time it
will not work at all. I have tried different tubes,
but it doesn't seem to help. Can you give me any
suggestions to make it regenerate?
(A.) As reference to the circuit of this interesting two-tube receiver will indicate. regeneration
is controlled by the motion of a rotor inductance
or variable tickler, L2; just as in the earlier and
familiar "Ambassador" sets.
Consequently, the
considerations for obtaining regeneration and oscillation are almost identical.
It would appear that there is a loose connection
in the receiver; since Mr. Miller reports that at
times regeneration control is perfect (stations a
thousand miles away being received with good loudspeaker volume).
It will be well, also. to check
the condition of the aerial; a corroded joint, or
rubbing Contact to ground, might cause the effect.
Ty another grid leak. Check the condition of
the batteries.
The
g condenser may be defective; it may short- or open -circuit in some positions of the rotor.
If the receiver lacks sufficient regeneration at one end of the tuning band.
the number of turns in L2 should be increased
or decreased, until the regeneration control passes
inspection. Make sure all battery connections and
leads are perfect.
If the odes are good, and
making solid electrical contact, a thorough check -up
along the lines suggested should isolate the fault.
1

MULTI -RANGE OSCILLATOR
Mr. Guy II. Allen, South (tend, Ind.
I have an inductor of 85 turns of No. 26
C.S.C. wire, which is tapped at the 40th turn.
I use this in an A.C. oscillator, for balancing purposes, in a unit which covers the broadcast band
(137)

(Q.)

from 550 to 1500 kc.
use this contraption on
amateur bands without
giving me a range from

I now find 1 am able to
the 20-, 40 -, and 80-meter
the change of coils: thus
at least 17300 kc. (W2NK),
17.34 meters. to 560 kc. (WI ItO1. 535.4 meters.
Would you kindly explain this phenomenon: and
could its calibration be relied upon if such is
obtained?

(A.)

Our inquirer has discovered the phenomenon of harmonic frequency production. so often discussed in RADIO -CRAFT. The statement may be recalled that, in an oscillatory circuit including an
ordinary vacuum title. there is produced not only
the fu odamenntal frequency of that circuit (due
to the values of its inductance and capacity-see
Table I, page 55, July 1931 issue). Inn :do, numerous other frequencies which are multiples of
the fundamental.
These "harmonic" frequencies
are rated in their numerical srquent,
the first
multiple being the "second harmonic" or double
the fundamental frequency: the se
I
multiple is
the third harmonic, or three times the fundamental; and so on.
We fear our correspondent did not read this

July

1931

RADIO- CRAFT;

wherein. on page

10, is

an "All-Wave Oscillator for Modern
Servicing" which commercializes the phenomenon
of harmonic - frequency production.
The practicability of calibration, obviously, is
evident at least, for the 200- to 1500 -kc. band
specified. Further, this method is used in amateur
radio transmitting work to calibrate accurately short-

described

wave wasemeters: the signals of crystal- controlled
stations are used for the fundamental; to which
may be tuned (by zero -beat) a vacuum -tube oscillator, whose harmonics may be logged on graph
paper for further reference.
Constancy and accuracy of calibration are largely
a matter of obtaining constant current supply and
uniform tube characteristics.
In general, quite
close work may be done.

AMPLIFIER GAIN
Edward G. Kertz & Associates. Kenosha, Wis.
(Q.) We would like to know how much gain
it takes to make a good recording, and we would
also like to know the impedance of pickups suitable for recordings.
(A.) For recording on aluminum, the level at
the cutting head should be about +20 decibels. If
a carbon microphone is used, the pickup volume
level is down about -36 db. It is obvious, therefore, that an amplifier having a gain of at least
56 db. is necessary.
If celluloid is to be used, the required recording
level is near +36 db. and, consequently, an amplifier having a gaits of at least 72 db. is necessary.
A good three -stage transformer -coupled job will

serve the purpose very nicely.
The impedance of the cutting head does not make
any difference, so long as it is properly matched
to the output of the amplifier. The use of a high impedance cutter of the order of 4000 ohms is
common practice.

RECORDING VOLUME
Mr. C. L. Wentworth, Minneapolis, Minn.
(Q.) We are using a special celluloid for recording and find it difficult to get the grooves deep

enough to give us sufficient volume. We have seen
"electrical transcription" records, from some California recording studios, that seem to be made on
this same material: and we wonder how it is possible to overcome this lack of volume.
(A.) Your lack of volume is not due to the
shallow groove.
.k shallow groove might make it
difficult for the reproducing needle to track, but
the lack of volume is due to the modulations being
too small. This can be caused by several things:
either the amplifiers gain is tot high enough; there
is improper impedance matching between cutting
head and amplifier: or the material might be too

resistant for good recording.
'rhe transcription
records are processed records -that is, a metal
stamper is used to impress the sound track.
In
that case the hardness of the material is reduced
considerably, by heating, so that it will take an
impression.
Try using celluloid that contains no
pigment (coloring).

PICKUP CONNECTION
Mr. Thomas M. Graves. Oskaloosa, Iowa.
(Q.) I have an Apex "Model II-31" radio re-

edy,

and a
good
l 'acent
pickup.
I would like
to know where to tap in on the loud speaker to
make records.
(A.) Your cutting heads leads should le
connected tu the plates of the output tul,es.
The
simplest way is to use adapters which make contact
to the plate prongs. in the manner illustrated in
the September, 1931 issue of RADIO- CRAFT.

FREQUENCY RANGE

Mr. Hans Behrsin, South Braintree. Mass.
(O.) Will you tell me if a frequency range of
15 to 6000 cycles will record the highest and low-

est frequencies?

(A.) :\ frequency range of 35 -6000 cycles is
very suitable for good recording. As a matter of
tact, the maximum reproduced frequency in talking pictures is never more than 6000 cycles; while
broadcasters limit themselves to about 5000 cycles.

COMMERCIAL RECORDS
Mr. R.
(Q.)

ter"

J. Dwyer, Rochester, N. Y.
In commercial recording, the wax

"mas-

is electro- plated.
Test records are stamped
from this; then a metal "mother" is made from
this original negative (by electroplating once again);
and from the metal mother is made the production

negative "stamper" (or stampers) from which the
composition records for commercial use are finally
made.
Inasmuch as, in instantaneous recording
with aluminum discs, we have the equivalent of
the metal mother (the first step, or the original,
and the first negative from this, being eliminated)
cannot a metal negative be obtained from this, by
electroplating; whereby the home recordist might have
records stamped on regular record composition or
celluloid and thus be able to obtain additional
records from the original which, duplicated, might
be played in the ordinary way on the regular phonograph using the regulation steel needles?
(A.) You are right in assuming that the aluminum disc is the equivalent of the metal mother.
Stampers have been made from these aluminum
discs by the plating process, and the results have
been fairly good.
The only objection is that the
groove in the stamped record is as shallow as the
aluminum record; and that is not as deep as the
groove on the commercial record.
A better method of making copies of the original
would be to "dull' (re- record) the original on a
wax disc, and then obtain the stampers in the
conventional manner.

PRE -GROOVED RECORDS
Mr. A. B. Anderson, Gulfport, Miss.
(O.) If aluminum records were pre -grooved,
would this lessen the resistance to the recording
stylus and give better recording?
(A.) Pre-grooving aluminum records will not
materially lessen the resistance to the recording
stylus or give better recording. The only purpose
in pre -grooving records is to do away with the
feed -screw, and thus simplify the recording apparatus. Aluminum pre- grooved records are now on
the market, and very good results are obtained

with them.

COMPUTATION OF DECIBELS
The decibel, so often used in the work of audio
amplification, transmission and reproduction. is
simply the ratio between the strengths of any two
signals, or the ratio of change in the energy of
a signal when it is amplified or attenuated.
Ten decibels "up" on a signal means that the
power has been increased tenfold; ten decibels
down, that it has been divided by ten- The steps
are unequal, but the peculiarities of this method
of rating are Lased on physiological and engineering reasons- The decibel, as a mathematician
world instantly see from the table given here. is a
logarithmic unit (the number of decibels is represented by ten times the "common" logarithm of the
ratio of change.)
Since the sound energy of the reproducer should
be, approximately, in proportion to the electrical
output power; and since electric power is measured
by "voltage times current," the power varies as
the square of the voltage (or current). Therefore,
the ratio of energy change corresponding to ten

v

r
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as much as the ratio of voltage (or
current) change, corresponding to twenty decibels.

dreiliels is

Any signal strength may he taken as the base
(or zero) in computing relative intensities. However. for voice- transmission measurements, six
milli -watts (1.73 volts across a 300 -ohm line) is
standard used by engineers.

a

The ratio of change in power. and in voltage (or
current) corresponding to any number of decibels,
may be quickly found from the following table.

or

strength,

Multiply the signal

voltage,

which

factor given in the
proper column, opposite the appropriate number of
as the

is taken

base. by the

decibels.

bf
12a2.

144127

/20262L3
Mar

oae"

4420

90446.

1.26

1.12

1

0.794

0.121

1.69

1.24

1

.01

.754

2.00

1.41

5

101

.706

2.51

1.59

A0

.631

1.16

1.79

6

.316

.562

5.96

2.00

6

0.151

0.501

6.01

2.24

7

.1101

.447

1.51

2.61

6

.131

.396

7.94

2.12

9

.126

.356

10.00

3.12

10

.100

.316

12.59

3.55

11

.M9

0.282

16.16

3.92

12

.00

.261

19.96

4.47

13

.020

.324

21.12

5.01

14

.040

.200

31.62

5.62

15

.02

.175

39.91

6.31

16

.025

0.156

50.12

7.09

17

.020

.141

63.10

9.114

n

.016

.124

79.0

6.91

19

.013

.112

100.00

10.00

20

.010

.100

125.9

11.22

21

.0019

.049

161.5

11.51

22

.000

.079

I. R. C.

159.6

14.13

23

.0050

.071

251.2

15.56

24

.0040

.00

RESISTOR

516.2

17.79

25

.0032

.056

395.1

19.96

36

.0025

.010

501.2

22.39

27

.0020

.019

631.0

25.12

29

.0016

.040

794.3

21.18

29

.0013

.035

1,000.0

31.62

30

.0010

.032

1.259

35.49

31

.0002

.025

1,505

39.91

32

.0006

.025

1,996

0.67

33

.0205

.021

2,512

50.12

34

.20W

.e20

3,162

56.23

35

.0002

.016

3.911

0.10

36

.00026

.016

5.012

70.90

37

.02020

.014

6,310

+9.43

]I

.00016

.013

+,90

49.13

30

.00013

.011

10.000

100.00

40

.00010

.010

12.590

112.3

41

.00005

.0099

15.950

125.9

42

.00006

.0079

19.960

141.3

43

.20005

.0071

23,120

151.5

44

.ao006

.1063

31.620

177.e

45

.000072

.0056

39,510

199.6

46

.000026

.0050

50,120

223.9

47

.000020

.0045

63.100

251.2

42

.200016

.0040

79.00

262.0

49

.000013

.0036

100.000

316.0

50

.000010

.0032

n 1/2 minute!
you know what
RESISTOR

GUIDE
Free with
10 Metallized
Resistors

1.000.000

1.000

60

.006001

.001

3.162

70

.2002001

.600

100.000.0110

10.000

10

.00000001

.00001

Wouldn't you like to have the resistor question answered, instantly, no matter what set you're servicing?
The I.R.C. Resistor Guide will do just that for you.
Once you know it is resistor trouble, this book will give
the value and code, and position in the circuit of each
defective unit. It lists all popular makes of receivers
(over 200 circuits) -with the types to use in each.
No need to guess or worry over the proper units or
values. The I.R.C. Guide will be right there in your
short cut to trouble
pocket ready to do its stuff
finding. Servicemen the country over use it daily.

-a

With the purchase of 10 Resistors, you receive our complete,
authoritative Guide free-or it may be bought for $1.00.
Loose -leaf sheets, made up by our engineers, are mailed periodically, without charge, to every Guide owner-keep it constantly up to date. Thousands of sets this fall will need
servicing. Be ready to get your share of the business. Mail
the coupon today. With the Guide, we send new I.R.C. Color
Code Chart, quickly telling range and type of any resistor.
Published by

MF
41/2

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
Toronto

Philadelphia

Ask your jobber for

IRC

1

10.006.000

you need

eery

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.
2006 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia

C-

II

Gentlemen: (Check offer you are interested in)
I
enclose $1.00 for Replalement Guide.
Send prices, Metallimd Resistors. I wish to buy assortment of 10. entitling me to Resistor Guide Free.

i;

RESIST o RS

NAME

1.020.020 .004

31.620

90

.000000001

.0000

ADDRESS

10.000.200.004.

100, 003

100

.0000 A 0201

.00001

CITY

Also Precision Wire Wound
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A DISTORTiONLESS DETECTOR

CIRCUIT

By C. II. W. Nilson
OVERLOADED detector tubes are re.lion.iblt l'or the wajor proportion of
the distortion acquired by the broadcast
signal, in its path from microphone to
speaker. Recent attempts by the writer,
to receive test signals at it point directly
under the station antenna, resulted in the
development of a detector based on the
involved principle of the balanced-modulator circuits employed in multiplex telephone work.
The balanced modulator, Fig. 1, is operated in this 'case with the grid circuits of
two tubes in push -pull, but with the plate
circuits in parallel; under normal conditions the distortion in such n circuit is .o
.light its to be negligible. The tubes can he

ji"'
TO

No. 550

OSCILLATOR
(Licensed by A. T.

M;18

Net to
dealer
$30

list

&

T. Co.)

RF PLATE

'27

A-

Ce,,

111

Net to

dealer .with
821 output
meter

If not at your Jobbers, we will
ship direct when remittance
accompanies order.
A sturdy modulated instrument care f ully made. Completely shielded with

separate battery compartment. Furnished with 22%-v. and 3 -v. batteries.
Uses one '30 tube. Covers broadcast
hand (550- 1500 -k.c.) and intermediate
band (120 -185 k.c.). Operating instructions attached in case cover with
shielded wire leads. Very compact. In
leatherette case, 6 x 11% x 5% in.
\Veighs but 8 pounds. Built to high
standards.
Every serviceman should have the No.
550 oscillator to align r.f. gang condensers, locate defective r.f. transformers. adjust i.f. transformers, check
oscillator stage and determine sensitivity of a receiver. :\ necessary instrument. Get yours today. \\-rite for
catalog of servicing instruments.

I-B.'

pn

c

detectors.

At

.

I

"bias": B, "grid."

-I,

as "bins- or as "grid-circuit"
detector.; in the latter case, the grid condensers :ire theoretically not needed, and
the circuit arrangement has been shown
without them. in the else of grid eiretiit
detection (as shown for '27 type tubes)
the plate current will be quite high. Negative biases for '27 tubes, When employed as
01de- circuit detectors, should he as follows:
Plate Voltage
Grid -Bias
45
5 Volts

arranged either

--10

90

-15
-20

1 :15

18(1

"

"
"

With the grid -leak detector the two resistors shown should be 10(1,(00 0h111S each,
\fter the point at which the plates of the
two tubes are ,joined together, circuit arrangements for the 1i:danced detector do
not differ materially from those employed
with ortlin.iry detectors.
'l'te current
drawn by the grid -leak type of detector,
which is operated at zero grid volts, is
rather high; but should offer no abt:m.1, :d
problems in the design of electric receisyes to employ it.

Established
17

(ACTUAL SIZE NOT BIGGER THAN A QUARTER)

You can easily make a highly sensitive detectophone by using a Skindcrviken Transmitter Button
to collect the sound waves. You can build your
own outfit without buying expensive equipment.
Think of the fun you can have with such as

instrument.
You can install an outfit in your homc and hear
the conversation being held all over the house.
Full directions for connecting the button for
use as a detectophone are given in our 12 -page
booklet.
These wonderful little SKiNDERVIKFN microphone buttons may be used for hundreds of uses,
such as:
RADIO AMPLIFIER
PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER
DETECTOPHONE
TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER
STETHOSCOPE
LOUD SPEAKER AMPLIFIER
MICROPHONE
CRYSTAL SET AMPLIFIER
HOME RECORDING OUTFIT. ETC.

Two for

$1.75

I2 -PAGE INSTRUCTION BOOKLET

containing suggestions and diagrams for innumerable
uses. furnished with each unit.

EVERY AMATEUR SHOULD HAVE TWO OR THREE
OF THESE AMPLIFIERS IN HIS LABORATORY

WE PAY x5.00 IN CASH
for every new use developed for this unit
and accepted and published by us.

SEND NO MONEY
When the postman delivers your order you pay him
for whatever you have ordered, plus a few cents
postage.
(Canada and Foreign: cash with orders)
PRESS GUILD, Inc,
Dr- 11'.:!
16 Murray St.. New York, N. Y.
Please mall me at once a, many of the following items
as I have Indicated.

....Sklnderrlken Transmitter Cnits

at 95e.

for

I:

Hail Hail!
THE GANG'S
ALL HERE.

www.americanradiohistory.com

31.75

for 2: 32.50 for 3: 53.20 for 4.
When delivered I will pay the postman the cost of the
items specified plus postage.
Name
Address

City

State

Radio Dealers!
Radio New
Service
Men!
Low Prices

'B"

1904

College Ave., Bluffton, Ohio

The Most Sensitive Microphone Button

Guaranteed Replacement Condenser Blocks
and Transformers
Net
Atwater -Kent 37 Cond. Block with ehokes.$3.95
Atwater -Kent 37 Power Transformer
2.95
AtwaterKent 40 Paek Complete
6.50
Zenith 2E9, Stewart -Warner, Mohawk
Blocks
3 45
Majestic
Eliminator Cond. Block
2.95
Electrolytic Condenser, 2 Anode
2.10
Electrolytic Condenser, 3 Anode
2.75
Hardtoget parts -We have them
Send us your epair work for estimate
If 'rite for our rFREE CATALOGUE

Readrite Meter Works
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SKINDERVIKEN

95C EACH
Fig.
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Permeability Tuning

CHOOSE

(CnuliaurJ frnnt paye 2;1)
or the variometer, illustrated at E, which as at AI, Fig. 3; the most desirable shape is
depends for its operation upon the variation that obtainable from a band selector as at A.
in the
toad -inductance of two ratable toils
It will Iw observed that here (solid line)
connected in series; nor the old 3- circuit cut -off is extreuæl' sharp, and that the detuner, shown at F, which exhibited a defam- gree of frequency-acceptance is limited to
ing action when the natural period of the 111 kc., as necessitated by present transmittuned circuits S -C3 was disturbed by the ter design; but that, as we change to a
coupling variation of two inductances (S. T. lower or higher frequency, 11 and C, reas the rotating tickler T was varied for
spectively, the degree of selection becomes
regeneration control).
'1'lan we should consider still another type
AMPLIFICATION
of tuning variation -as, for instance, the
vernier change of inductance which was obtained as shown at G by the variation of
IRON-CORE
R.F. TRANSFORMER
the self -inductance (and distributed-capaeity) of the seeondaryy IAi, as the iron periWAVELENGTH
550 METERS
200 METERS
dyae plate l' was adjusted, in one type of
RANGE
shielded ILE. transformer developed some
time ago by Mr. H. Gernsback.
Fig. 2
Then there is the lowering of inductance
Response curves of "fixed-tune" R.F. transformer. Solid line, carry average; dotted, late
which results when we place over a coil, a
average; dash, desired shape.
copper, aluminum or brass (non -magnetic
material) shield Al, and drop it into position \2, as shown at H; the vernier change perhaps 30 kc. broad in the former instance,
of inductance when a "damper' plate is and 5 he. in the latter.
rotated within the center of an R.F. coil,
From these observations it may he judged
I; and the increase in inductance which is that uniform response hinges considerably
obtained when an iron (magnetic material) on the "radio frequency" iron; and further
core AI is inserted in a coil, position A2,
remarks will disclose that therein lies alas illustrated at J.
most the entire secret of a self-tuning radio
Thus we arrive at the conclusion that the frequency transformer.
use of a magnetic material enables us to
increase the inductance of a coil, enabling
Permeability
us to tune in stations of higher wavelength
The ratio of the magnetic flux that passes
without winding on more wire (A), without through a substance, to the flux that would
tapping the coil (II), using variable con- exist in air if the mai.metonlotive force
densers (C), changing the spacing of the (ampere turns) and flux path remained unturns of wire (1)), varying the coupling changed, is the definition of permeability.
of two coils in series (E), varying the coup- Therefore, peryneanee may be defined as that
ling of two isolated coils (F), introducing property of a magnetic circuit which allows
a peridyne plate (G), rotating a damper
the flow of magnetic flux; and the facility
plate (1-I), or removing a coil shield (I); with which it permits this flux flow is an
the. whole problem of tuning fr
200 to
indication of its permeability.
550 meters, using system J, resolving almost
Inductance, on the other hand, is defined
solely into the selection of the right grade as that property which has the effect of
of iron for the core.
storing up energy in the fora[ of a magnetic
field. With a given number of turns (and
Selecting the Iron
a given shape), the inductance increases as
Whereas in the past, we have found ready the strength of the magnetic field increases
at hand it core materials, or so- called "radio (while maintaining the current constant).
frequency" iron, for inclusion in radio freConsequently, anything we can do to inquency transformer design, all previous cal- crease the strength of the field without
culations had only to deal with a primary changing the current, will increase the inand secondary of fixed construction; and ductance of the coil.
with a response graph (to an input potenSubstitute iron for lair, for instance, and,
tial of varying frequency) taking somewhat tl e former being more °conductive" to a
the curve shown in Fig. 2. (Later designs u agnetic field (that is, having greater per show an improved response figure, as shown
meance, or less resistance) than air, the
(lotted. )
These lines indicate
that the circuit is
broadly resonant, (the
design striving for the
dot-dash response). and
therefore there always
must be associated with
such units a sharply
resonant selector circuit
(a coil and condenser)
for the purpose of obtaining the desired
selectivity at any given
Fig. B
point along the broadA disassembled permeability tuner. Left. the "R.F. iron" ease; crater,
cast tuning spectr
tuning roil: and right, "R.F. iron" Hilo.

YOUR BRANCH
OF RADIO
ADVANCEMENT...adventure
aircraft radio ... broadcast
station or studio ... direction
finder or radio compass .
disc and film recording . . .
talking pictures
servicing
of home entertainment equipment... television.
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HERE is a list
of 7 thrilling
branches of radio
... choose the one
you like...learn it
and lityourself for
place in radio's
big new future!
RCA Institutes, Inc., at four resident
schools -in New York, Boston, Chicago,
Philadelphia- offers elementary and advanced courses, based on 22 years experience, in practical radio. Associated with
largest, most complete research laboratory
in the radio industry. Advanced methods,
outstanding instructors.

Win Radio Scholarship
Extension Courses enable you to study at
home, if preferred. Free radio scholarship
at resident school offered. Now is the time
to study. Training is essential to success in
the radio industry. Decide today! Tear out
and mail the coupon today for free book,
full details. RCA Institutes, Inc., 75 Varick
Street, New York City.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc.
RCA Institutes, I,c. Dept. til'11,
Gentlemen: Plisse und me your
checking below the phm of radio
laxly inttre.ted.
0 Aircraft Radio
O Broadcast Station or Studio

Talking Pim.r..
L] Direction Finder and Radio

Comp."

Nome
Address

Lorr.,.u..

0

75 Varick Street, N. Y.1
G
Catalog. I am
in which I .m portico.
1

Diso and Film Record
ing
Servicing [tome Enter.
tainment Equipment
Television
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PVLIWEIMIAN*

,,41, YUZtr

Polydoroff "R.F." Iron

AMPEHITE corrects line voltage
variations. Improves reception. Installed In 5 minutes. No chassis
changes. $3 at your dealers. Write
Dept. RC -11, giving
make and model
No. of your set.

magnetic field is More readily built up to
high value, and thus the inductance is increased; and thus the "natural wavelength"
of the coil becomes greater.
a

For Leery Set
lilt-lading Alidgcts.

s

'l'he formula for the resonant frequency
(f) of a tuned circuit ordinarily considers
the permeability equal to that of air, or
1; consequently, it reads:

November,

1931

form only 1 in. in diameter; the plug diameter is approximately 7/8 in. at only end and
11/6 in. at the other, and the length is about
17/6 in., to which must be added the length
of a Molded -in screw, which protrudes ? 2
in, 'l'he total weight is fl oz.
In Fig. -t the completed R.F. transformer.
with shields, is shown in cross -section; either
the coil and its shield, or the iron plug, case
and its iron shield, uuty be moved in rela-

AMPER,TR (!r..P. ro!tm
sot arO.oWAY.

YORK

ERITE

SelfAdplsting
VO

C

'
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PENTODE SUPER
Midget at

6 -Tube

Ama:iag Low

Price!

The hest toned small
receler on the market.
Use; 1.235, 1 -224, 2237's, 1 -247. and 12511.
Full -range druaudc speaker.
A
superheterodyne with
a big wallop. The latent prndnrl of our
laboratory.
guaranteed.
11 aeAl

Fully

Pr

Pries

)lsde to SNI for
te
sin. ran
Dealers
Ilrnly net colt-

plete

t

will

VAUD.

.1
A

tubes.
great

Send

£eer. b com-
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with nnleq balance

value- UItUF.It TODAY !

PIONEER RADiO LABORATORIES
AST

CHICAGO. ILL.

W. HARRISON ST.

DEALERS and
Service Men

Maker of Speakers Since 1921 Offer You
DIRECT SPEAKER SERVICE,

by Expert Manufacturera.
cone and voice mil assemblies
for any Dynamic Speaker.
16" x 81/s" Sprayed Metal Chassis for 8tube set, 95c; Airplane Speaker Dope
8 oz. can, 35c; Bakelite cased chokes, 85
millihenry, 35c; Farrand Magnetic Units,
81.25; 12" x 12" x 1r/s" Celotex, 45c; Lynch
Ignition Noise Suppressors for
Auto Radios, 35c.

We carry

-
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LEOTONE RADIO COMPANY
Dey Street
New York, N. Y.

DEALERS- SERVICE MEN!

Phosphor Bronze Dial Cables
Itaiesllr--lt. l'. A.- amaril

Bronze Dial Wire

00.1: Each

Phosphor

25 feet 01.00

-

01.30 lion.

,0 feel $1.75

Pentode Adaptors

a Pentode Tulle
Y5 Socket WITHOUT HEblonde Your Volume
and Tone Threefold. Also used In
Set Analyzers und Tithe Teat et s.
List l'Are £2.30. Your Price fl.95

Allows the use of

In

a

WIRING.

Guaranteed Unbreakable Test

Leads
Wool $olderles Test Lead Tips
tel Polarized Unbreakable Fibre
Handles

£0.30 Eadb

Bell Radio Sales Co.
1023 Intervale Avenue
Bronx, N. Y.

s/1/4 RADIO

in,

CANADA.

CANADA'S PIONEER COLLEGE, endorsed
by leading radio manufacturers, offers DAY,
EVENING, HOME STUDY and SPECIAL
TRADE COURSES with free scholarships
and trip to Toronto (all expenses paid).
Write for booklet to Principal.
RADIO COLLEGE OF CANADA
Limited
Toronto
310 Yonge Street

AMLIFICATION

However, should there be substituted for
air a magnetic' material, for instmur. the
l'olvdoroff iron -dust molded core and case.
then this factor must be allowed for, and

\
-

the formula then reads:

t99.9

f

air

C

(

S

tO nC

hG

5001(C)

TUNING
RANGE

sr

545.5(550SC)

1

'l'he permeability figure at the extreme
right is about 8, for this new iron.
This metal, which seems to play such a
vital part in the scheme of things, is worthy
of an entire book concerning its characteristics; space, however, prevents more than
passing comment on its structure and use.
'l'he fact that eddy- current losses in iron
la
only 1 nail. thick still are excessively high, precludes its use at frequencies above 200 Ice.; and shielding effects front
the use of this grade of iron greatly reduce
the inductance-sometimes to zero. Ordinary iron exhibits, too, high hysteretic losses,
clue to the atomic structure of the iron.
Hysteretic losses therefore may he greatly
reduced by changing the atomic structure
of the iron, a condition which is obtained
by making it in the form of powder. (Two
ttethods are available: one, condensation of
iron carbonyl vapors; and the other. the
reduction of iron in hydrogen.) Particles
of ',acme may thus be obtained; but this
size is too fluffy to compress well, and therefore 10-micron (.OINK -in.) particles are
1

Fig. 3
width of the rrsporlJe C101 t'artl's with
frequency as shown at .1, B and C abnrr'.
The

tion to the remaining (fixed) component.
The device connects into it circuit in the
s:uur manner as an ordinary fixed -tune R. F.
transformer.
.\ number of these units may be ganged"
with perfectly satisfactory results, since the
characteristics of one unit are readily reproducible in another. The stage -gain at
a. permeability-tuned R.F. amplifier is between 50 and 60 (even lief ter than can he
obtained in ordinary capacity -tuned circuits).
An experimental "permeabilitytuned radio receiver is shown in Fig. l'.

Ir

d
-C-

used.

Next in line for solution is the problem
of eddy- current loss, which is due to the
conductivity which exists between each particle of the iron (resulting in an absorption
loss occasioned by the shorted -turn effect
of the connecting, conductive particles). 'l'he
answer is found in insulating rock j"us'i¡ele
of the iron with a 'cry thin varnish.
To make this resulting insulated -ironpowdcr workable, it is mixed with phi-mil
resin and compressed tender extreme. pressure and heat; the result is a Bakelite conipouncl which looks and machines like gray
iron; by weight it is 90c/%, pure iron.
We HOW have available the means to pro..
duce a marvellous transformer which ivtll
have the even amplification shown dot -dash
in Fig. 2; and contain within itself some
means of tuning with 10 kr. set ed irilit at
all points (using multiple -stage circuits)
over the entire broadcast spectrum.
That these specifications are not absurd,
is proven by reference to Fig. Br this is
view of n disassembled "Permeability
a
Tuner." It comprises a "radio frequency"
iron case (left), a little litz -wound coil
(center), and a "radio frequency" iron plug
(right). ('The case is approximately 154, in.
in diameter and 23/i in. long; the coil consists of 52 turns of No. 10 x 38 litz., on a

Fig.

5

fated sYml. le for permeability tuning. .at
Prorated
.1, inter -.stage aril: H. antenna roil: (', n single
inductance.

A symbol proposed by R.cnto-CitArr fur
the -permeability tinier" is shown in Fig. 5.
In addition to the single line which ordinarily is used to indicate "radio frequency"
iron (and therefore. an iron -core R.F. transformer), there is added an arrowhead to
indicate variability (the tuning which is accomplished by variation of the inductance
of the coil).
All the possibilities of this new and astonishing instrument have not as yet been
plumbed; and it remains for the ingenious
experimenter to put his fertile imagination
to work finding new applications of this device which, it is expected, will be available
the earl' part of 1932.

WORLD'S RADIO MARKET
a billion people within the
range of broadcast stations now established. On the basis of five listeners to every
set, it would require 200,000,000 sets to pref.
vide facilities fur all of them to "tune in"

THERE are

-Dr. Julia! Klein,
Assistant Secretary of Commerce.

on the programs available.
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.ßa4sic Microphone
Coot hilted from pacte 270)
a_ It which is designed to reduce to
moan the cavity in front of the dia g ri.

nctie field density of 11,0011 nnax-II. is established in the air gap, in which
is plowed the moving coil, by means of the
permanent Magnet. This is constructed of
steel containing about 35r/r cobalt; which
results in a magnet of much smaller size
than ordinarily encountered in this wirk,
and une that does not readily yield to
m o

.

demagnetization.

3(11

may he more readily grasped, they are li.tl
as

IL

ßdlows:

It

may be plated at a considerable distance
front the pre-amplifier;
Is adapted to use in localities indoors or
out, where there exists wind or other ex-

traneous
'st's;
Simple and rugged in design;
Frequency response graph practically uni-

New Pentode Output
Variable Mu
SUPERHETERODYNE

form;
l'natl'eeted by aatnmspheri(' conditions;
Conveniently located and mounted, and does
not require spring mountings;
Iligh sensitivity, oceasiondl precluding the
need of a pre -amplifier;
Does not require an exciter battery;
Is insensitive to ordinary vibration.

co oph.b t\'iIh
i

The Crosley

Frequency Equalization

ow your Crosley dealer

In order to increase the low frequency
response of the microphone, a tube '1' is
inserted. 'l'ire effect of this tube is to equal ire the air pressure between the front and
back of the mi<rophone, and thus alter the
mechanical impedance of the diaphragm so
as to substantially affect the low frequency
response. l'iris equalization of pressure has
also the effect of marking the response independent of changes in barometric pressure.
Laboratory tests to determine the sensitivity of the microphone to background noise,
rut Baled th at the noise output is 6 1)11 lower
than that of the Western Electric 'l'ype 3744
condenser riri<rophone. To find this value,
witul velocities of from 21) to :10 miles per
hour were directed against both the condenser .nad moving-(oil type instruments,
and the output measured (with the resultant
figure given above).
The response of this instrument is substantially independent of temperature.
Measurements, conducted at temperatures
ranging tram 50 degrees below zero ( Fahrenheit), to 139 above, showed only a 1.5 1)11
ariatiun in output.
.\ pre-amplifier connected to this type of
instrument will require a matching trans foruur 'f, Fig. 2, with a low- impeda twe
secondary.

Figure 3 is al response graph of the niir.ruphone as taken at different incident
angles of the sound Wa t es. IIeIrn y about 901)
cycles, the response is independent of the
direction of the sound. Above this frequency the response caries with both the
treopiene v and the angle of incidence of the
sound. 'he utaxiuuun variation being only
!about

5

I)li.

In order to determine the effect of humidity Oil the electrical characteristics nt'
the microphone, a sample was placed for
i tints in mount hacin_ a constant humid ilc of !r.li,. The results indicated no deI

from normal.

.\ perfo'.Iter foetal grid G, Fig.

which
is covered with sill.. protects the diaphragm
from injury. The grill and metal housing
form it o-hicicl tcltirll may be grounded
through ui-e of the three iack contacts prohied on the ream of the housing; the other
two arc connections for the external auuplilior. (:\ ( 'rulli an r:nçv nucal uuntntel close
tu the .lack presses the Hades close lu the
plug, assuring positive contact at all tunes.)
1,

Summary

In order that the merits of this new mi-

crophone. which, Without a stand, measures
x :Sa
in. in diameter, and weighs -11 _ lbs.,

The Visigraph
(Continued front page 268)
(such as p, q and y) which come below the
bottom of the capitals. The letters are composed of dots and of short
long dashes.
The urn hide is so arranged, that, without regard to the height of the letters.

it

LITLFELLA
-a

Is ready to show and
remonstrate the new Crnslcv LITLFELLA
5 -tribe table model SUPERHETERODYNE radio
receiver incorporating big set feat ores yet housed in
nu exquisite and convenient cabinet of choice walnut
veneers 17 inches high and priced sensationally low.
l'rntode output, variable Mu tubes, full floating
moving coil dynamic speaker. continuous (stelaess)
stalk and tone control, combined volume control and
on -off switch, illuminated dial with vernier drive
such features as these make the Crosley LITLFELLA
the greatest of all radio values. Only $36.36, complete.

-

whether large or small, it produces them

of the sauce size. The sheet of aluminum
foil may be preserved, or passed between
rollers and smoothed out, ready for use

Push -Pull Pentode Output

SUPERHETERODYNE
The Crosley

again.

This tneilmd, it may be pointed out, stakes
it possible to transcribe any language, or
line drawings, automatically, and put them
ill raised form; thus extending enormously
the opportunities for reading, education and
usefulness open to the blind. 'l'he cost of
such apparatus is dependent upon the effeelive demand. The principle is, of course.
applicable to
greater range of purposes
than that shown here; but the humanitarian
character of the work shown is of unusual
interest.
aa.

Latest in Radio

(('ualiaaed front page 272)
Referring again to Fig. 4, the action of
the A.V.C. will cause the voltage drop across
the resistance It to decrease as the signal
is tuned in.
The voltage between the terminals of the V.I. will then increase, the
amount, depending upon the strength ot'the
signal, which in turn depends upon how
"cluse" the station is tuned in. The bright
of the discharge will be a maximum when
the station k tuned to exact resuuanee.
'l'his ligure shows the cathode ut' the tunes -lite connected tu a variable arm on the
bleeder resistance.
This arm is for the
purpose of adjusting the no- signal voltage
applied to the tube until it is just equal
lo the ignition collage.
e1000

OHMS\

NIGH RESISTANCE
(VOLTMETER

i000

UTE

NOT LESS

ANODE

250 V.

THAN

CIRCUIT JACKS FOR

MILLIAM METER

V.FROM

D.0 FROM

DC GENERATOR.

GENERATOR
OR

TUNE -A-

GATT

LiTE
CATHODE

BATT.
OR
POWER
RACK

OHMS
ADJUSTABLE
TUNEAUTE CATHODE

OMMS rAR MiLLIAMMETER

2,

aril,

Circuit for detreminin., ignition

and extinct on

Fit,.

3,

right.

4975

Complete With
the 8 Tubes
AN exquisitely designed all wood compact table
model, 17 inches high, housing the new Crusley
8 -luire push -pull Pentode output, variable Dru, Superheterodyne chassis with latest type Crosley full
floating moving coil dynamic speaker. Incorporates
all the new Crosley features. Two 5vt- element Pentode output tubes connected in push -pull; two
variable Mu tubes; continuous (-tepless) variable
static and tone control; illuminated hairline shadow
dial with vernier drive; combined volume control and
rvoff switch; full floating moving cil dyna noie
speaker. Never before SO much superlative radin
performance ut so low a price.

V

The Crosley CHEERIO

At0 "I

sole of unusually

design Iiro,sing the

speaker

as i a

attractive
set and

s

The PLAY BOY.

The Crosley MERRYMAKER
A

trill;

magnificent cabinet of rare

$6500
Complete With
the 8 Tubes

$7500

beauty, forty inches high, housing
the senne set as in The CHEERIO Complete With
speaker.

the 8 'Pubes

The Crosley ANNOUNCER

Q500

plus the :auditorium

six

Ç
One of the nirr.t beautiful of all
`wVV
door console models. Sis ads forty- Complete With
two inches high. Incorporates the
the 8 Tubes

same set

and

speaker as The

MERRYDL\AEIt.
The Crosley PLAYTIME

Here it is! A dream come true! A grandfather type A. C. elect rie hall rl',, k inorporating the sa file set nod speaker as
in The ANNOUNCER.
One lllll teetion to the
A. C. hou se current
rY
operates mock and radio.
(Western priers slightly Complete With
highrr.)
the 8 Tubes

voltages.

Send postal for hool.-Irt

1' -1 t

The Crosley Radio Corporation

20.000

IOO.00O

/'ig.

PLAYBOY
8 TUBES

$9500

COND,u.F CLOSED

NNE-A-

.

Determining tuft.. life.

aber,

POWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President
Home of "the Nation's Station "- W LW

CINCINNATI
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Learn

Chemistry

Dr. Sloane

Will

Teach

You in Your Own Home
Iliemistry

offers
those who are ambitious and willing
to
apply
themselves
conscientiously, the great-

opportunities

est

0'Conor

T.

of any vocation
Industrial
today.
firms of all kinds
pay tempting salaries to get the
right men. Opportunities abound on
every hand.

Sloan

LL.D.

Figure 5 indicates Iututhee method of
connecting the Y.I. 'Phis method has the
advantage of allowing better regulating action by the tune-a -lite. The diagram of
Fig. li depicts still another method of connection which is especially suitable for small
A. V.('. seats using the hum -bucking type of
dynamic speaker, and resistance filtering.
Commercial Adaptation
Certain receivers have recently appeared
on the market using a "diode" or twoelement type of detector; an example of
one is the Fada model "1.8 ". The tune -alite method of indicating resonance is used,
but under the name "1'Iashograpli." This
receiver is illustrated and discussed in the
first item on page 273.

TO CONTROLLED R.F OR

LF. TUBES AND TUNE -A-

LITE ANODE

+

---

You Can Learn at Home

Our home study course. written by Dr.
Sloane himself, is practical, logical and
remarkably simple. It is illustrated by so
many experiments that are performed right
from the start that anyone, no matter how
little education he may have, can thoroughly
understand every lesson. Dr. Sloane will,
in addition, give you any individual help
you may need in your studies.

Easy Monthly Payments
You do not have to have even the whole
You can
price of the course to start.
pay in small monthly amounts, earning
the cost as you go along. The tuition is
eery low, and includes your laboratory outfit -there are no extras to buy with our
Course.

Experimental Equipment
Given to Every Student
We give tu every student without additional charge his chemical equipment. including fifty pieces of laboratory apparatus
and supplias and forty -two different chemicals and re-agents.

Tuition Price Reduced
furnishing the student
we

Equipment.

with his
have

been

able, through the big increase in our student
Issly. tu reduce the cost of the course. Write
and free book.
today for full informat'
"Opportunities for Chemists.

Mail the Coupon NOW!

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
19

HOME
Park Plate

EXTENSION

DIVISION
New York.

N. Y.

CHEMICAL INSTITUTE OF NEW YORK.
Home Extension Division
Park Place, New

19

Plen.e
my part.

semi
y

r

me

at

York. N. Y.
n

untwist any obligation n
for Chemists.^

far Ihokl ,Opls,rtonItle.

full Pull, alai,. about the Experimental Equipment
glen to r cry .1 'Went. Also please tell me about your
anal

plan of paument.

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY
RC -1131

STATE

I F. TUBES AND TUNE-ALITE ANODE.

..

Never before has the world seen such
splendid opportunities for chemists as exist
In factories, mills, laboratories,
today.
radio and electrical shops. industrial plants
of all kinds, chemistry plays a vital part
in the continuation and expansion of the
business. No profession oilers such opportunities and the next ten years are going
to show the greatest development in this
science that this country has even seen,

Experimental

TO CONTROLLED R.F OR

-

Now Is the Time
to Study Chemistry

Resides

POWERA.F

POWER A.F.

-

50 VOLTS
OR.

1

MORE

Fig. a

Fig.

5,

1

TUNEA.LITE
CATHOOE

50V

1.;

TO TUNE A-UTE
CATHODE TO GIVE OVERLOAD
DISTORTION INOICATION AND
9ETTERREGIAATION,

Of.

Fu Ida mru tat
lulretions of the
neon tithe. u
right. .1 circuit for improved regulation.

In receivers using '4.5 output, the novel
scheme of connections of Fig. 7 allows the
tune -a -bite to act not only as a volume indicator, but also as a distortion indicator.
When distort'
oc'c'urs in In amplifier, the
plate current kicks above its normal value,
which manifests itself by Ia flickering of
the tune- a -lite. For those receivers employ
ing an A.V.C. tube, the circuit of Fig. 8
is suggested as a means of utilizing this
latest contribution to radio.

Nov.

Antenaplex
The
(('usi is llcd front. ¡,age 275)
t

At this point, a connection should he provided to Ills I Ili-\'., 80 cycle supply, through
a suitable fusel Switch; between the power
supply line and the "antensilier," or group
of "antensifiers,' a line filter should he
inserted, to insure freedom from power line
noises in the .'ntenaplex system. The output of each "iintcnsifier" is distributed
through the building to the various "Radio
(antenna and ground) Outlets," Fig. B.
through the little lead covered "Cable "
cattle, in di:uuettr, (as previously described).
If the building is of the usual tall, narrow construction to he found in the la fie
city, "risers;' or vertical wire cables, should
Inc laid out, starting at the central point
in the pent house, and spreading across
(under the roof) to points directly above
the locations of the radio outlets. Thence
these lines should be dropped down through
the walls so that each line will pass through
one outlet on each floor; or, if possible, two
outlets placed back -to -hack, or nearly so.
As many as 50 outlets may be connected
to each line, spaced at any convenient intervals-but in no ease may branch lines he
run, except where an additional "antcnsifier" is used to connect the branch line into
the main line.
If, let us say, only 20 outlets have lu cn
employed on one of these vertical lines between roof and basement, the line may be
run across the building at the lowest floor
reached, and looped up into another riser.
to aceonmiodate another group of outlets,
and so on at the top of the Indicting, across
and down again, until the maximum number

Ripple Voltage

(Continued froid pape

' 9.2)

system and reduces the chances of ruining
the meter.
If we have power supply which delivers,
say, 5110 volts tinder load, and the meter
range is 511 volts, then a full -scale reading
would indicate that the ripple is 10c%r of the
applied voltage.
'l'Iris method requires n minimum of parts;
and satisfactory approximations of the ripple voltages can be obtained.

NEED FOR EDUCATION

A NO'l'HER reason that the newspapers

[-] do not have to fear the radio as a
rival," says "F. P. A.," in the New York
Herold Tribune, "is that most of us know
many is house in which at least two newspapers are taken, or, as they say in EngIan 1, taken in. We know some families that
take two Herald Tribunes. But there won't
be lullltes with two ruutlia sets, tit any rate
not going synchrunuusIe.''
Referred to :he Committee for the Enlightenment of Cul enlists. There are now
homes with two nob,' receivers, two Mt tnr
cars, and two toothbrushes. Perhaps S,'ll le
public-spirited Service 'Alan can sell Mr.
Adams a volume- control attachment-for his
neighbors.
www.americanradiohistory.com

Fig. E

Radio outlet bor. Rear tics' of cover, and ).,..,t
view of bo.r: showing the "tappet' I, and tl,
antenna and ground connections.

of

50

outlets has been connected. However.

in addition to the ground connection em-

ployed at each "intensifier," and at each
line's outer end. a ground connection should
be made at the lowest point on each loop.
when lines are looped up and down as dcscribed olive.

r

NON

ember, 1931

The ground connection should be made
of No. 14 copper wire, soldered to the lead
sheath and the copper ribbon directly under
the sheath of the Cabloy, and should be run
to the nearest cold water supply line, where
an approved ground chump should be employed in the manner recvuunended by the
Underwriters.
For buildings of the low, spreading type,
the above procedure may he employed, only
in a horizontal plane instead of vertical.

Conduit and Outlets
In most new construction work, % -in.
metal conduit should be employed, as this

Fig. H
The "Cabby."

At 1, the copper ribbon or
ground conductor; 2, cable proper; 3, cotton
insulatiwt; and 4, lead sheath.

makes for ready access to lines, ease of
pulling lines, and costs approximately the
same as the ?<, -in. metal conduit. Where
only short, comparatively straight runs are
employed, ' -in. conduit is satisfactory, but
for long runs, :md especially where bends
are encountered. the 3 -in. size will be much
more
tnre .sa isfalcto ry.
If desired, -in. Greenfield (flexible conduit) may be employed, or even
Greenfield for short, comparatively straight
runs.
For surface runs, as in the case of old
tar existing structures, "Wiremold or other
surface metal duct may he employed. ('Phis
will the referred to later.)
For all ordinary "Hadio Outlets," Fig. E,
using a flush plate of the sauce size usually
employees for a single device, any single
box 1379 -in. deep may be used, but for the
convenience Of those whose duty it is to
actually !mike the taps and splices in the
cable, aand to arrange the devices in place,
an over -size box with a reduction cover will
be found a great convenience. For this
reason, a standard 4 11 /1G -in. square box,
F, is recommended. with an aperture
cover to take a single plate. The box and
cover arty be installed so as to mount the
radio outlet plate vertically, or horizontally.
It is customary, if the plate is to be located
down near, or on, the base board, to mount
it horizontally; whereas, plates mounted at,
or near, switch- height should be installed
vertically.
t
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Terminal Devices
In many Cases, it is desirable to combine
the radio outlet device on the wale plate
with a current tap, so that 110-volt power
for the radio set will be available at the
same point.
In this case, a two-gang plate, Fig. G,
should be provided for, with a box correspondingly large. However, rare should
be taken to keep the two devices isolated
from each other (in the box), in accordance
with the Underwriters' requirements. The
power circuits (110 -volt) and the signal
circuits (radio) must not cross over from
one side of the box to the other; and. the
two circuits and their devices must be separated by a metal bm'rier within the box.
Moreover, the separable plugs which lit into
these outlets must be "polarized" so that it
will be impossible to confuse them, or stake
the mist.lkc of inserting the wrong plug
into the receptacle.
In each radio outlet, a black cartridge like device known as a "triplet" is employed,
and is connected between the center conductor ('f the C'abloy and the antenna terminal on the outlet plate. The "triplet"
is covered entirely with insulating material,
and may be conveniently "stuffed" into any
available spate in the box.
In the last outlet on every line, a device
known as a "terminet" is also employed,
and is connected directly across the end
of the line from center conductor to sheath
(and ground ribbon), Fig. H. It also resembles tire " triplet," (but may be distinguished by its red color) and may be placed
in any convenient corner of the box.
Splicing and Connecting
In opening up the "Cabloy" for connection or splices. care should be taken to
keep it free from moisture.
First, the lead sheath is carefully cut
away, for a distance of about 21 -in. being
careful not to break or injure the copper
Milton or the center conductor. 'Then the
mitten braid insulation is cut away for a
space of about 1 in., using a pair of small
scissors or snips. Next, the splice is Slade
to the center conductor, :after which the
splice to the copper ribbon is made,-in both
cases ",aiding the use of any kind of acid
flux whatever. Only rosin or rosin core
solder should the engtloved.
As soon as the soldering is finished, the
splice .hruld he Weil insulated with rubber
tape, running it will up over the ends of
the lead sheath so as to keep moisture out
of the opening. 'Then friction tape sl Id
be applied to keep the rubber tape in place.
All louse ends of the Ca Noy sl Id be
sealed up in like manner during the installation process, so as to keep moisture out
of the product at all times.

(C'tn,litnar1 from palle 287)
This means of radiation is known as
"copper coupling" and exists when a high frequency- current is set up in a copper
circuit and carried directly by the copper
to a point near the receiving antenna. It is
particularly hard to locate; since the point
at which the maximum of noise is picked up
by the test is not necessarily the actual

source of the interference.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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The Design of Large Installations
(Continued from pogo, 277)

(Actual figures are tabulated on 10, and our result will be directly in decibels.
page 297, of this issue. -Tech Ed.) The most
indicator meter,
The "V.I. r, or vol
important use of the decibel is when it is is usually designed so that the zero posidesired to change from power in "watts" tion of the meter is in the exact center.
to "decibels." ,lost measurements are Mande When a signal is put through the instrument
BS per so many "DB up' or so many "1)11
it will designate zero level when the needle
clown.' In other words, a certain volume is on this zero stark. If the volume is inlevel is taken as a reference or zero level
creased or decreased, the amount in 1)BI
and all measurements blade are in relation is readily ascertained by reading the posito this position.
tion of the needle and adding this figure
sake
simplicity,
For the
of
suppose that algebraically to the value indicated on an
we regulate the vol
of a radio set to
that posit' that gives us the most pleasing
response to our individual ears. Then we
can call this volume our reference or zero
level, and if we advance the position of the
volume control, then we go so many 1)B up,
or if we retard the volume control so as
to cut the volume, then we go so many DB
down from our fixed zero level position.
We have changed the volume by either adding or subtracting resistance through the
Fig. 3
. control.
Now if we take our refervol
Diagram of the thermostatic "time -delay" relay.
ence or zero level and find the power required to give us this value in milliwatts, attenuator connected to the input posts of
then we can easily derive a ratio between the V. I.
our reference value and any new value that
One great difficulty that now scents to
we may care to set up by either advancing be disappearing, is in deciding at ,just what
or retarding our volume level. However, value the reference or "zero level" should
we have been dealing only with ratios of
be taken. It would be best, of course, to
power in watts. To change our watt ratio chose a figure that world be acceptable
to decibels, it is only necessary to multiply
to all radio and electrical engineers.
the common logarithm of the watt ratio by
'l'he Stromberg- Carlson Company, up to
figures.

very recent thtte used Ito milliwatts as their
value for voice transmission. Another large
corporation used 12 milliwatts, and still
another, ti milliwatts. In order to bring
about :t general standardization, the Strompanty reduced their value
berg-Carlson
to Ii milliwatts, a value now generally accepted as standard. (Note tl will show the
in which the I)li calculations for
w;
are Made)
this install:tt'
'1'o return to our guest room reception,
it follows, that to accurately gauge the
volume in these rooms, the use of some type
of level indicating device is imperative.
In general there are two methods of measuring the sound "level." One makes use of
the well -known vacuum tube voltmeter principle, and the other uses a D.C. meter operating in conjunction with a "copper -oxide
rectifier." In both cases, the devices are
connected directly across the lines through
which the level is to be measured. 'l'he
copper -oxide rectifier rectifies the applied
A.C. input which is then applied to the
D.C. meter, and the "level" is then read.
The disadvantages of this type of indicating device are that the current passing
through the rectifier introduces a slight
error that is greatest at the -10 decibel
marl:, where it may be as large as 1 decibel.
Also, ant instrument of this type is usually
calibrated for a definite line impedance. If
used teross any utlier value of line impedance the readings must be corrected. An-
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I
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other objection is that it draws an appreciable current where it is used across a circuit in which it is desired that the current
drawn be negligible. As the use of this
instrument is primarily designed for line
level checking and not for precision hiItlratory work, the latter can usually be
neglected.
The advantages of such a device are that
the unit is extremely flexible and portable
so that it i nay be carried around and used
anywhere. No batteries or tubes are required. This reason in itself is sufficient
to justify the almost universal use of the
oxide-rectifier type of level indicator.

t

The VacuumTube "V.1."
The second type of itulicattir, or "vac
tube voltmeter" instrument, is, however, the
ideal for level uneasirentents,in that it does
not add any appreciable
to the network; and is also quite aecur,te. In Fig. 4
is shown the schematic circuit of the vacuum
tube voltmeter type of " \-.I ". It will be
noted that the input to the grid of the
tube is obtained through a transformer.
sformer.
Naturally, therefore, a system of this kind
will draw current from the line. however,
where it is desired that no current he drawn,
the input (grid) can be connected directly
to the line without the use of a coupling
transformer.
The V. I. is usually so arranged in standard volume indicators, that three ranges
of operation are available. This is accomplished by means of a three-way key- switch
which, when placed in the lower position,
can be used for levels up to about 51)8; in
the middle posit' , up to 15 I >11, and; in
the tip position, it is designed for operation
on levels up to approximately 30 1)11.
It is desirable to use aI tube with a high
mu or auuplifitation factor, heealist of the
greater output change possible. For this
purpose, therefore, the Western Electric
Company uses their type "TINT)" tube, which
is about ealuir.dent to the standard "l'X2t0." (In the New Yorker, the
840 is
used exclusively.)
I

iiI
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the pointer follow all fluetunthins for it
would then be quite impossible to follow it.
To dampen or slow down the I
ter
action still further, the galvanometer is
shunted by a :all ohm resistor.
In practice the vol
indicator becomes
:un indispensible piece of apparatus.
It is
used for a great many purposes.
In the
New 'Yorker, aside (rain functioning its a
level indicator for radio signals going to
guest rooms, the V. I. is also used for keeping the line level constant at .006-watt on
programs originating in the hotel and either
going out to the N. II. C., or going through
the hotel amplifying system with an ultimate termination in the guest rooms or
other publie rooms. Also, the V. I. may
be calibrated to read A.C. voltages, and in
this manner may be utilized to read a variety

of voltages.

NOTES
Manufactured by Stanley & Patters ni, New
York City.
2.
Manufactured by Struthers & Uonn., Philadelphia, l'a.
3. The formula for DR is:
1.

PWR. IN WATTS

DES. 10 LOG

VALUE OR

ZERO LEVEL

)

/figure

10 LOG 10f ,010,-

10 LOG

.5.0

The Log. of 5.0 is (0.698), thus. our RJI_10 X

.695 =6.98 or approximately 7 I)It as the "guest
room level." using 10 milliwatts as mur "zero
level."
Supposing the Ills value of a standard
\1'.F.. '43.
amplifier is desired, the output of
which is rated at 12 watts (undistorted). I.et tus
use the
generally accepted value of 6 milli-

watts

as

1
0

our reference figure.

Io

í001p(.006

)

10 LOG

The tube instead of being operated "on
Illy straight portion of its static characteristic" (to give undistorted output) is operated on the "lower bend" or "knee" This
results in a non-linear ratio of input-tooutput power which is, of course. to he
desired in a device of this type. It will be
noted that in the plate circuit of the "V. I"
tube, there is aI filter arrangement, for the
purpose of smoothing out the current flocIllations in the plate circuit. 'l'hc pointer
of the meter does not follow all variations,
but follows quite nicely most of the current
peaks.
It world be undesirable to have

Standard of the Industry

These fine' built parts are
used by practically all leadin g
receiver manufacturers. By
standardizing on Polymet,you
can safely give Guaranteed

- increasing both

your business and prestige.
Polymet has only one quality
-the very highest. These reliable parts, at reasonable
prices, can be purchased direct from the factory, or from
the better dealers and radio
mail order houses.

2000.

The characteristic of 2000.00 is 3.
The Man(bur nn
the Log of 2000 =3.30.
value therefore is: I11t- (10)(3.3111_33.0.
If. however. we desired to add another W.F..
43.
Amplifier in parallel with the first, then
our output w. ittage would tow be doubled, or 2 t
watt, but the alt value would only be:

\"

IO LOG 10( .006

).

10 LOG

Mt or

4.000.

_3.6020.
Therefore. n11=t0
an increase of only 3 DR.

X

THE PENTODE PORTABLE STEPS OUT
Editor. It .tino-('s Arr:
Having just completed the .1C portable,
described in the September, 1931 issue of
4
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Then,
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Fig.

neers and adopt

tissa- .30103 or
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schematic d an ram of a min muIe, el iolicalor based vn the rannf m -nd+e voltmeter
priori plc.
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Mr.
Service
Man:

Repairs

Assuming than we use 10 milliwatts as our reference value for it was this figure that was used
by the S
berg- Carlson Company in the original
design of the Hotel New Yorker, then, as each
speaker is designed to draw 50 milliwatts, our
guest room decibel
is:

0

aaaaaa-.a-x......

lt.xuua-('R.xr-t', I wish to express any nl,inion
on this Mighty little receiver. not having
expected half the results which this mile
bans shown.
I just couldn't keep the amazement to
myself. Everyone I .spoke to about the volume and simplicity of this set has doubted
me till they actually- saw and heard for

themselves; but that isn't all.
Last night as I was about to "turn in"
I listened to a snappy programs and when
it netted 1 was surprised to hear the call
letters \0O 'O, Forty Wayne, Ind; a staIion which cannot be received under the
hest condition still my big set using 4 B.1..
stages! Well sir, that fired my curiosity
for what else it could do; and \C'l'. \\t,
\CSI \'A, \ \'il', and a few more just
rolled in.
JOHN A. Nvnar.,
71 Rondo, ph .l.e., Jer.s
('i/,, N. .f.
s

l'nrned C nde,o. r ka,
for filter block repair cork.

1.pe 1K-25

Ask for description of this most
useful kit ever assembled for service work. We will include free our
special Service Men's Catalog, containing many service helps.

Polymet Mfg.Corp.
World's Largest Manufacturer of
Radio Essentials
829 East 134th

Street, New York City

THE NEW HEAVY DUTY

Model "BB"

-The
Model "BB"
List Price

$2500

Talk of the
Radio Industry!

loan erpleee in nib tophone
uaAlnct ion.
Hairline precision.
Nearly twice as Iar;oy a- alp other
uderophooe of its size.
Extra
The

Ileai,' 24 Kt. Pure Gold Spot
Centers.
nuralmnin diaphragms.
Three degrees of aensit lsitt. Fully
guaranteed.

UNIVERSAL. MICROPHONE CO., LTD.
1163 Hyde Park Blvd.
Inglewood. Calif.
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Magic in Meters
old iu nett fro a pogo 380)

when it is heated. 'ilit wire A -11 is connected to the source nt radio frequency current, the heat of which expands the resistance tvjre. Spring S, through thread 'I',
exerts a pulling act inn on this slackened
wire, the resultant motion causing the needle
N to move over the smile. The degree of
movement depends upon the amount of current flowing in the wire, . -B, as shown at

\

A, Fig. 7.
Any instrument which will measure electricity in small quantities may be called a
galvanometer, but the general definition is
that it is a magnetic device tawil merely to
indicate the presence of electricity in a
circuit.
The Tangent Galvanometer

A simple type of galvammnetcr

is shown
known as a "tangent"
galvanouteter. ('l'he genesis of this term
lies in the fact that the current strength
is proportionate to the tangent of the
needle's deflection.-Tech. Rd.) Briefly, it
consists of a magnetic compass laid horizontally within as form on which is wound
a coil of line wire.
When the coil is not connected to a batten', the magnetic needle of the compass
will point North and South, drawn by the
attraction of the earth's magnetic pules.
If the coil is plated in a vertical position, as shown in Fig. 8, and a current
passed through the coil, the degree of deflection will be a function of the intensity
of the current flowing in the circuit.
The device is quite accurate and may lie
calibrated by passing through it known
quantities of electricity-, and noting the respective posit' s of the magnetic needle
on the scale. Ninety degrees on the scale,
in either direction, left or right, is the limit
of usefulness of this device If, for instance, the passage of 2 amperes through
the coil causes the needle to deflect 80
degrees, then
deflection of 45 degrees represents some lower value of current.
'l'he reversal of the applied potential will
cause at change in direction of the needle's
movement.
'l'hus, the device can be used
to indicate ``polarity."
For those interested in experimenting, the
coil can be made up in several sections having leads so that the section can be brought
out to binding posts, in order that the coils
may be used singly, in series, or in parallel,
as desired.

ill Fig. 8 and

Did This Ever Happen to You?

You want to get the exact and technical meaning of a word or phrase in radio! You
are in doubt about a radio formula or radio circuit! You look through a maze of books
and magazines losing your time and your temper.
Why not have at your desk or in your library a copy' of

S. GERNSBACK'S

RADIO ENCYCLOPEDIA

IT

you
ou an explanation of every word in
These explantions -or. rather. definitions-are not brief outline information like
those of an ordinary dictionary. but they give in
fullest detail, and - at considerable length, the
meaning and application of every word. phrase,
general and special term used in the science of
radio. They are written in plain, everyday English,
easily understood by anyone.
Practically every definition in the book is illustrated Ly drawings. photographs, diagrams. or
charts. All you need to do is to look up as you
would in a dictionary. the word or phrase about
which you are seeking information. Furthermore.
each page is key- indexed. for greater convenience
\LI. TI11.
and :peed in locating any definition.

radio.

treasures by radio, are as fully described by word
and picture as are the old -time Marconi cuherers
and detectors.
It took a large staff of editorial assistants and
draftsmen over six months to assemble. classify.
and illustrate all the material printed in this b,n,k.

1931

It

Why You Should Own This
Invaluable Volume

.

Numerous tables, charts. and maps are distributed
throughout the text. .\ large section of the Appendix contains in format ion of commercial value,
such as lists of all radio receivers. their manufacturers. trade names. tul es used, styles, etc.
Their are charts of tube- socket lay -outs of all makes
of sets: broadcast stations listed by wave- lengths,
call letters, towns and states, etc.
In the text y u will find biographical notes. with
portraits. of all the men who by their inventions,
discoveries and research. have made radio what
it is today. Large sect' s of the text are devoted
to such important subjects as television, troubleand transshooting. servicing, short -wave recent'
mission, testing instruments. sound proj retino etc.
-tulles,
vacuum
Full descriptions are given of all
the theory of their construction, characteristics,
testing and manufacturing.
The latest inventions, such as the Radio Knife,
Ultra -short waves. Variable -Mu tubes, and meat ing

pages.

dictionary, or any other encyclopedia. making
every bit of radio information tau want "findable."
The new book contains 1,253 detailed technical
illustrat s. 34 tables and charts. and 24 pages of
Appendix etc, The binding is flexible red mnroccokeratal. with title gold- stamped on cover and backbone, The text is printed on durable, fine ledger
paper. and the liaise -leaf construction permits of
new material being added, such as notes, addenda
data, etc.

IN

ARRANGED

IS
SI'ItJECT- MATTER
\l.II l.\ It ETIC.\t. ORDER.

Second Edition is a volume of
is a large book 9 inches wide by
12 inches high. and weighs three pounds.
There
are 2.2(11 radio definitions, ABC indexed like a

The new
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It covers every known radio problem. and
gold -mine of practical information for every
radio man,
It is of equal service to:
The Radio Engineer, who wants to refresh his
memory oil formulas and circuits;
The Radio Manufacturer, Jabber. and Dealer, who
is interested in the commercial side of radio
as well as the technical:
The Radio Service Man and the Radio Constructor, who wants to have on hand a guide
to the principles and design of radio equipment:
The Radio Student and the Layman. who will
find the whole t:'eory and practice of radio
explained here in the simplest terms, beginning
with the first principles and leading up to the
most advanced theory.
is a

T

KlItIon

(F'onl en

an

I

canada. add ale extra for po -age.1 If the hank d. "
not mine up to toy expectation, or Is not as repreentent. I can return it. and bare my money refundir

in full.
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book is the

NEW

EDITION
OF
l'IIE FAMOUS FIRST

RADIO

$3.98

enelue herew16

or money onler preferred.

Edition Radio

time.

ENCYCLOPEDIA

Gernsback. the first
look of its kind ever published
in America.
The new Second Edition
just off the press
fully
revised, rewritten. and enlarged. It is the absolutely
up -to- the -minute new model
of the pioneer First Radio
Encyclopedia, which became
the stand -by of all radio men
in every part of the world.
by

RC-11

GERNSBACK CORPORATION

Second

as

Encyclopedia is an absolute necessity to everyone interested in Radio. It answers all radio
questions, increases your knowledge. and saves your

Mail Coupon TODAY!
98 Park Place, New York, N. Y.
Kindly send me one copy of oie new Second

enlarged

S.

-is

-

Name
.address

City

State

39,000 Bought the

is

First Edition!

D'Arsonval Movements
Today, galvanometers are made with a
large "permanent" magnet (so called) of
horseshoe shape, with the coil of wire mechanically supported on ",jewelled" bearings
so that it is free to turn between the pole

of the magnet.
When the current passes through the coil,
the maenctic lines of force formed around
the coil cause it to turn, with a tendency
to enclose as many- of the lines of force as
passible. This construction is known as the
'1'Arsonval" type, and forms the basis for
our standard types of D.C. voltmeters and
ammeters. Figures 9 and 10 show the mechanical design and the electrical circuit;
and A, a photograph of this most important
contribution to the meter art.
faces
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It is interesting to note in this type of
instrument the results obtained when its
two magnetic fields are combined such as
the circular field produced by an electric
current flowing through a wire, and a parallel field produced by two permanent magnets. Fig. 11. 1lere it will be seen that the
liar. of force are crowded together on the
upper side of the wire and tend to force
it down. (This principle underlies the operation of the electric motor, as well as

I,

measuring instruments.)
The permanent magnet type of D'Arsonyrtl movement (illustrated in Fig. 12, with
the poles marked N and S), is of the common or horse -shoe shape 'l'he coil A -B
(Fig. 12) is held to the structure in such
way that it can freely revolve.
The current which is to be measured is
led into the coil via the springs in such a

Fig.

11

Magnetic field between the two

poles of o
permanent magner at :I ; and at /t, the distorted magnetic yield when the wire IN is

tarrying current.

way that it goes in at B and out at A.
The field set up around wire It strengthens
the field of the permanent magnet N -S
above the wire B, and weakens it below,

thereby forcing the wire B downward. At
the salve time, wire A sets up a field which
strengthens the field of the permanent magnet N -S below A, and weakens it above,
thereby forcing wire A upward. This ac-
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magnet to the sanie extent. This results in
rgnnl increases in deflection for equal increases in current throughout the entire
scale.

Calibration
'l'he "arc," or portion of the circle through
which the pointer swings, in this type of
instrument depends on the strength of the
magnetic field set up in wires A and 11-

which, in turn, depends upon the current
flowing in the coil.
For instance, if the scale were to be calibrated in units of current, let us say mil liamperes (thousandths of an ampere), we
would have a milliammeter. II is possible
that the scale could be calibrated is volts
and the aueler used as a volt meter. for the
resistance of the wire A -B is constant, and
the current through the coil would be pro portional to the voltage across the terminals
A -B.
Thus, by winding the coils with any one
of various sires of high- resistance wire, a
definite value of resistance can he obtained
for the coil, and meters for measuring small
or large quantities of electricity will result.

In commercial instruments, resistance, Ill,
in Fig. 9, is placed in series with the
moving coil, and is called a "calibrating"
resistor.
This furnishes a means for compensating
any inaccuracy in winding the coil, and permits quick and accurate calibrat ; otherwise, it would be necessary to undertake
the Laborious ,job of removing or adding
turns of wire to the moving-coil (as in the
very first instruments) in order to obtain
correct scale indications.
Future Articles
far, we have only skimmed the high
spots in the development of the modern
electric meter. Many methods of interest
to the laboratorian are being omitted for
lack of space, and the fact that they play
but n sound role in the steady progress of
radio meter design.
So

Radio
Television
The good jobs in any profession are
held by the better -than-average menthe men with technical engineering

training.
The leaders in radio today are the
men who were STUDYING radio ten
'ears ago. The leaders in Radio and
I elevision tomorrow will be the men
who are seriously preparing today.
We offer Advanced Courses in Practical Radio and Television Engineering
for the experienced radioman -Complete Courses in Practical Radio and
Television tomorrow will be the men

i
i
i
i
i
i
i

i
i
i

experienced radioman.
Send is the coupon

details TODAY.

for complete

Capitol Radio Engineering Institute
Riggs Bank Bldg., 14th & Park Road, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
Please send me without obligation complet'
details of the following course:
(Check
course).
..Idtainrucrd course in Practical Radio Eo-

,rring

Complete

course in Practical Radio

i
i

i
i

En-

gurerring

Advanced course in Practical Tetetisk
Engineering
Complete course in Practical Telerisia

.

Engineering

Name

Address

SERVICE MEN
Send for this Boole

FEE /
YOU
NEED IT!

Everything for yout
business from the
the finest mike to
the smallest screw
is in this

Fig.

12

At

.4, left, the field ui
tribution in a D'Arsoo:

movement when the mo:
iota coil is not earrvi,
nr"rent; at B, right, ti..
field distribution when ii.
moving roil is Carrvi

-

-

current.

book.

GUARANTEED
QUALITY GOODS
PRICES LOWEST EVER QUOTED
Fresh new dependable Merchandise at
Bargain Prices!
Leading Manufacturers Lines Complete

Send For Your Copy Now!

HEADQUARTERS
for SERVICE MEN'S SUPPLIES

RADOLEK CO.
601 W. Randolph st.
'on rotates the coil so that the needle
rigidly attached to the coil) swings across
ne scale.
It should be noted that the coil and the
pointer are mounted at right angles to one
another. This is done so that, as the pointer
swings over the 11 to 100 scale, the moving
coil (swinging through the same angle) always distorts the field of the permanent

Lookin>._ at a t t )(lern commercial meter
we cannot conceive the labors of those men
who spent their lives to conquer the nlelts-

ureumnt of that force, "Electricity."

In articles to come, the moelern test in-

struments of all types will be described as
to the theory of operation, their lise, and
short sketches as to how they were
developed.
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Radolek Co.,
605 West
Randolph St.
N44-NT
Chicago, Ill.
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Illinois

Please send me without oblige. 1Opy
lion your Service Man's Supply Book.
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Service Forum
The
(Continued from page 481)
What the constructor needs to help to
revive interest is a real "Roll Your Own."
I think a set with the following features
world slake an ideal receiver: One stage
of It.F. ahead of the detector; first detector;
oscillator; three stages of I.F'., tuned to 17.5
ke.; second detector, using "C" battery. 'l'he
audio end could be left to the discretion of

V

ffpl'

C

The New and Beautiful

HOTEL LINCOLN
are assured of MAXIMUM
COMFORT and MAXIMUM

You

SERVICE
1400 Rooms, each with

tub and

shower -Servidor
SINGLE:

$3.00, $3.50, $4.00, $5.00
DOUBLE:

$4.00, $5.00, $6.00, $7.00
RADIO -DeForest Direct -now
being installed in every guest room

the builder.
As it receiver using two dials is more
efficient than one with single control, a
double -druid dial would be used; the R.F.
stage and first detector on one side, and the
oscillator on the other.
Ily using three I.F. stages, it becomes a
simple matter to reduce the anaplilication,
when desired, by simply- removing the control -grid lead from the cap of the first tube,
and plating it On the second.
For the "A" voltage, it would be advisable to use one cell of a storage hatters, as
almost everyone has one of these lying
aruund. 'l'he connectors could be cut, the
three cells connected in parallel and, in this
way, the battery would give long sonic(
before recharging.
Everyone is talking superhets now, so I
think the new tubes are going to help the
situation. Let us hope you will consider
publishing an article on the construction of
a receiver, such as I have suggested.
A. L. l'.I.LIe,x,
P. 0. Dux 13(1, Illeoco. Wash.
('l'he superheterodyne \I r. Ellison has in
mind seems to be rather one for the experimenter's own use than fur sale to a

broadcast fan. How slam- of our readers
would like to see an article on a set of this

November, 1931

Classified Advertisements

Advertisements in this section are inserted
at the cost of ten cents per word for each
insertion -name, initial and address each
count as one word. lash should accompany
all classified advertisements unless placed by
Nu less
a recognized advertising agency.
than ten words are accepted. Advertising
for the December issue should v received
not later than October 9th.
I

FORMULAS
MAKE AND SELL your own products. We will
furnish you any formulas. Write for our litera'
titre. Chemical Institute, 19R lark Place, New
York, N. Y.

RADIO
SERVICE MEN, ATTENTION- Speakers rewound, magnetized. repaired, $ 2.00 to $2.75. Complete Power Pack Service- Transformers rewound,
condenser blocks repaired, resistors duplicated.
Guaranteed. Clark Brothers Radio Co., Albia,
Iowa.

SERVICE MEN double your business and pile up
the profits with our new plan for procurin3
business. For free particulars write. R, goose,
Louisville, Kentucky.

SERVICE SHOPS-we specialize in rewinding
Supreme Radio
Try us.
power transformers.
Laboratory, 16 Fulton Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

i;ENCIl LEGS-angle iron -shipped knockdownfor work :und display -$3.00 up. Kirk Hardware,
Dept. 308, 128 East 23rd Street, New York City.

nature?

The suggestion on the conversion of a 6volt storage battery for use with 2-volt
tubes will interest many readers. however,
the two -volt tubes were shade for dry -cell
or air -cell operation; and the constructor
who has current at baud to keep his batten' charged up may do better to use the
more efficient and powerful '24s, '35s, '27s
and '41's. -Editor.)

$5,000
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THAT THIS IS
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and how the Ito, System has
flit height to
ny'
Increased
hundreds
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to 95 sears old gain frost I to
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First In 1907
First To -day

ROSS
No Appliances -No Drugs -No Dieting.
SYSTEM NEVER FAILS. Fee Ten Dollars ComConvincing Testimony and Part ltu tars 5
plete.
tllmr time for return mails across
tents 'tamps.
G. MALCOLM ROSS. Height Specialist.
rho Atlantic.Scarborough. England, (P. 0. Box IS).

Resistor Guide

(Continued from pape 275)
to each and every ,job. 'l'o overcome this
difficulty, the In tern:,tional Resistor Company has compiled a very compact booklet
which lists the different model receivers
(using resistors) of over 35 set manufac-

turers and describes the correct replace-

A riotously gay new revue at

Connie's Inn featuring the
finest in- colored entertainDance -compelling
ment!
music by Fletcher Henderson and his orchestra.

CONNIE'S INN
131st St.-7th Ave., N. Y. C.
Tel. Tillinghast 5 -gitan

ment resistors.
This booklet lists ten fund: ntal circuits
in which resistors may be used; and most
of the formulas that are directly connected
With resistance calculations. Following this,
Ibere are tabulated (for each taunlfaeturer)
he troubles that may be due to poor reors; the purpose of each resistor and its
pnints of connections; and the resistor's
s'ulur code, its value in ohms, and the recommended replacement value.
Due to the small size of the book, it
should be found in the pocket of every
For further information.
Service Man.
write to the International Resistance Company, 2006 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, pal.

A Special Offer to

NEW READERS
Eight months' subscription to
$1.00.
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Send remittance

I

to
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Park

Place, New York, N. Y.
(Canadian or forumsn not accepted
at this rate.)
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A Service Bench

HEADQUARTERS

for all

RADIO

SERVICE\1EN'S SUPPLIES

carry the largest supply of replacement
parts and general radio parts in the mid -west.
Our store is the rendezvous for radio servicemen
who will always find the latest and the best
inradio merchandise in stock.
We specialize
replacement transformers, condensers,
esist
o n and volume
controls for all makes of ` radio
We

sets.
Be sure to drop
you are

in

and see us when

in Chicano.

NEWARK ELECTRIC CO.
Institution

A Radio Service
229 West Madison St.

309

III.

Chicago,

Protect the Midget Set!

(Continued front. page 283)
glow tube, one 10 watt incandescent lamp,
and two 300 watt incandescent lamps in
parallel. 'l'Iris condenser test set uses 3point Hubbell plugs for external connections-which are located at the front of the
bench. On the small, black board, which
rises above the bench, there are various controls built up in two -gang switch plates,
which control the dynamic speaker, the magnetic speaker and the output ureter. Cntier
the bench is a complete Westinghouse radio
receiver chassis and power pack. The connections from this receiver are brought into
the back of the bench visa 1-axley connectors.
This arrangement facilitates the testing of
either a chassis or a power pack, without

FREEtoServiceMen

Midgets are designed to operate on 1111
Volt lines and will not stated up on
higher Voltages.
Save the set
Safe
your reputation!

-

Install a 511 -watt
CLAROSTAT AUTOMATIC LINE VOLT -
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Fig. 2
antenna-and-counterpoise construction

The

recommended.

flan

is supplied with both
volts A.C. through ar line control -box which is located on the wall at the
left-hand end of the bench. '!'his control box contains a 125 watt, 20 to 40 volt transformer, which is connected as an auto transformer in order to increase the line
voltage. The change in voltage is accomplished by means of a. three -pole switch.
Among the other pieces of service apparatus acre a pre -heater and field supply built
into :r steel cabinet; a complete phonograph
turntable', pickup and amplifier; an RCA
Model I(Ni loud speaker and an RCA Model
100 loud sneaker. All of these are controlled
by the switches located on the back panel.
1 batter' -operated short -circuit tester for
tithes is also included as part of the equipment.
.\ very novel antenna arrangement is used
that has been found to be very efficient in
this location. 'l'he diagram is shown in
Fig. 2 and is self explanatory.
110 and 140

"BUDDY" TEST PROD

I.

5

The entire bench

Genuine "ALCOA'. stork, sllverdip finish.
5 a 9 z 6. 91.89 -14 z 6 z 6, $3.85. 10 z
Monitor size $3.25. 5 a 5 x 5 Cull
Shield (like picture on right) $1.00.
Any Size to Order.
Patent l.4k'encode adapters. $1.25.
Flexible shafts fur
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Auto Net,.
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the necessity of having the Service
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Clarostat Mfg. Co.
Inc.
286 N. 6th St.
Brooklyn New York
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SYNCHRONIZING ALL SYSTEMS

Bureau of Standards. announcing a
prospective extension of its .mice of
st'uuhlyd- frequency transmissions, hopes that
ultimately standard frequencies will he
transutitted twenty -four hours every day;
when, it is anticipated, stations may be di-

Brim Full of Facts
This book was written by

a man who has probably hod
more experience than any one else in the Industry. It tells
simple language the principles and proct ires whb It
ode him the outstanding figure In the radio world that
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A "Speed Tester" for Radio Service

Short Wave

"The
is

in

November, 1931

An entirely new thought in radio service instrument
design; and one which will interest many.
By R. DOUGLAS CLERK

the most important thing

EALI7.I\G that

Radio./
aJl.G071a.

of

many Service Men
are anxious to have details of my
"Speed 'l'ester," which has made it
possible for me to make an average
over 20 calls per 8 hour day, I am now

submitting detailed directions for duplicating this extraordinary piece of apparatus.
It all came about from figuring the large
amount of time wasted in locating trouble
in multi -tube sets even when using the most
up -to -slate analyzers.

Mau

,

On .411

large

Every radio Service Man knows all about
it; remove a tutee, put the analyzer plug
in its socket, place the tube in the tester,
push "umpteen" buttons or twist a multiswitch, and read at least one meter for each
setting. 'Then compare this reti ling with
a Chart, or more than likely trust to memory, remove the tube, remove the plug, re-

..1

y

4 -Color

0rcr

Newsstands

9"x
200

Cover

12" in Site
Illustrations

increasing each day are the number
R\PIULV
of experiments in the Short Wave field-developments which are bringing to this branch of
radio thousands of new "thrill seekers." Experimenters, as in the early days of Radio, again have
the opportunity to bring about stirring new inventions.
Read in StlORT WAVE CRAFT, the
lisperimenter's Magazine, how you can build your
own Short Wave Sets, both transmitters and receivers.
SIIUng' WAVE CRAFT is exclusively
a short wave magazine -the kind you have wished
for so long.

place the tube in the set, and then proceed
to the next tube which you treat in similar
fashion.
We all do it -,just like the blind leading
the blind, and what a waste of valuable
time! Anyone able to run a complete test
on one tube and its attendant circuits in
less than one minute is, a veritable whirlwind! No, we roust branch out for ourselves and forget the precedent; we mast
design a piece of apparatus which will indicate the defective tube or circuit in a
C

E

1101

11111115

R

p

Photographic Section -pictures of latest short wave
sets and stations;
Transmitters for short waves and how to build them;
Short wave receivers- construction of all types and
kinds;
The Short \\'ave Experimenter;
Television on Short Waves;
Short Waves for the broadcast listener;
t 'lira Short Waves;
Aircraft Short Wave sets;
I low
to build Short \Cave aerials;
Short \\'ave Question Box.

Interesting Articles in the Current Issue
Short Waves Highly important to the New f -.
Navy Dirigible
New .All -Wave

S.

"Super"

Short \\'ave Signals Direct from Plane to .Auto
What Can We Do with the Ultra -Short Waves?
.All- Electric, Single Dial Tuning. S - \\' Super -flet
Combination Long and Short Wave Receiver
The '(lem" Short Wave Adapter
.Amplifiers
I low to Neutralize Transmitting
An A.C. -I).C. I )yuatron Oscillator
Push -Pull Transmitting Circuits
New S -W Superregenode

SPECIAL OFFER COUPON
SHORT \\'AVE CRAFT

RC -11
Park Place. New Vnrk, N. V.
enclose herewith my remittance of $2.00. (Canada and foreign $2.50) check or money order preferred, for which you are to enter my subscription
9$

1

to SIIoRT WAVE CRAFT for One fear, also
send me the last two issues gratis.
I understand
that the regular subscription rate is $3.00 and this

offer will

be

cuid after October 31.

SI11)RT WAVE

CRAFT is published every other month.
NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATF

I

1

Fig.

1

The fundamental circuit of the "Speed Tester."
Position 1, is at the Left connection to R.

touch shorter time than is possible with
present day analyzers. Ninety -nine times
out of a inuidred there is only one fault in
a radio, w'hic'h, if corrected, will pfd it in

perfect shape.
Isere then is our problem.
in the

Connect in a meter and measure the current flowing. Now remove any tube in the
receiver and the meter will give a new rending, due to the decrease in the load current.
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Schematic diagram of the completed tester.

We can open this lead very easily by using
the accursed analyzer plug, which is now
in the form of a blessing since we are going to use it only once. The plate current
supplied by one side of the '811 tube can
now be rend, but any difference (in current) due to the removal of a tube from
the set, which is going to mean so much
to us, is too suuall to be clearly indicated
with the meter used -we must niake our
Ire sensitive; we
st he
instrument far
aisle to read differences of a small fraction
of a mil. It almost sounds as though we
would have to use very expensive laboratory
instruments. 'Phis, however, is not the case.
Figure 1 indicates where we now stand.
Here we have a buttery C of any convenient
voltage across which is c'onnec'ted a resistor
lt; another battery' E (of higher voltage
than C) has a inutentiotueter 1' connected
across it. 'These two batteries are so connected that they oppose each other. A meter G. and the necessary "multipliers" in
series with it, are shunted across the two
r,' istur. I' and lt, which constitute a patcntiuintcr, with terminals and the arm A.
11

Regular Departments in

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

rectifier (which supplies the full high voltage) between the 'Sm tube and the filter.

1

At what point

circuit can we c'onnec't our tester

so

indicate any defect in the set from
this one point? Well, there is one place
in every radio set where all the "juice" that
really matters is concentrated -the "13"
supply.
If a tube or circuit i.e defective in any
way, then the current floe' from the "R"
eupply will not be normal; nom', if we have
in.ylrnntenlx eeneitiz'e enough to indicate any
divergence from normal, then we have located the defective tube or circuit.
Suppose, for instance, that (Inc to some
defect we haven't the proper bias on a tube,
then the plate current drain of that tube
will be greater or less than its normal
amount. A weak tube will draw less than
it should, and n burnt out tube will nut draw
any (unless it is .shorted, in which case it
will draw more than it normally should).
To [Ilea sure the current flow to each tube
is easy; open one lead from the 'RO tube
as to

Fig. 2
The potential of C in Fia. I. here is obtained
by the voltage drop across one side of the '80.

If we place the slider of P at the "zero'
position (point 2) the meter will read the
full voltage of C, and as ive increase the
adjustment of P town rd point 3 the meter
will read the difference between C and 1:
(since the batteries oppose each other) until the voltage across the resistor It (-quads
the voltage between points 2 and A, when
the difference will be zero, and the meter

RADIO -CRAFT
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G will not read.

Now, if we short out a
portion of the multiplier of G,. we will still
get zero for a reading, since the voltage
between I
is 1 and A is still zero; but
any change in voltage C will show up as
a big (reflection on our meter, due to the
decreased resistance in series with the meter.
We have made a wonderful increase in sen sitivity, which will become greater if we
remove more of the multiplier, and can be
made still more sensitive if we use a microammeter or galvanometer in place of G.

full -scale deflection When 4.5 volts is ap-

E

plied. Calculate it froni It equals

-

pose it to be a

e

R

Construction Details
As we are going to use a 4.5 volt "C"
battery for F, we
st design R so that
the drop across it is not more than 4 volts.
The nuaXil:
current supplied by the '80
is rarely more than 100 nails; therefore, R
E
4
equals
equals
equals 40 ohms. I.et us

I

-al

mil. meter, then

Sup-

111

equals

"CHI -RAD"

equals

-4,500

Full Information and Best Prices
on the

ohms, for the total re-

NEW S -M 726 SW

.001

Short and Long Wave Receiver

sistance of the multiplier, using a 1000- ohtllsper -volt Dieter. The button I) will short
out 3,111111 ohms. making, the meter act as
a I..5 -v. meter, increasing the sensitivity 3
times. Button IS shorts out all but 51111 ohms,
giving a further increase of sensitivity.
'l'he transformer, if used, can be constructed on the core of an "AK 37' filter
choke (See Fig. 4), and is wound with 90
turns of No. 18 DCC wire for both primary
and seeun lacy (each winding is centretapped).
.assemble the core in transformer fashion
as indicated at A; and not as a choke 13.
This is to eliminate the air gap required
for good operation as a choke coil.
A 4 -hole socket, a switch, 2 push buttons,
and a four -prong plug, with cable, complete the assembly- which can be mounted
on any convenient panel.
If a centre- reading galvanometer (10(1 -(1100) is used, then the polarity of C floes
not matter; but if a milliammeter is used,
then it is necessary to make sure that the
E.I.F. across It is connected so that the
meter reads backwards when the battery C
is not in circuit, and is balanced to zero be
the potentiometer P when the switch S is
closed. 'Phis completes your "Speed 'L'ester.'

.4, the adapter for the plan when testing
Raytheo,s; at B, the adapter for the socket
of the "Speed Tester."

Now in Fig. 2 we have replaced C by
connecting 11 in the plate circuit of a tester
plugged into the '811 socket of a set under
test. A voltage is developed across H (hle
to the rectifier current flowing through it,
and all the above remarks and conditions
are the same as in Fig. 1. If we now balance out the effect of the voltage drop in
lt, by sliding arm .1 between points '2 and
:3 and then remove any tube from the set
under test, we Will have a good reading
mn our meter G, which may be malle larger
by cutting out clore
Itiplier resistance.
Now we could use the circuit as it stands,
but we would get a more accurate picture
of conditi.ms if we could include the current from the other plate of the '80. We
must not forget that as it now stands we
are passing half --care unfiltered current
through both R and G. Not so good. In
order to read the total current from both
plates of the SO, the resistor R must be
connected in the filament circuit. Figure 3
gives the final circuit making use of full
wave rectificat
by isolating through the
use of a transformer (which preferably is
centre -tapped) the filament circuit of the
'80. This is much better for our instrument,
but it is still unfiltered; an electrolytic 8Dlf. condenser across It helps a lot, but
the use of a "thereto- galvanometer" for G
is ideal.

1

-.

4.5

Fig. 5
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National Di 'butors
MERSHON CONDENSERS
Full Line in Stock
Supplies of All Rinds for
Short Wave Experimenters

CHICAGO RADIO APPARATUS Co.
415 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, Ill.
Est. 1921

The

Dept. CF -11

ROOSEVELT
SUPER -HETERODYNE
Uses

new

tubes.

Pentode power
also new type

variable -mu
screen
grid. 7 tubes in all.

10
NC.
separation.
wonderful tone and
great distance. "Litz"
Bank - Wound Coils.
The most perfect ra
dio ever built.

Price.
Plete
;'.da tille,
NEW CUB MIDGET

t64.á°

Super

Circuit

-

Heterodyne.

Pentode.
Fine
tom

Variable -Mu.
Tone.
prete.

Price
$40.75.

Dealen and A
:
Write for Discounts!
COMMONWEALTH RADIO MFG. CO.
W. Harrison St., Cable RADCOM. CHICAGO

843 -D.

Operation
To operate the instrument, place the '80
tube in the tester socket; place the plug
in the '811 socket with the set turned on.
If using a galvanometer, note the rearing
of (i, which will indicate the normal current drain if all is well. (If using a milclose switch S and adjust P until
the naillianuneter reads zero.) Now, either

1

j PUBLIC
1

ADDRESS EQUIPIAENT1

á1..fé)

MILES REPRODUCER
r

26 E.22,25T.

CO

NEW YORK CITY

I

G Good

SERVICE JOB
EASILY DONE

Adústable
Slidlaq
Clips

//atfthe Tiene.

TRUVOLT RESISTORS lead in service work

because they save time, expense, labor, and
they cost less.
The exclusive TRUVOLT Sliding Adjustable Clips
enable you quickly to obtain the exact voltages required. The unique open -air winding insures
superior cooling and more stable performance.
Use TRUVOLT Adjustables and you need
fewer resistor sizes, less investment in stock
y
on the shelves, fewer parts in the service
kit, and you give prompter service to
"s
your customers.
4

e

-

be on the safe side and call it 35 ohms. The
potentiometer can be of any high value
10,000 ohms, or more.
The
Itiplier resistor values are determined by the meter
used; and as we are wanting comparative
readings only, need not be extremely- accurate. It should be such that it will give

5

Using 235 and 245 Tubes
Can Be Had By Writing to Us

1 /ail ean/anu

173 Vmrick St.

for TRUVOLT rataln;

New York. N.Y.

ELEC =TRAD
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Experimenters!

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS magazine
should be of especial interest to every radio man because
in this magazine will be found a very fine department on

radio construction, radin kinks. radio experimenting, television experimenting, etc. This department is especially
important to radio service men.
Then too, this magazine contains a tremendous amount

of other worthwhile experiments and money-making kinks,
which, while not radio, are still of great importance to every
radio man to keep abreast of the times. No radio man
should be one -sided and know only radio. It is just as
important to know mechanics and science from the everyday
viewpoint because sooner or later you will find this knowledge important in your daily work.

Many excellent pages for the
inc :corkshnp man who finds
pleasure in building things ; experiments in electricity, chemistry and
formulas of all kinds.
1u

Just to Mention
A Few Departments
LATEST INVENTIONS
AERO- MECHANICS

SHOP KINKS

TELEVISION
EXPERIMENTS
FORMULAS
CHEMISTRY
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.,.,

t
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25c
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_' ~~-_
EXPERIMENTS
CRAFTS,
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-

Special Offer!

8

MONTHS FOR

$100

Now On All Newsstands
MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR SUBSCRIPTION

r

The Copy

4-Color Cover
Over 100 Illustrations
96

Papes -9x12 in.

EVERYDAY SCIENCE AND MECHANICS

RC -11

98 Park Place. New York. N. Y.
I encloue herewith One Dollar for which ynn are
rl pt Ion to I: %EHYDAY 41 9 ENCk.
to enter my

AND

MBI'IIANIC'$ for the next Right Monthv.
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l'Ity
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.,,
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,,,,,.,, .,
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switch off the set or remove the '80 and read
the meter. This reading, which is wade before any balancing adjustments are performed, is to be recorded.
With the set switch on and the jacter
then balanced at ecru, press button I) to
increase the sensitivity and make any further adjustments of 1' necessary to get ft
zero reading; remove any tube from the
set and compare the reading with it chart;
if all is well with this tube and its fissueiated circuit, we will obtain a similar reading every time we test the same stage in a
similar set. This reading is the "normal"
one to be used in making up our chart for
this particular set. However, if the bias
or plate supply to this tube is not right,
then the reading will differ from normal,
thus indicating a defective circuit or tube.

4f

f
I

GREATEST TUBE SALE OF i931
THE

All tubes
the

toutou satisfaul tun.
tube sale has noter been conducted.
COMPLETE STOCK ALWAYS READY FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENTS
Order fout this page and note the tattooing terns: No rader wonted ber
les, than $5.ou. It is ma r
ary ta real the full amount of cash moth the
order as lung as parr order is
tompanied by 20',;. of the ca lue. Shipment will
has nut gi ten
Such an amazing

that

a

Fat fury. Neo ark.
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Fig. 4
laminations should be so arranged (.4)
that no air -nap exists in the core.

Now remove each tube in turn, and make
comparison with the chart for that particular type of set. Disregard all normal
readings and concentrate on those which
are abnormal.
Use an ordinary analyzer
on the defective circuit. substituting good
tubes if necessary, and the work is clone
almost before it is started.
Each model of every make requires a
one -line dart showing normal current flow
before bucking out the current with potentiometer P, and one value for each tube
in the set.
I suggest that as no two testers
will be alike, that each tester have its own
set of charts made by the constructor; using
the vertical Culunm to the left, on char'
ordinariy- supplied with every Cnmierci ti
analyzer. This chart can only he clade by
taking readings on a perfect set of each
model, and recording the normal values.
To service battery -type sets, open the
"11- -" to the set and connect the `Speed
'l'ester" into the circuit via jack J, Fig. :3,
and pruitced as in servicing A.C. sets. Receivers usill_ 'Sr: ('am also be tested with
this instrmnnt. Lot sets using gaseous rev I¡fiers (lidythcuis) require one adapter for
the plug and another for the socket, the
construction for which is shown in Fig. 5.
\s further refinements :mir malle in titis
interesting tester, they will be published.

2,11.\
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i-iarger bulb
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limited quantity
Rectifier mer.ury r:q "n
DISCOUNTS: 100 tubes and over

II

brass base.

e

ARCO TUBE COMPANY

30
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10 %.

500 tubes an d over

NEW TYPE TUBES
UT -230-- Sercen Crut Radio Freq.
Amu,.
1'Y- 237 -Detector .Amputer
UY- 238- 1'rnver Amplifier Pentsde
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in the announcement of a large adscrtising agency (N. \C.. \vrr & Son) that their
new uftitrs in Nvw York City include "a
radio studio fully equipped for transmitting
progr ens to several eonference rooms, in
which advertisers may hear their programs
precisely is they will sound when pad on the

air. From the new studio programs may be
broadcast direct by land-wire hook -up with
transmitting stations."

". \LI)F:N'S" New .Analyzer l'lug Handle with "Locking Feature" for Adapters.
7ile analyzer of every serviceman should lic equipped
with the new plug. It is no
longer necessary to attach :Adapters be means of screws. New
:Adapters for every
purpose equipped with center stud which securely Iotks to Analyzer
Plug.
Simply insert the plug into .Adapter. It locks itself. Snap
the button and the
Adapter is off.
is done quicker than said."
9041. .Analyzer l'iug with UN liase
List $3.00
903L .Analyzer Plug with UY It-ice
3.00
Can i.e furnished with any length cable completely assembled. Simply "
add
symbol "C" to part number.
US [lase is furnished with 6 wire braided cable. Four wires connected
to prongs one wire to screen grid and
sixth to center latch.
UV Lase has six awes five to prongs the
and the six to screen grid.
9041.0 with five foot cord
I lot $5.00
905LC with five foot cord
"
5.110
For total additional fma
25
945 1). S.
UN to UY :Adapter for use with 9041. Plug. Cathmle circuit
connected to center last
1.25
954 1'). S. UY to l'N Adapter for use with 9051. Plug
1.25
Also .Adapters for tube changem.ers or with tapped circuits. split
and any
connection desired. We have or will make the .Adapter to meet circuits
your needs.
Molded

'It

.

FOR PROGRAMS' SPONSORS
I) \- Iaf' l'ISIN(;'S development is shown

NEW ADAPTERS FOR PENTODE TUBES

"NA .tLI)" Adapter No. 954 ICI'C is ttserl for replacing the 245 tidies with
the new 247 Pentode "Dube
I ist 81.00 each
The following adapters make possible the testing of tubes ami
tube surcuits
'33. 37. '47. type tubes in cour present checker or analyzer. of the new
954 KIT for use with Jewell 2119 and 210 Tube
Checkers
"
I)ay rad
..
" " " Sterling
"
list $1.00
each
974 for use with Jewell .Analyzers
7.50
945äI. & 954G1. for use with Weston 547. 565. 566
1.50
975 for use with \Veston Tube Checker 533. 555, 565
1.00
Supreme Tube Testers
97511 for use with Ilickok St! 4600
2.50
954K for use with Sterling Set Testers
1.23
976 & 977 for use with Supreme 400 Series 976
1.50
977
1.75
The new

.

and laminated Sockets. Cables and Speaker
Send for Free Catalog.

Plugs.

ALDEN PRODUCTS COMPANY
715 Centre Street

Uprrativa Alden .tluuu)actn rime

Dept. T

Co.

Brockton, Mass.

RADIO'S GREATEST SERVICE MANUAL
is now in the process of preparation. Be sure to
read the announcement on page 262 and learn
about the many new things that are to be incorporated in the 1932 OFFICIAI, RADIO
SERVICE MANUAL.
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,anuutrrrlul set .mu lyzers.
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50C The
Radio Set

itAISIA

a way that it includes every
process in the whole chain of wireless events,
from the microphone at the transmitter, to
the loud speaker at the receiver.
The principal features which must he considered in conjunction with the siilebanet
theory, and which had not been eonsidered
up to the time of the publication of my
paper, are, firstly, the damping- of the receiver, and secondly, the rectifier.

theory in such

LVZERS
and

How To Use
Them

Rush Coupon TODAY!
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.,
ne -is
96.98 Park Place, New York. N. Y.
I enclose herewith. fifty (SOr) rents, for which
.end me a r ps' of your book 'Radio Set
Dna bzrra and HOW no 1 -sr Them."
Name
Address

Pity and State

J

DR. JAMES ROBINSON.

Editor, IlAnto-CR.tt-i':
Doctor Robinson is correct in the above
statements. At the time I prepared the
Stc'node article for RAnlo -CR urr little w'as
known about the system in this country and
I gathered as much data as I could from
foreign sourees; and while ankh of this was
contradictory and incomplete, I connected
the information together in a formi that apparently explained the complete system in
the only logical manner possible.
It is not a question of whether or not
sidebands exist. Dr. Robinson never said
that they did not exist. They exist in the
same planner that various components of
forces exist in a parallelogram of forces,
alt)
gh the net result acts in
' direction. The main question centers on the
width of the frequency- response band of
the quartz crystal, which is as yet, I believe, not definitely known. 'l'he e'ryst1t1 reacts so strongly an the associated circuits
that an exact measurement is very difficult
to nuke. (See note below.)
'l'he crystal acts as a filter. If it was
l00% perfect, it would filter out all modulations and would pass only an undamped
wave of the frequency of the carrier. But
it is not a perfect filter; therefore it passes
modulations, the amount depending upon
the frequency of the
nclulat' s.
'l'he
higher the modulation frequency, the less it
passes, and vice versa. This is the same as
saying that the higher the sideluul frequency, the more it is "cut,' by the selective
c'irc'uit.
:Intl the resultant audio quality
would i.e pour; the high notes would be con siderahl' weakened, and the tone would
sound deep and drnmmoy.
For this reason it was assumed, since Dr,
Robinson (tainted to obtain excellent tone
quality, that frequear5 modulation existed to
It slight extent in all amplitude modulated
Laves. ,% test indicating that the frequency
of some broadcast stat
do not vary by
more than two cycles in the course of a
few hours would not affect the deduction,
because the frequency modulation considered would be that which varied at a rate
up to 5900 per second, and would be present only when the carrier was modulated
in the usual wan'. I was not aware that any
tests had been made to ttt.:hstire the noon I4
of frequency ulochdatiun, if any, present in
the ordinary broadcast wane; but it would
only have to be very slight to affect the
highly selective crystal circuit in the Stenode. I would like to see a test Made with
a Stcnode receiver tuned to a transmitter
which was only frequency modulated.
There is one point about the Stenoele
which I believe needs further explanation.
In the Stenoele, the audio quality at the
detector output is very poor; the sidebancls
mu
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so
toit the (nigh notes are
reduced fan' below normal, the %ohmic tap(ling off VIMsiderally as the frequency increases. To compensate for this, the atiiur
amplifier is designed to give the opposite
effect; that i., amplify more efficiently as
the frcqucnc increases, so that the net
result is n prtietioiIly straight line characteristic giving true toue quality. Now,
since the audio amplifier offsets the highly
selective characteristic of the crystal circuit.
tvhy isn't the net result the saule n. that
obtained from an ordinary set of Mill tit il
ln ke. selectivity?
However, the proof of the pudding is in
the rafting thereof. I have recently had the
pleasure of having the Stenoele c
plctely
demonstrated to me. ;mil as far as results
are cone'erned, it certainly does all that is
claimed for it. By direct comparison with
one of the better class superheterotlync seta

arc cut

of the usual variety. the Stenoele was actually superior in tine quality, and gave
ci en Letter response on the higher audio
frequencies. - \lid as to selerticity, stations
that coutil be heard over al few degrees On
the dial of the ordinary set (mild be tuned
completely in and out on the Stenoele on
a motion of the dial so slight that the eye
could hardly perceive it.
CLYDE

J. Fercit.

(Note.) Graphs of the response of quartz plates
for extensional nodes (involving areal dilatation)
and that mode termed by hint "longitudinal oscil-

lation' which involves displacements

w'hicat

are

directed principally imrallel to the thickness; and
also corresponding values of decrement. are risen
by ,\. Meissner in the Proc. 1.12.1:,, Vol, 15, 1927,
pp,

281

to 296.

Although the latest

results of the experiments
of K. S. Van Iirke, which are being conducted at
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., have not
as yet been published, formulas he derived for the
analogous constants of quartz plates (from which
at least indications of the probable decrement may
be gained), have appeared in the Proc. LIt.E.,
Vol. 16, 1928, pp. 742 to 764.

Sound
Recording
(Con tinted from. ¡alte 289
previously stated); that is, by marking n
record as the pointer fluctuates about a
certain point in the scale. If the record
is too loud, the gain must he cut down and
the test made on'r again.
l'he 350,000 ohm potentiometer PI in the
grid circuit of \1 is used for varying the
voltage of the input signal to the tube.
t ms determining the utaxinnun (three -quarter) swing of the needle of meter M.

Jr

mom

f,

R

O

SIGNAL

S

(PLIED

liourA
tus

msallnem
-EG

W.

PLATE CURRENT

DRAWN WHEN

C `B AS

+EG

PLATE CURRENT

WITH NO SIGNAL

VOLTAGETO BE MEASURED

Fig. 5
Duc to the man-linearity of Clac grid .oltoec
plate -current curve, the average plate current
is greater with a signal than without one,

STOP SHOPPING!!
-

HERE'S a NEW plan, which saves you money. Stop shopping
the lowest prices are right on this page. Yes, lower than in
our own catalog. Why? Because no house can get out a new catalog every month, but by advertising in this magazine we, can bring

you the latest and lowest prices up to the time this ad is printed.
We watch our competitors and do not allow anyone to undersell
us. We meet ANY price on NEW merchandise. Order direct from
this page and save money. 100% satisfaction on every transaction.

Pacent "250"
Power Auditorium Amplifier
One of

the

Most Powerful Super
Power Am
princes ever
made.

Now $8.75
CONTAINS 2 STAGES SUPER POWER
A.F. AMPLIFICATION
This fames amplifier is provided with Input
and output transformers for working from a
photograph pick -up Into a 2000 -ohm trans mission line or into the coupling transformer
furnished with lutist dynan le reproducers.
The tubes required are une '26. one '50 and
ems '81 rectifier.
where maximum output Is
not rmluired a 'ill may be substituted for
the '50 in the output. Automatic adjustment
takes care of the discrepancy in voltages.
The undistorted mower output is 2.5 watts`
enough for four small dynamic reproducers.
This degree of power output provides satisfaetury coverage for auditoriums having a
volume of 25,000 cubic feet. The Input voltage neersary to provide maximum output is

This tier,' -umter analyzer has selector switch
for eherk11g all Warts of tube circuits by
cunuert i ng to the set s «kegs. Selection for
testing voltages of plate, grid. cathode and screengrid dune yuirkb' and ass urately. Plate current,
filament colts, line and bower supply volts are
measured. Grid suing test for tubes used. Just
push one button for screen -grid and other button
for other tubes. 5lakea hating of all type tubes
simple and thorough. 44-volt grid battery Is
furnished. Battery is used for grid test and
continuity testing of transformers, chokes, etc.
Capacity aiutl resistance charts fnmislaed showing use of instruments for testing condensers,
also measuring resistances up to 100,000 ohms.
Eight scale readings of meters may be used separately with the j0rk terminals provided. Scale
resisting. are 0 -60- :100 -d0w D.C. volts. 0- 10 -H0.
700 A.C. colts and 0.2_0- 120 milliamperes. A.. and D.C. filament voltages eve a enirately
measured oil the one meter. Strung
s with leatherette covering. Attractive. l'mwpae(.
Size 10?jx354xt inches. Shipping weight 15 lbs. List Price $25.00.
No. 700-READRITE ANALYZER.
YOUR PRICE
,

$1470

Ideal for theatres seating approximately 3,000
people, dance halls, schools, lectures, hospitals, auditoriums, outdoor gatherings, etc..
etc.
The gigantic power is at all times
within control -tor that matter, it can be
used in any home, as the vehme can be
regulated down to a whisper:

PHONOGRAPH AMPLIFIER -PUBLIC
ADDRESS AMPLIFIER SYSTEM. ETC.
input stage maker
canning up" periml unnecessary.
the long
Shipping weight, 30 Ms. Oserait sire, 16x
9% a 6 ?a" high. List Price. $90.00.
No. 1925- Pacent Model 250 Power
Amplifier (less tubes). Your Price "'"

75

Nett Hook -Ups, oto
350

,

Illustrations,

NEW! NEW!!

1

No. 1520 -Baldwin

YOUR PRICE

"Rival" Unit.

6

MONTHS GUARANTEED NEONTRON TUBES
Rohl on a 8 MONTHS FREE REPLACEMENT GUARANTEE
BASIS. PROVIDING TUBE LIGHTS! All tubes are carefully
meter -tested before shipment, and carefully packed. Do not
confuse these 111011 QUALITY tubes with aq other "low
mired" tubes-our low prices are possible because we do a
VOLUME Inns loess!

Choice

1

226

83c ea.

Choice of

Cholee
-15

112_.5.

00.5.-199X

227

29IÁ

45

$6.25

$14.69

171A

Baldwin RIVAL Speaker Unit

perfect
radio
short-ware receiver
for use between 17
and 84 meters. To
put Into operation,
connect antenna,
A

a short -wave

"li."

SPECIAL
loud speaker unit bearing the world
Designed for use
famous ItaWwin mark.
with boo lytw speakers or with old style
phonographs. Complete alth cord. Sh lupine
weight I lb. POSITIVELY LOWEST PRICE
THIS UNIT HAS EVER BEEN SOLD.

NOT A CONVERTER

converter that converts any broadcast
set Into a superheterodyne hort -wave re- ground, 45 -volt
anti
ceiver. Elmmploy's Vireo
6 -volt
"A" batteries, and
227 tubes and coven
from 20 to 115 me- headphones to the
ters. No plug -in coils! posts provided. plug
Cull switch is used to In a type '01A
cover all wavelengths. tube, and tune Ind
Single dial control, An Ingenious cirno body apacity. no cuit makes possisqueals. Thisconver- ble a 4 -coil single -winding plug -In design.
ter has built -in fila- 'Phis little instrument has the same sensitivment transformer to ity as many big, shielded shun -wave receivheat the three 227's. ers costing; ten times as much. A power
All you need to obtain from your receiver Is amplifier may be added for any degree of
flume.
Complete with 4 plug -In roils.
a positive B voltage anywhere from 45 to
Ito rolls. Voltage is not critical: no moles- Ilan tine vernier dial for precision tuning.
tation of the receiver. So simple a child Never has a tint class short -wave set sold
This short wavy vet
tan operate It. Size 7 x 10 x 5 Inches. for se little money.
Shipping weight, 8 lbs. List Price $25.00. measures 5t4x7x in, high. over all. Ship.
weight, 3 lbs. List price. 912.50.
No. 1814-Super Converter (less
No. 1668 -World -Wide 9..W. Set.
tubes). YOUR PRICE
Your pries

e

.L

World -Wide Short -Wave Set

Superheterodyne S-W Converter
At last

Additional
with dia-

Other articles: Moderntzing Old Radio Sets: now
to Convert Battery to Power Sets: Selection of
Tubes; Push -Pull Amplifiers; Replacing Lndlo
Transformers: Phono Attachments; How to Choose
Power Tran.furmers; Vuttaee THOM,: Vattege
of Power Transformer.: Selecting and Installing
Replacement Parts in Radio Sets; Filter Condensers: Repairing Eliminators.
WRITE TODAY. Enclose 2 cents for postage.
Treatise sent by return mall

BRAND NEW

Make money revamping
the old battery set. This
power transformer used
in Earl Model 22 receiver supplies "A." "It"
and "C" potentials for:
tan '27's (or screen grid '21'e), three '26's,
two 'TIA's and one '8O
orectifier; total current
utput of high -voltage
winding at maximum
output (about 200 volts)
Is NO ma. High-voltage secondary. filament
winding for '27', and for 'TtA's are enter
tapped. Size. 3ei x 3 x ^-3 inches. 16 long
leads and full wiring direct tuns, Shi pining
weight 5 lbs. List Price, $7.50.
No. 1410 -Earl Transformer (with.
7 ,73
out brackets). YOUR PRICE.... W 1
No. 1411 -Earl Transformer, the
same but with mounting brackets..
1.98

EVER

Tone Quality of (sld Sets; Connecting
Until Speakers: all fully illustrated
grams.

t a75

Earl Power Transformers

illustrations.

POSITIVELY THE GREATEST
PUT OUT BY ANYONE. Among
matters listed are:
VACUUM TUBE TREATISE. with many illustrations: full page L'anmm Tube Average Chareeteri.ctic ('hart: How to Take ('are of Your Tithes; How
to Conneet Phonograph l'Irk -ups; Improving the
0

BOOK

Use of the '26 tube In Une

or

I

Use new

A

The Latest and Cleverest Tool for Radio
Sonieeinan. The only device that enables
you to LOOK AROUND COILNERS or
CNDEItNEATH inaccessible spots.
Your
vision Is ONLY in a straight line, but with
the Mirrorremote you can look aound a 45
degree antis. You eau now look under the
whole chassis and see every nut, every wire,
ever socket. behind condensers. transformers, etc.
This is made possible by the
powerful pocket flashlight to which Is attached a GENUINE DENTAL MAGNIFY
ING MIRROR. Mirror clips on or o0 so
flashlight ran be used alone if desired. The
cleverest device yet. Complete with battery
and bulb. Shipping weight 6 tits
No. 1895 -Mirror- Pentite. List Price
0e7
$2.50. YOUR PRICE

,

I

1

II

280

19111'V -120
221

171

89c ea.

NEW

Choice

79e ea,

222
210
250

Choice

Choice

230

235

231

247

281

2::2

1.58 ea.

1.08 ea.

1.50 ea.

advertised tubes are guaran wed UNCONDITIONALLY for six months.
The prices are slightly higher than our NEONTRUNS because Viese tubes are of much
See listing above for tube numbers.
(lustre I Choice
Choice I Choice
Choice I Choice
I

ARE A WHOLESALE HOUSE AND
NOTE ACCEPT ORDERS FOR LESS THAN $3.00.
It C. O. D. shipment is desired, please remit 20%
remittance,, which moat accompany all orders,
If full cash accompanies order, deduct 2% discount.
Send money order-certified check -U. S. stamps.

Price
76e

Prise
96e

Price

I

86e

I
I

Price

$1.76

Price

1

II

$1.46

Price
82.09

Radio Trading Co.
23 West Broadway
New York, Na Y.
1

ABC Voltages
In addition tosupplying a full 250
volts to tino plates
and 50 vultx no Use
grids of teen type
'45 tubes in push Pallh this traf t.
former mar he
turd to light the
so.
of seven
right 3.5-volt
eight

80

Supplies All
Watts

I',

I1

POwet

tslbes-

and by n,,nnert ing
II series two of
the three 2.5-volt
"lutinent seconda rlcs It 1a possible
e ntente

too.

secondaries:

Five
-

T.;

-5

g
]

V..
V.,

Amp.; 52-310 V,

2

3

T.:

Cent.

Are

,tor.; 55-rm

3

AmP-

addresfar
for plildr

ade

fog up a creen
public address amplifier
th use a screen-grid r
amplifier
boost
the output f a microphone
senti or phonograph

-up: Ln punie this with two stages of
the
Wes rnnsl5
two
In We flat
first stage ami two '45's in tir .errand.
second.
Bottom of mounted al lint Bakelite panel an
are mounted all taps.
ara
outperforms
ANY tints r transformer. Many
Men
keep this model
ssIn
on hand for
r adio
replacements 2 hundreds
g,
of makes
d radio5 sens,
sets.
For
0-120 3oltsI
cycles.
Size: 5 In. high a 4 x 3$ .0.
In.
Shlnping
weight. S Ibo List Price, SI5.00.
No. 1450-Thordanen Power
$3
Transformer, YOUR PRICE
W
push

ii4

Flewelling- Dayton SW Adapter
This wonderful Instrument connects to any
A.C. radio set by putting into tube socket In
place of the tube (which
mast he a type '27. or
"heater" tube) the plug
which Is on the end of
Its 2 -ft. cable: then put

tube Into tube - socket of
adapter. Remove aerial
from broadcast set and
connect to antenna poet

onadapter. Specialplugin cull No. 1 covers a
wavelength band of 17
to 29 meters; trail No.

-il

2.

27 -28 m et,rs:

e

No. 3, 47
meters. Piva -in coil In In
atires come with the adapter. 5%x7',s
high, overall. Ship. weight 4 lbs.

-

No,

1

s-

I"

1613
Dayton Flewellin6 Short-Wave
Adapter. List Price. $15.110.
YOUR PRICE (without tube)...

$4.93

Short -Wave Converter
Build

a short wave eoneerier at lostest prise on
record, but with Schiich
excellent resulta a r e
obtainable nevertheless.
The voltage for the three
227 tubes used may be
obtained from an aternal filament transformer
or from a secondary
winding of 254 volts In
a power pack.
Wavelength from 30 to 110
meters. No plug -In coils; coil switch is
used to rover wave band. Single dial tuning'
110 grunting,
no holy capacity. no squeals.
Leak -condenser modulation. Converter consisting of all parts (less filament transformer)
Inrinding cabinet, panel. diagram and 1page Instruction sheet (less tubes).
ec

*'

No. 1819 -YOUR PRICE.
Ne. 1615--6 -Volt Battery Medal, game price.

High- Voltage Condenser Units

R.C.A. LICENSED TRIAD AND PERRYMAN TUBES
These nationally
better quality.

- -

Miniature Power Plant

Just the
lhig

The new Summer Edition of our greatly cull.
1(5.1)0) SERVIE TREATISE has just r,
.IT
the press.
If you
liked the Winter
Issue. pal
will like this one a huntinel -fold. It contains
35s75
new hook -ups, Irrupt diagram s. and some
n

A

Slot
Cent

New 36 page Summer Edition No. s3

but .025 volts.

RADIO MIRROR PENLITE

THORDARSON
"245" Power Transformer

NEW READRITE Analyzer

We
eo these condenser, unconditionally. They'
are Ideal for general replacement purposes and can
be Installed In any new
power -park. All condensers are furnished with
8 -inch lengths of tinned "push- back" wire.
600 VOLTS
800 VOLTS
Cat.
Mt d.
Your
Cat.
Mid.
Your
No. Capac. Pries
Na
Casse. Price
1702
1703
1704
1705

'

)

$0.25

2

.40
.80

1708

.30
4

2
1708

4

90

70
1.05

ORDER FROM THIS PAGE. You will find special
prices from time to time in thia magazine. Get our
big FREE catalog for the greatest Radio Bargains,
Should you wish goods shipped by parcel post, be
sure to include sufficient extra remittance for same.

Any exeess will be refunded.

R
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PEERLESS 12 AUDITORIUM
DYNAMIC SPEAKER

CLEAR AS A BELL

The Peerless Dynamic Speaker is positively the last word in efficiency and powerful reproduction.
As a suitable companion it is housed in a beautiful two -toned Sonora walnut cabinet of excellent
workmanship. This speaker is properly fitted in a chamber 15" deep, 17.-4" wide and 18" high. The
front is baffled with ;14" thick baffle board cut out to fit the cone of the speaker. No rattling, no
distortion but just a perfect reproduction of sound. Built with double heavy duty A.C. rectifiers
and the famous Elkon hum condenser added makes reception perfect. For that matter it is
equally suited with ordinary sets, employing the average type of audio amplification systems.
using as low as 90 volts "B" current.
Will work with any set, regardless of output

List, $155.00
OUR NET PRICE

characteristics. Overall dimensions: 40" high,
24" wide. 12" deep. For 110 volts, 50 -60 cycle
A.C. Shipping weight, 60 lbs.

CELLS
.

-inIll Type

43.90
5.90
7.90

_.

Type. srupol
Caesium Type, lame

A -B -C POWER PACKS

TELEVISION
TUBES

PHOTOELECTRIC

3.90

NEW TUBES AT $1.00 EACH
\ Y3,,
2,t1
\ 237
\ 232
1.X 2;is
\ 235
tS 551
1

I

i

'l"'
rhaws

..f :Ilmmst tiny type. Foch
pack is rv,mplete with collage divider,
filter condensers, filter choke, by-pass
condensent, and taps for intermediate

Pentode. screen -grid, variable-mu. and all the
powared faim mue of these packs. The characteristics
Type
A.
Filament
supply for tour type
Type B. Filament sup'26 tubes. one '27,
ply for four type '24
tt m
and all
7 I .t'.,
or'27 luises, two '45's
',u. Plate l'ntent ial.
'AO.
Plat,.
and an
,..its; mal the
potential, 1 so; und
'. d taxe r.laiaue
"U' for the `15's.

PENTODE ADAPTER

This Pentode Adapter permits the insertion of a
type 247 Pentode Power Tube in place of the type
245 tube. Simply remove 245 tube. and insert the
Adapter. and ping in the 247.

I

$120

L

hot

he

follows:
Type C. Filament supI
ply fur four typo
I

-,

..r

-

$675

OUR PRICE
FOR ANY TYPE

MAGNAVOX DYNAMIC SPEAKER
MODEL 110
110- Single Pentode (2500

-

Cone and required Baffle Hole
73.á inches; Height
Rase to Center of Cone 45,
inches; Overall Height 9 - 1/32
inches; Overall Depth 4 -1/16
inches: Overall Width S -13/16
inches; Front to Center Line of
Front Holes in Three Sided
Upright Rase 1 inch; Front to
Center Lflse to Rear Holes in
three Sided Upright Base 3
inches; Spacing of Holes Uptight Rase Side to Side 4 - 13/16
inches.

ohms).

110- Push
ohms

Pull

245

(2500

).

Cone and Required Baffle Hole
lianleter 7 34 ": Height. Base to
t'enter of Cone. 4y8"; Height,
overall, 9),". Depth, Overall,
It
5/32 "; Width, Overall.

r

J

-

gis`

,':,I

$ 345

OU
NET
PRICE

are F.O.B. New York, and subject to prior sale.
deposit of 20.. is required with every order.
may be paid on delivery. Or, deduct 2 °ó if full
is sent with order.

All offers
Terms:
Balance
amount

may

tuhev

each are as

I

130 Push Pull 245 15000 ohms).
130 Push Pull 245 (2500 ohms).
130 Single 245 (2500 ohms).
130 Single 245 (5000 ohms 1.

PRICE

other

mf

or '27 tubes. Iseo
pentodes, and an
rectifier. Plate put uti:a, 250 sons; and
"C" for the '47's.
.7I.t tulas.
'ts is provided with tap- al pplying the usual R.F..
Each of ih. se
detector. and A.F. voltages. These .t.Ii.C. Power Cuits are _oint Hl,e

MAGNAVOX DYNAMIC SPEAKER
MODEL 130

OUR

por

.t,"

unit.

1

Diameter

at ra,.

voltages (R.F., Detect or, .L.F., etc.)
Two bads are provided for c
ctiou to a dynamic npnslucer field;
or the circuit may lw completed through a tiller choke supplied svilh caris
instrument, when the npn slucr is n magnetic, or self-powered dynamic

1

OUR
NET
PRICE

110w

Vlan.

14_" Cathode

I

- lo the Service
custom set
est..riment. r. ,,ia
builder three m.dits .d
lacks
d.sigu..l Io supply
°ln," and
pohnl tans to Indio receiver
There are

$3.90

1" Cathode

$19.50

A

GRENPARK CO., Dept.

5

4/

t'A

DO NOT WRITE FOR CATALOG!
RC. 245 Greenwich Street, New York, N.Y.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Famous Model "G" Gordon
Phono -Motor and Turntable

Fixed Pigtail Resistors

First time at this price. Ruggedly constructed
throughout. Spanish felt gears assure silence.
Equipped with automamtic stop control.
Induction type. no brushes.
Easy to install
exceptionally quick starting torque.
For 11
silt 60 cycle alternating current. Proven dependability has made this New Gordon Electric
Phonograph Motor and Turntable the accepted
-tandard of ex,ellence for the(
industry.
pent 14.111c
First time at

500
1,000
1,500
1,800
4,000
4.700
6,000

-

-

t h i

j

price.

s

pier
profit and build
good will with
Make

80,000
40,000
60,000

250,000
1

2

7Sc

$8-95
7

List

in general use.
Dimension:
Height
9
inches, width 8a¡ inches.
depth 7 inches.
For
A.C. current.

,I'
'il
'

v

IP`

1\

-`,-

same as

OUR PRICE

Condenser Block for
Majestic
"B" Eliminator

PRICE

tsi'R

Gordon Acme 4 Pick -Up
with Volume Control
will not

,.how wear n
plated metal.
Faithfully reproduces the entir
musical range.

"4`

will

PRICE

OUR

man.

.
aliti
t

ii,,

Leads-

dealer

,iirru.

,,

re

or
it..

Eafli-

..

tacked to testing meter or electrical apparato

,nt

vullage

1t.

rult
rritiral:

41
-

.

20'; with the order and articles will he
C.O.D.
Order any of the abo,e articles direct from this page. And be sure to
ask for the catalog. It means money to you!
shipped

oil

1;

l'Itit

r,roher.

Weight

$14e70

RADIO CIRCULAR CO.
225 Varick St.
New York City

from this page!

TEAR IT OUT NOW!(

RADIO CIRCULAR CO.. 225 Varick Street, New York City
a,1

tae

n-

li -led

bete ».

I

»Ill

pay balance upon receipt

Send

of merslim d,-.

for

FREE

catalog!

I RADIO CIRCULAR CO.
1 225 Varick Street, New York City

I

flea , ,erel
our ralalog of radio bargains
,sate a profil on.
lersland this obligate. me in no way.
I

I \ame

\unie
-

1.

2.10

Send

frmu

\'ultage
111141,

of
the
7x10x5 fn.

input).

upon.

control.

lso

40
ORDER DIRECT.
on000n

t

Luill-fn
fi . i.t
homer 10 heal tn'I its,.
All
lits
need
(bur
rehr Is

.el, and It

41111V.

tap of 12 and 17 121,_ V.)
3 Volts 12811).
High voltage for B supply.
If,tall of above.
No. 12 and 17 -212 in. volts high :nap.
'',
OUR PRICE

These arc only a few samples of the values to
be found in our catalog. It is full of items on
which you can make Iron. :11') to 3110', profit.
And the best of them is, they are sound, well
known, trademarked articles you can depend

ni

o

dia!

le

6- Primary

S- Center

FREE Catalog -means money to you

t'uert-

meters.,
foil
.

_.

I.C.A. Test

converter

in to a short
Employs

and

Used For

1

In European .tat ion.

hell.

3

Be

No. J and 14No. lu and 13No.
(.'encor

built.

ever

-281

safely be overload High voltages,
colts at 1511 mils on
tither side of center
tali.
Extra large case
especially
designed
to
prevent overheating.

No.
No.

AIR -KING
five greatest

1

Any Power Antptitier
Using 245 Tubes
Size: 41, x 5 x 5t2 inches.
No. 1- Center tap of 9 and 14 15 volts).
No. 2 and 4 -2!i, Volts.
No. 5 and 7 -1 in. V. High amp. 1226).

Superheterodyne S.W. Converter

Genuine Bake:ite arm with
beautiful natural wood fin-

6 -2226.

e s.

Can

l.

$3.95

l'ItI('E

ish

$2.95

to -parr. Osol Wdi)
w'a lout raining.
Equipped
highly sensitive oversize
uri and drltiur unit. Faith
reprn,mruon from the faimoldper to fullest toluene or a
hand.
List $20.00

r

$2.75

OUR
PRICE

,

$3.45

Magnetically
,lied preventing hum.
11,

Kolster K -6 Speaker

Replacement
fo r
defectic,
blocks in "B" Eliminators
identical in electrical characteristics and outside dimensions.
Can also be used in any make
"B" Eliminsl
's, ll :i- m..
power pad.

E

50c

use
with
1 -227
and

1'-e

resistance,

226

PItR

Power Transformer

original.
HOOK-UP
wire to 280, black

red
to
detector
Plate. Wire from
can to ground.

OCit

,

VICTOR ABC

Green
to
R.F. plate, yellow to Power
Tube
plate,
white to first
audio by -pass, white to C.T.

$5.95

.,1 -4

"

PRICE

OUR

-

of

OUR

$3e95

For Model 37 and 38 Sets
Ideal filtering system for ANY
make A. C. set using 171 -A
tube.
Contains proper choi.,and high voltage conden -,
Flexible
wire colored le.,,,

;,1

-e.

This Nathaniel Baldwin unit is
one of the finest.
For phonoraph. automobile and portable
radio outfits. We offer this famous unit now at a sensationally
reduced price.

Atwater -Kent
Condenser & Filter Block

1

,y
c

87.00

$18.00

_,-

/

Baldwin Rival Unit

(Genuine R.C.A.)

Farrand Dynamic Chassis

unit

List

4

Fada,

Knapp, Sentinel, Metro,
General Instrument.
Philco (Elkon equipped)
and also on Elkon 3
amp.. and
Briggs &
Stratton chargers.

attractive tapestry.

Q9

i

Bernard,

Icon,

PER DOZ

OUR PRICE

Famed for its simplicity
and reliability.
Easily
installed in all types of
radio
or
phonograph
consoles.
Tonal range
and fidelity superior to
any other reproducing

Megoh nr
Megohms

Loudspeaker 103

R. C. A.

"A

Eliminators
for
Majestic.
Mayolian. Webster, ElStandard on

A beautiful speaker, superb in its
faithful
reproduction.
Molded
by

$:to. no

OUR
PRICE

everyone.

Disc Rectifier

75,000
100,000
125,000
150,000

10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000

OUR PRICE

New Type Elkon Dry

frame and pedestal resemble hand
carved ink. Mechanism concealed

a

List

OHMS

--

i

Al -o please .end catalog.

.'
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RADIO -CRAFT

318-320

November,

1931

twill train you
at home

e

'

Radio Job! Special Free Offer
addii.m

In

send
If you nre earning n penny less than S7.0 a week,
in Radio.
for my book of information on the apport unities
It is free. ('lip the coupon NON'. Why be satisfied 'with

Ste* a week
are many times greater
than I ever expected they
would be when I enrolled.
They seldom fall under
If your
$100 a week.
course cost four or five
tines more I would still
consider it a good invest-

ment."

E. E. WYINBORNE
1267 W. 48th St..

Norfolk, Va.

"Before I entered Radio
was making $:15 a week.
Last week I earned $11
servicing and sell in g
11

Radios. I owe my success
to N. R. L You started
me off on the right foot."
J. A. VAUGHN
8107 S. Grand Blvd..
St. Louis, Mo.

a menthe

You have many lobs to choose from
Use engineers, operators. station
managers and pay $1,SÚ0 to $í,110U a year. Manufacturers
continually need testers, inspectors, foremen. engineers, service men, buyers, for jobs paying up to $7,500 a year. Shipping companies use hundreds of Radio operators. give them
world -wide travel with board and lodging free and a salary
of $80 to $150 a month. Dealers and jobbers employ service
men, salesmen, buyers, managers. and my $30 to $100 a
Week. There are ninny other opportunities too. My book
tells you about them.

"In looking over my
find I made 8500
records
from January to May in
1

my spare time. My best
week brought me $107.
I have only one regret
regarding your course
should have taken
it long ago."
HOYT MOORE
R. R. 8, Box 919,

-1

Indianapolis, Ind.,

Making

how

for
I,.

ivne

reduce

Home Experiments

Tou can build oler 100
Arrois with these outih -.

/alibi

voit

uent

,elth

sed

In

and

pell-

the YIr.uu
tyro. ley,
.tt-

Et erredi
ter - Kent.
Zenith.
and
Yen
ether I.oplar en.
o
how
hr.e
learn
urk. I
In make them
.urk. Thl make- Iearoing at home rie.y,
clouding. pro. lhal.

to

.

il ajest le.

1

t

Iam doubling and tripling the

Special training iu Talking Movies. Television and home
Television exiler' n ts. )tad io's use in Aviation. Servicing
and Merchandising Sets, Broadcasting. ('om inereial and Ship
Stations are included. I sun so sure that I can train you
satisfactorily that I will agree in writing to ref mud every
penny of your tuition if you are not satisfied with my
Lessons luid instruction Service upon completing.

salaries of many
in one year andY;

less Find out about":
this quickway to
BIGGER RFß

qjr

64-page book of Information FREE
Get your copy today. It tells you where Radio's

1 MX

to blab le
Tested

Act Quickly
will giveYou my new 8 OUTFITS
of RADIO PARTS for practical

Talking Movies, Television, Aircraft Radio included

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute Dept.,
Washington, D. C.

.le
I'll

1tr-

Iw, :t In externally led
dynamic speakers, how to
operate 25 yrle apparatus
on KU eyrie current. hot.
A. I'.
to operate 110
relters or I). t'.. how
to shield sets from la-al
Interference are tier of
.d red.
s abjertx
t
'there are 23 other, Out
)Iii., valuable book hi
mailing the coupon now.

Broadcasting stations

good jobs are. what they pay, tells you about my
course. what others wino have taken it are doing
and making. Find out what Radio offers you,
without the slightcct obligation. ACT NOW I

*Se extra In

speakers,

I. for spare time
jobs. common in most every neighbor)
money. Throughout your course I send you information on
servicing popular makes of sets: I give you the plans and
ideas that are making $200 to $1.000 for hundreds of N. R. I.
sttalents in their spare time while studying. My course Is
(aillens as !lie ...arse that pays for itself.

I

hall le

good

In about ten tears Radio has grown from n $2.000.000 to
a 81.000,000,0410 industry. Over 300.0110 jobs have been
created. Hundreds more are being opened every year by its
continued growth. Many ,.ten and young mien with the right
training-the kind of training I give yP -are stepping into
Radio at two and three times their former salaries.

So many opportunities many N. R. 1. men make
8100 to 81,000 in spare there while learning
The day you en rill with me I'll show you how to do 28

Jumper. from 535 to
Sloe a week

!Itisll

Radio."

Net er
Money."
Extra
before atailable except to
Now,
for
a
Sludetltk.
limited tine. it Is free
In readers of this magamake
a
Haw to
zine.

Radio's growth opening hundreds of *5, 475á
$100 a week Jobs every year

"My earnings in Radio

bun k
In

at.

Illy
,ard.
end No:
"25
manual
for
]Inhale

it

for longer than the short time

$25, $:10 or $40 a
takes to get ready for Radio.
week

I

pars

lcitV
TrainedNRea"ec
1

FILL OUT AND MAIL
THIS COUPO

Men
0A

Our Own Home

Pioneer and W o r d's
Largest Home- Study Radio training organization
devoted entirely to training men and young men
for good jobs in the Radio
industry. Our growth has
paralleled Radio's growth.
Nye occupy three hundred
times as much door space
now as we did when organized in 1911.
1

Iifetime EmploymentJeruiceto a!!Qradyates

J. E. SMITH, President
National Radio Institute, Dept.
Washington, D. C.
Pear Mr Smith:

spec lai

T

want to lake

ml
Semi
free ,.ffer.
In Iladn,

Naar

one

1

MX

ado :intake of your
Ian balk., "Rich

Tested Nit-1110d: for
understand Ibis rvple.t dues
uaking rxtra moor)."
nut obligate me and that lm .ale.ulan will call.
Rewards

11

Name
dddreas

cuy

.

.,luir..

1
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EXCLUSIVE

NEWS

FROM

LI1IDBERGH PLANE

FLYING OVER ARCTIC WILDERNESS, RECEIVED ON A

LINCOLN RADIo
11. Johnson. operator and air nor of a
powerful short -wave station, using a LIN('111.N iti(EIVER, had just
w till the Ifu \Y dol n ship of the
messages
finished his daily sehed ule of
31 ac M i llan ex pad it is n, now lotatad off the shores of Ballin Land; turning
his dials tu the frequency of the 1.i ntl bergh r: i nsm it ter. strong and clear
clime in the signals from the Lindbergh plane. Ily ing user the Aret is circle,
the
time fr
Realizing that this was the first message reeeivetl for s
fat,,,,ll us at iatttir and that the public were much concerned as to the safety
Press
and
In
a
of the plane, 3l r. .11111 tenon immediately phoned the C nited
flush it was headlined in newspapers throughout the world.

On the eve Of August 5th, Roscoe

I

When the operator, in Chicago, turned his dials to the 20
meter band, the sharp clear note of tire Lindbergh transmitter brought its message through the violent storms and
electrical disturbances of the Arctic. Hundreds of aunat eur
and commercial stations in all parts of the world were
Mainly combing the air for some news of the fly ing colonel
and his wife. It remained for a LINCOLN recriser to
catch the an C10111.1 awtilted signatl from the far north
reassuring the world that all was well.
Such spectacular per forniti neo is an impressive tribute to
the excellence of Lincoln equipment. and proves. in a con-

clusive manner, the outstanding superiority- of Lincoln
receivers.

SU PER - POWERED, WORLD -WIDE RECEPTION
151o550 METERS- NO PLUG-IN COILS-WITH THE
LINCOLN DE LUXE SW32 and DE LUXE D.C.SW 10
sit comfortably in your easy chair and switch instantly
from your local station to London. 19tri s, Ito nm, Nauen, Morocco,
Saigon, Wellington-over IW phone stations throughout the world.
No plug -In coils, six screen -grid tubes in the highest amplifying
system known 1VI79t PERFECT 111 KC RE.IECTIVITT famous In
Lincoln equipment for the last four years.
Turn the indicator to the desired band of frequencies and apply the
full tremendous power of the DLit Xe to Short-Wave or Broadcast
signals. Utilizing the tremendous al myl i tirai ion and reject it it y of the
famous Lincoln tuned intermediate transformers, originated four
years ago und perfected to a high degree. the De Lu XI' brings in
distant signals with tremendous V0111 1111. Wit perfect raient ivity. .
Lincoln owner in Tennessee listens to NINETY- 7'1 %Y) l't)REI(iN
SHORT -WAVE STATIONS out of at total of PLR foreign phone stations. Old time "liants' and radio fans marvel at the tremendous
nds of miles array. Eyra In the
volume available on signals t
nt located in the Central
Broadcast band. OW ncr, of Lincoln roui
West are art mailer listening to stations ;.INN) miles away with IOUd
spanker volume. A report front Cushing. 01:131110110111. stall rs: sewn
stations received front Japan in one morning. all in the ta ra d rai sl
Lund." W111111 another report reads: "Listening to 2Y:% %V elli n gt u n
N ray Zealand. Osaka. Sendai, and Kumamoto. (750, :711 and 1911 K(')
In Japan. K / :MC Honolulu. °Ri. Sydney, Australia. all in the
Broadcast stand." Bo you wonder that Lincoln receivers are classed
as the most powerful equipment in the world?
Do you wonder whey Lincoln equipment out- performs any known
reetver and Is chosen by the Polar Expedition, Broadcasting
Station, and individuals who want the best?

NOW, you can

Months of intensive laboratory- study has been put into these two
new receivers. Capitalizing on ,years of advanced engineering
opmenls. Lincoln engineers have worked out every detail Of perform
Fidelity and Stability, to st ark prranee-Selectivity- S,nsitivit
fectly front frequencies of 15 to 5511 meters. The tremendous aunplification of the new models now applied to short -ware, as well as b road cant stations, gives a ales' CO ncept Ion Of what is possible in radio.
M.%RVELOI'S TONE QUALITY for which Lincoln equipment has so
long been noted, is maintained. The !lousy yolunie of the Organ or
orchestra can be brought into the home with realistic n.produet
r l used down to a whisper will
t destroying the quality and
wit) t a sign of AC bunt.
EVERY RECEIVER IS i.:%RORATORV BUILT, ('ONSTRI'("l'ED
BY COMPETENT ENGINEERS AND THOROUGHLY
TESTEI) ON TilK %Ilt BEFORE SII11'MENT,

dvl-

y-

-

.

t

THE LINCOLN DELUXE DC -SW -10
This receiver is designed for ose with new low drain series 2 -volt
tubes. employing three '311 type. the '39 type and two 'a: type in
push -poll output. Will operate on any two volt "V" supply and dry
'1t" bai bries. For quietness of operation due to eliminat i on of AC
line i nt a rf,renee the new D(' Deltas gives perfect reproduction on
ext rente distance.
The Linaln DeLuxe DC-SW-10 is without question the highest designed and most powerful battery receiver errer ,Brtd lo the public.

LINCOLN RADIO CORPORATION
329 SO.

WOOD

ST.

Dept.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

R.

C. -

I

I

11'rite today for. %retie

Expedition

serIp

tributors'

NAME
ADDRESS

it,. l loti ns

ill nstratted detit e literature
with att rutti ve alis-

and

discount.
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"and thse4partints area]ht)fred Radio
y
sure of Tdea1 zadorecepZon through

the

KCAAntciiapkx System"

One perfect antenna on
the roof, and radio out
lets all through the building for the convenience
of the tenants. Just plug
in your set, and it's ready
to work. You get better
reception this way than
with separate antenna

wires,-clean signals,
minus the usual local
interference from electrical devices through-

Attention !

R.A-DIO
S ERV[CE

MEN

The RCA Antenaplex System solves
the apartment house radio problem,
delivering 100% of antenna signal
energy to every outlet. The lead covered
cabby may be run exposed, concealed,
or in metal conduit.
An attractive proposition awaits
Radio Service men and electrical contractors who want to promote sales
and install this equipment in new or
existing structures.
Write for information and illustrated
instructions.
ENGINEERING PRODUCTS DIVISION

RCA Victor Company, Inc.
Camden, New Jersey

A

Radio Corporation of America Subsidiary

out the house.
Centralized Radio Systems
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